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REPAIRING.
As many people do not care to put
on new shoes at this season of the
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Department where first class work is
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Prefer to have their carpets beaten one-at-a
lime and the dust drawn away hv exhaust fans
as fast as beaten out, rather than to have them
tumbled around two or three hours in a box
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Humanitarian

Grounds--Believed Spain

Will Go

As Far As It Dares to xMaintain Peace.
and four steam tugs presumably
Washington, March 24.—The last day yachts
the
New York for use fn
of the at aud near
are
before the arrival of the report
The boats
auxiliary naval fleet.
unexof
about four hundred tons eaob and in an
Maine Court of Inquiry was one
as
would be suitable
torpedo
ampled activity in all official quarters. emergency
The yachts purchased are among
the
Spanish boats
Advices came early that
the fleetest along the Atlantic coast, and
the
from
are said to be somewhat similar to the
torpedo flotilla had sailed
of the OgCanaries for Porto Rico and from this Mayflower, recently purchased
den
Goelet estate. This acquisition to the
measwarlike
most
energetio
the
moment
is regarded as an
exceptionally
constant navy
in
ures followed one , another
valuable one at the present time as the
fleet
this
of
craft suitsmall
The movement
greatest nesd is felt for
succession.
keenest in- able as torpedo boats and despatch boats.
had been watched with the
satisfaction at
serious There was an additional
terest as it was felt to involve
the Navy Department at the large number
the
compel
which
might
secured in a single purchase. 'The names
possibilities
protest of and the amounts paid for the various
United States government to
hostile yachts and tugs are, not disclosed as it is
a
of
against the movement as
said this would prove an embarrassment
of the
character. Immediately on receipt
to the government in promoting speculaour naval at- tion on other oraft for which negotiations
of
one
from
official despatch
the sail- are now proceeding.
taches abroad briefly announcing
Throughout the day the White House
fact was made known
the
fleet
of
the
ing
presented an animated appearance, Senaan earnest confer- tors and
and
President
the
to
Representatives from both
Secretary Long political parties calling to confer with the
ence was held between
The President. Among the callers were Senaand Assistant Secretary Roosevelt.
tors Cullom, Fairbanks, Dodge, Aldrich,
conand
seriousness of the move was fully
Jones of Arkansas
Spooner and
that
Representative Bailey, the Democratic
sidered and thePresident was advised
essential floor leader in the House.
naval strategists regarded it as
of his
The President said to several
not be al
that this torpedo flotilla should
the situation
in
What, if visitors today dodiscussing
lowed to reach western waters.
consistent
that be would
everything
is not with the honor and
reached
was
dignity of the country
any, conclusion
war
the
to avert war aud he still believed
Spanish
the
in
day
Later
known.
called at the could be averted. He also said that ho beminister Senor Polo Bernabe
us
of
was
lieved the government
Spain
time
State Department and spent some
anxious for peace as we were, but at the
It was naturally in- same timo-he did not hesitate to admit
with Judge Day.
the gravity at the situat’.oU. The Presiferred that the approach of the Spanish
that he bereferred to. dent frankly acknowledged
flotilla was one of the subjects
lieved the report of tbe board of inquiry
Whether, however, there was any sug- would And that the Jlulne./was blown up
His
K»s
was not dis- from the outside.
gestion against the move,
It is his
been definitely decided upon.
closed by either Judge Day or the Spanish
the
of
treat
the
to
up
blowing
the purpose
minister lx>th of whom maintained
Maine as an incident.
The report, of the
conferthe
board will be 6ent to Congress Monday
strictest reticence regarding
1 elating
very brief message
was fol- with || a
ence. The flotilla announcement
to
up
leading
the^ events
The to
news.
lowed rapidly by important
that point informing Congress that the
Secretary
been
fact8 contained in the report have
first was the announcement by
of our squad- cabled to Madrid to be laid before the
Long indicating the placing
Spanish government by Minister Woodron and fleet on a war footing:
ford.
No.demand will be made upon
been
has
granted
Sicard
“Admiral
Spain, but the laying of the facts before
the
of
the
the Spanish government will be equivaregret
leave, very much to
lent to calling upon Spain for an explaon acJiavy Department, and altogether
nation aud such action as she may deem
count of his health.
It is the purpose of the House
proper.
commade
has
been
leaders to refer the report and message
“Captain Sampson
on ioieign auairs wimmander of the fleet at Key West; Captain to tne committee
out debate and to this programme it is
Evans bas been ordered to take command believed the Democrats have acquiesced
of the battleship Iowa.
reserving tho right to demand action if
the report from the committee is too long
THe ortiers to toe .squaurju jli
Much will then depend upon
delayed.
ton Roads have not been issued.”
Spain’s response, but there are those cl .se
Although the announcement did not so to the President who believe that from
state It soon become known that Commo- the time the report is sent to Congress it
out as a factor in tho situation.
dore W. S. Schley was slated to command will drop
Tlie second pait of the President's prothe “Flying squadron.” This announcethe Maine question and
readies
gramme
ment was recognized at once as of un- involves intervention on humanitarian
Ad- grounds within a week or ten dajs after
usual importance at this juncture.
the report of the board goes to Congress.
miral Sicard has been in commar.d|of the
It will be intervention to relieve the starfleet at Key West throughout the critical vation in Cuba and upon Spain’s acquiCaptain eseense In or objection to this act will deperiod of the Maine disaster.
or war. A prominent member
Sampson has been in command ot the pend peace
his
that in
of the House said to.lpy
been
more
has
more
recently
Iowa, but
the next two weeks would deteropinion
Such informaconspicuous before the public as president mine which it would be.
Captain tion as exists here leads those close to the
of the Maine court of inquiry.
believe
that
to
Spanish governRobley Evans is better known as “Fight- President
to
ment will go to any length it darts
ing Bob.
The Queen Regent is
The next important move was a deter- preserve peace.
it
and
war
commission especially anxious to prevent
mination to create a joint
as
from tiie War and Navy Deportments so is believed the ministry will go just
its own
as to bring them into harmonious action far as it can without jeopadrizing
on all measures.
Captain Barker, naval existence and the survival of the present

programme

Spanish dynasty.
The Navy Department

aide of Secretary Bong was designated to
present the Navy Department in this plan
of action. The representative of the War
It
Department has not yet been named.
will not bo necessary for these two officers
best
can
to leave Washington as they
arrange a joint plan of action in conference with the bureau chiefs of the two deparments here.
Then at the close of day came the announcement that the Navy Department
had succeeded in purchasing eight steam

them alt.
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Gum
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H. H, HAY & SON, Middle St.

advised today of the sailing of the monitor Terror
New
York
for
from
Key West, the arrival
of the Texas at Hampton Roads and the
of the
Puritan at Newport News, and
monitors Manadnock and Monterey at
Texas
Tho
battleship
San Francisco.
cams up from
Key West, making an exof hei
ceptionally quick run for a vessel
nave

|

Ebbett house where they tried to
little much needed sleep
time
men

catch

a

and at the same

a

white canvas bag slung

or

weighed

twenty pounds

without its case,

complicated

endless reams of

portended
testimony

ten
ana

demonstrated in a rather

was

way just

as

they

were

about

theatrical
to get into

The crowd closed around
withstand the orowd of newspaper the carriage.
and
oi
the
in
jostled them considerably.
party
hope
who thronged the lobby

securing

some

stray bit of information Some

esoaped

The party consisted

Bowers,

A. T. Marix,

a

port

canvas

end

of

the

bag in which the
Quiok

concealed.

was

the

against

one ran

correspond- mysterious

numerous

as

re-

flash

a

Lieut. Hood's hand went back to his

hip

and Lieut. Jungen laid bis hand

the

butt of

revolver that was

a

on

sticking from

The movements were
judge advocate aud Ship his side pocket.
to
ill-fated
sufficient
Maine's
prevent further jostling.
Carpenter Holmes of the
driven to the Ebbett house,
On
being
crew
There

was an

at the depot

immense cihwd waiting

naval contingent was

The

sleeper

on

pulled in.

when the train

the

in

the train and avoided the crush
at the upper end

by alighting
and going out
of the platform
of citizens

tracks.

All were

thoroughly

across

tired and

Commander Marix was asleep in his seat
was
when the train pulled in. The party
Ward
met at the steps of the car by Cadet
was the
who
the
of
Navy Department,
sole

representative

of Secretary Long. He

light

some

with

while the
time

a

spread

having

and the lobby

curious

worked

was

deputed

press committee and
with the

Remarkable Scene
on

met

stereotyped reply

an

Condition

off

sort

inquirers

of

“I

quested

don’t

to

Speak

for Cuba

however, that the report In due process of
Washington, March 24.—A scene dralaw must first be delivered to the Secre- matic in the
intensity o' its interest was
retary
of the Navy and this according to all
in the Senate today during the
to the tary
presented
the
led
travellers
he
and
night,
precedents will be at the Navy Depart- delivery by Mr. Thurston of Nebraska
thickenhack Stand -through the rapidly
ment. It will then be submitted to Presi- of a
speech on the Cuban situation. Not
Lieut. Hood as the most dent McKinley upon whose decision its since the inauguration of President Mcing crowd.
the future migration will depend.
Kinley have so many persons been on the
muscular member of the party carried
Senate side of the Capitol as were there
today. The galleries were packed. Even
JENKINS FOUND A MINE.
the diplomatic gallery which is rarely
ggg boston well protected.
will say
occupied was filled, among those in It beBoston, March 24.-The Post
A Significant Letter From Lieutenant Who ing Senor Mendonca the Brazilian ministhree days the harhor of Boston
ter and party ex-Seoretary of State John
the Invafrom
Wat Killed in Maine Disaster.
safe
practically
will be
hostile
to
W. Foster and Mrs. Foster and many laattaohed
any
vessels
of
sion
the
dies and gentlemen from the various formay sucoeed in passing
fleet which
Columbus, Ohio, March 34.—A speoial eign legations.
formidable guns of Fort Warr?"
noon today an
Long Island head. At oil
Within a few minutes after the Senate
were to the Dispatch from Lima, Ohio, sayB:
an
and
engine
electrlo dynamo
Fort Independence, where the
Mrs. William S. Jones of this city, has convened,; every senator who could be
taken to
of the subwas in his seat and by the time
work of connecting the wires
recousin, present,
just received a letter from her
marine mines and torpedoes placed
Mr. Thurston had begun his speech dozwas immediately
harbor,
the
in
life in the
cently
of an Lieut. Jenkins, who lost his
of the House were either
ens of members
started upon under the supervision
corps
of the Maine.
The letter was standing or occupying chairs in the area
'officer from the V. S. engineering
explosion
take
.This officer stated that it would necthe semi-circle of seats. A jar
written to his mother in Pittsburg a few without
all the
about three, days to make
of roses had been placed on Mr. Thursas
during the past
♦
connections
in
the
Ho
states
before
essary
explosion.
and tor- days
ton’s desk, but he spoke from that of Mr.
month a large number of mines
the path of the the letter that he had discovered a mine
in the central part of the chamHawley,
pedoes bad been placed in
harbor.
vessels which enter and leave the
under the Maine. He writes much of a ber. His first sentence, in which he said
command of silent Ups, in
THE WEATHER.
startling nature, but the relatives refuse he spoke by
and touching reference to the
that it will a delicate
it

dors

slowly
winds.

Local Weather Report.

Portland,

Me., March 24.—The local

bureau office records as to

weather

the

weather are as follows:

Barometer 30.190; Thermom38. Dew Point 16; Humidity 55;
Wind NE; Velocity 9: weather, clear.
Barometer 30.227; ThermomSp m
eter 32; Dew Point 22; Humidity 62;
Wind SW: Velocity 8; weather, clear.
Mean daily thermometer 32; maximum
thermomthermometer 37; minimum
eter 27; maximum velocity wind 18, MV;
S a. m.

eter

total

precipitation

0.

Weather

Observation.

agricultural department weather
bureau for yesterday, March 24, taken
The

at 8 p, in., meridian time,
tion for each section being

order:

the observa-

given

Temperature, direction

of

in this

wind,

of the Senate

side of the

Capitol,

for admission.
The crowd had been attracted particularly by the announcement that} Mr.
Thurston of Nebraska, was to address the
Senate upon Cuba, basing his utterances
upon his recent trip to the island—a trip
that

had

brought to him the deepest

bereavement

that can come to a man.
It was expected that the address would
be a notable oratorical effort as well as
a
thorough discussion of the political
phases of the pending controversy.
In the diplomatic gallery were Senor

Mendonea, the Brazilian minister, accompanied by a party, and several ladies
and gentlemen from other legations.
On the floor the Senators were early in
their seats and here and there about the
chamber was a member of the House of

Representatives.
Mr. Frye of Maine,

of the committee on
bill amending section 4492 of the Revised Statutes of the
The
United States relating to barges.
bill provides the following saving appliance and hull inspection all vessels and
tow in
carrying passengers. The bill
commerce,

say

reported

a

loss of bis wife on his memorable trip to
commanded instant attention. A
inquiry. The letter had been forwarded hush fell over the great audience which
almost breathless attention passed.
Mr. Allison of Iowa moved that when
»to different relatives of Lieut. Jenkins, hung with
and interest upon every word.
the Senate adjourned today it be to meet
that
been
Mrs.
has
Jones
reaohed
and just
expressed
yesterday.
Home surprise
on
Monday next. The motion prevailed,
Senator Thurston should appear in pub- Mr. Mason of
Illinois, emphatically votso soon after the demise
lic
prominently
in the negative.
LIEUT. JENKINS’S BODY FOUND.
of Mrs. Thurston, but the first sentence ing
\fnoh mnfnttinn piistcfi in the
cralleriea
Havana, March 34.—The body of Lieut. of his speech furnished the key to his and the Vice-President was obliged to
Thurston’s
that
Mr.
is
true
It
of
the
was
action.
Jenkins
W.
Friend
Maine,
demand that order be restored.
viewed from one standfound early this morning near the tor- speech today,
Mr. Cockrell of Missouri expressed the
but it
pedo tube aft, as it has been hoped would point, was an ususual proceeding,
the
that
Vice-President would
hope
conditions
the
attending
of
course
were
was justified by
be the case. The remains
her strictly enforce the rule prohibiting any
to
Thurston’s
so
as
Mrs.
request
not
bad
dying
it.
badly decomposed, though
demonstration for manifestation of appreviously found since the husband was that he should lose no time proval by those in the galleries.
many others
It will be enclosed in a me- on account of her death to do his duty
explosion.
Mr. Mason of Illinois then moved that
In
tallic casket and sent to Key West on Sat- to save and free Cuba and its people.
the vote by which the Senate had agreed
of
as
nuuuiuuuvu
-i->
be
it
will
Then
disposed
urday.
to adjourn until Monday be reconsidered.
decided by the relatives of the deceased Senator Thurston sacrificed his personal
feelings and delivered his speech, a speech
in the United States.
Contluued on Third Page.
his tribute to the memory of
that was
Mrs. Thurston.
FINANCIERS EXPECT WAR.
Without
knowing the motive which
and inspired
Royal makes the food pure,
London, March 34.—The imm inence of animated Mr. Thurston,
wholesome and delicious.
to his best efforts his auditors inhim
to
financiers
has
aroused
crisis
the Cuban
stinctively realized and thoroughly symA
movement
war.
make efforts to avsrt
pathized with his evident emotion.
The speech was very generally regarded
to this end is on foot in Lombard s treet,
and even those who
a masterly effort
as
who are leading
and American bankers,
with his conclusions connot
could
it, are supposd to have the sympathy and ceded the agree
power of his oration. As h
perhaps co operation of the Rothschilds. neared the end of his speech, his voice,
banks tell the diplomats
The American
clear and ringing, notabhad
been
which
that if the United States demands an inHe was almost overcome by
broke.
ly
demnity and Spain is willing to pay, the emotion
rallied with an effort and
but
financiers will gladly furnish th9 funds.
In a manner that thrilled his auThe best informed diplomats do not be- closed
ditors.
lieve the Spanish Cabinet or dynasty dare
senators turned
and dignified
Staid
to risk the wrath of the pop ulace which
and wept and in the galleries tears
would inevitably follow acquiescence away
hundreds of eyes. It was a
welled to
with the demand of the United States for
Maine. remarkable scene and the stillness until
the
of
loss
for
the
reparation
the last word had been pronounced was
Prominent financiers are calling upon
as of death.
Ambassador Hay, seeking inside informaAs Mr. Thurston sank into his seat and
tion regarding the political situation and
not buried his faoe in his hands, the galleries
tho Ambassador replies that he has
were swept by such a tumult of applause
Deen informed as to the contents of the
been beard in
a long time
as has not in
report of the United States naval court of the Senate chamber. As a brother might
inquiry.
Mr. Allen, Mr. lhurston’s
Financiers are also seeking to bring have done,
from Nebraska, walked to him
Washington through colleague
upon
pressure
and placed his arm over hls shoulders,
American diplomats.
chamber. The
and quietly led him from the
The Spanish and Cuban firms
and touchLondon generally act was one of the spontaneous
financial houses in
ing amenities amid the turbulence and
agreeing ill expressing the opinion that discord
of political life.
there will be war.
come

for
Boston, March 24.—Local forecast
Fair,
Boston and vicinity for Friday:
rising temperature, variable

by His Dead

early, but vainly appealing to the doorkeepers at the various gallery entrances

““‘J

for
Washington, March 24.®-Forecast
and Eastern
New
for
Englana
Friday
New York: Fair and slightly warmer;
winds becoming southerly,

Re-

The crowd of yesterday was as nothing
compared with that of today. Hundreds
of peoplejsnrged through the upper corri-

*°WitMn*

They

Been

Wife.

know” to every question. It may be said,

public.

Eyes As the

Ended-—— Had

Address

of

all

informed Commander Marix that the Secwould not receive the report to-

to make

Cuba-Tears

Welled from Hundreds of

interview.

as a

the

Attending His Speech

over

up cards from the various

correspondents in search of
Young Marix

was

crowd of idlers,

negro bell boys

carrying

SENATOR THURSTON.

refreshments to their

It was not long before the report

of their arrival
filled

first

retired,

party

the whole
ordered

last rooms.

was

class. The Spanish authorities here
been informed that some time ago Capt.
Sigshee asked permission to use dynamite
the
in the destruction of the wreck of
This was refused by Captain
Maine.
General Blanco for the reason it isomcially explained that there are evil disposed
was
persons who insist that the Maine
The
external causes.
blown up from
the
want
Spanish authorities do not all
the eviwreok destroyed as it affords
cause
dence obtainable as to the actual
of the disaster.

bulky report in

under his arm. It must have

to be digested by the adminisand watch since
gnarded
in the
next step
its departure from Key West, were hustled tration before the
at once into a carriage by an attache of progress of the Maine
incident can be
That the whole pnrty was armed
the Navy Department and driven to the taken.
it watoh

have

Be 'Hood,
Few Days L.ater Another Message Will
ant Engineer
Sent Announcing That This Govern- nephew of the

Beef, Wine and Iron,

but

March 24.—The

of Lieut. Commander Marix, Lieut. John
Lieut. Carl Jungcn, Passed Assist-

HAY’S

starch,

IN

ents along the route.

because

contains little

SAFELY LANDED
WASHINGTON.
the naval board of

whioh had

nutritive and

either

a

Monday

President Now Admits Explosion
Came From Outside.

is

food for invalids,

Second-

REPORT

Washington,

With

easily digested

a

INQUIRY COURT’S

THE

Buy

Gold Medal Flour.

nONITOR ITONTAUK,

THE

purifiers

FALLfMI HAIR

Senate Thrilled by Nebraska Man’s
Burning Words,

Pretty Definite Outline of Course to be

out in the

report of the board of

state of weather:
Boston, 36 degrees, SE. c*e‘lrJ., -s'u'v
York, 38 degrees. E, cloudy; Philadelphia, 40 degrees NE.rain; Washington,43
TORPEDO BOAT DESTROYERS.
Albany, 43 degrees,
degrees, N, rain;
8, p. cloudy; Buffalo,S3 degrees, W, clear;
Queenstown, March 24.—The Spanish
Detroit, 30 degiees, 8, clear; Chicago,
boat destroyers Onarilo and Audaz
40 degrees, S, clear; St. Paul, 50 degrees, torpedo
They encountered
arrived hero today.
SE, clear; Huron.Dak., 53 SW, clear; Bisweather in the Irish sea. They will
marck, 46 degrees. SW, clear; Jackson- heavyhere and then
ooal
proceed to Ferrol.
ville, 76 degrees, SW, clear.

Cuba,

*> **

-’

March 24.—An hour and
before the S®11 ite conveued today
a half
the galleries were crowded with people
anxious to hear the promised discursion

Washington,

of the Unban

question.
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[win Battleships Launched at Newport News.

STOMACH TROUBLESAreument and

Facts Are Stubborn

Things.

common and
that
obstinate to oure
iu many
suspiolon on
people are apt to look with
a radical, perany remedy claiming to be
indigesmanent cure for dyspepsia and
on
themselves
such
pride
tion. -Many

Stomach troubles
cases

never

are

so

so

being humbugged

especially

JNE

on

r he

Whiskey

Party of the

Bine

State Was Present and Hnrled
of Bourbon

as

Grass
Bottles

Ship Glided Into Water

—Ceremonies Successful.

at

Hampton

Roads.
issued today

detaching
Capt. Sigsbee and other officers from the
battleship Maine at Havana, and orderOrders

ing

were

them to

proceed

homo and await

or-

ders.
The list includes all the surviving offiwho have remained
cers of the battleship
twin battleships Kentuoky anti Kearsarge on
duty at Havana since the destruction
of the of the ship, with the single exception of
were lannohed from the yards
Walnwright, execuNewport News Dook and Shipbuilding Lieut. Commander
officer of the vessel. Commander
tive
an
of
in
the
presence
company today
Walnwright is in special charge of the
There was not a hitch
immense crowd.
wrecking operations and will remain at
in the programme and cheers from 30,000 Havana until they are concluded.
The navy department developed importhroats greeted the latest additions to the
tant new features today.
from
slid
as
States
they
navy
United
First
came the definite information
the Spanish
the ways, the prow of one sprinkled that
torpedo flotilla had
from
the Canaries for Porto Rloo.
with foaming champagne,the other chris- sailed
This
move has been watched by the
tened with pure water from the home
navy department with intense interest
Lincoln.
3f Abraham
and is regarded to some extent as a hosThe arrival of the christening parties tile'demonstration against this country.
The fleet consist of six torpedo boats pud
was the signal for cheers from the impaseven torpedo boat destroyers, comprising
tient spectators and also for the ship yard one
formidable torpedo
of the most
employes to commence the work of trans- squadrons now afloat.

3 Newport News, Va.,

acidi

Goleden Seal, bismuth, hydrasare
not cathartio,
is and nux. They
do
ieither
they act powerfully on any oron the
;an, but they cure indigestion
•orumon sense plan bf digesting the food
It has
before
aten promptly, thoroughly
mischief.

WATER,

Maine court of inquiry, has been ordered
the North Atlantic fleet,
to command
relieving Admiral Sicard, who is ill.
Commodore W. S. Soheley In all probability will be placed In command of the

squadron

..

:ime to

WITH

WITH CHAMPAGNE.
_

ir.edicinos.
This fear of being humbugged may be
Harried too far; so far, in fact, that many
rsons suffer for years with weak digestion, rather than risk a little time and
of
money in faithfully testing the claims
preparation so reliable and universally
isod as Stuart’s Dyspepsia Tablets.
Tablets are
Now Stuart’s Dyspepsia
raitly different in one important respect
for
medicines
■rum ordinary proprietary
not a secret
reason that they are
10
ateut medicine, no secret is made of
analysis shows
hair ingredients, but
contain the natural digestive
om to
ments, pure aseptic pepsin, the digesve

CHRISTENED

OTHER

Washington, March 24.—Capt. Robley
D. Evans, better known as “Fighting
Bob” Evans, reached here this morning
and
was immediately ordered to take
command of the Iowa.
Capt. Sampson of Iowa and also of the

cause the
ferment, sour and
This Is the only secret of their

mccess.

Cathartio pills never have and never
cure indigestion and stomach troubles
necause they act entirely upon the bowels
really in
whereas the whole trouble Is
tnn

the stomach.

March

24.—The

AT

He concluded Ids last cruise
in June, 1892, since which time he served
as chief of the bureau of ordnance
up to
the time of his assignment to the command of the Iowa.
Hardly less important than the assignwas
the
ment of Captain
Sampson
praotical determination to plaeo Commodore W. S. Schley in command of the fleet
n jw assembling at Hampton Roads. This
will consist of the battleship Massachusetts, Texas, the cruisers Brooklyn, Minneapolis ami Columbia and suoh other
ships as may be assigned later. It is commonly known as the Hying squadron, the
idea being to make Hampton Roads the
base of operations and yet to give Commodore Schley easy and effective cruising
distance of the entire sweep of the AtThe
lantic seaboai d north of that point.
two commands under Commodore Sampbe of
son and Commodore Schley will
equal dignity aud will bo entirely indefor
the
other
at
of
eaoh
present
pendent
least. Commodore Schley commands the
fullest confidence of the administration
and cf Secretary Long for his good judgDuring the present
ment aud ability.
crisis he has been frequently called into
consultation with the naval chiefs who
recognized his complete familiarity with
When
every detail of naval procedure.
the flying squadron was first
suggested
as
his name naturally presented itself
probablv the fittest man in the service
for that particular duty. He came prominently into public notice by the successful proseoution of the Greely relief expedition and later as the commander of
the Baltimore at Valparaiso at the time
of the Chilian revolution.
Secretary Long had a busy morning.
Aside from seeing the President he saw
Senator Lodge and
Senator Hawley,
The secretary
many other publlo men.
stated that he had no knowledge of the
purchase of a torpedo boat in Germany.
Mr. Long’s attention was called to the
that General
Madrid despatch stating
Blanco had reported from Havana that he
on

Captain Sampson in Command of Fleet at

ANY PEOPLE RIDICULE THE IDEA OF
A|MABSOLUTE CURE F8R DYSPEP-

S'A AND

“FIGHTING BOB" ON DECK-

the

sea.

Washington, March 24—Senator Proctoi
ot Vermont was one ot the callers at' the
War Department and spent considerable
time with Secretary Alger.
General Wilson, chief of engineers, was
It is said their conference recalled in.

nal officer.
An incident of the general
plan of
preparation for any emergency that may
arise is found in an order issued today by
Adjutant General Corbin with the approval of the commanding general of the
This order contemplates the suparmy.
ply of artillery posts not already having
them, of various military adjunots necessary for a proper discharge of duties that
may arise. At all suoh post commanders
best
charts
are 10 have
compiled the
possible for the use of their respective
a
of
detail
officers
and
men
commands by
under their command from such data as
may lie on hand or readily obtainable.
Suitable base lines are to be laid off, oarefully measured and accurately marked on
and
When no range
the harbor chart.
have been installed
finders
position
requisitions are to uo mane ior uiem anu
while awaiting their arrival arrangements
will be improvised for position finding.
not
Where eleotrioal installations have
been made .already, requisitions are to
the
to
forwarded
be
signal department for
At posts where
the necessary material.
eight inch converted rifles and ten and
fifteen inch smooth bore guns nre already
mounted, and bearing upon channels and
especially upon the proposed location of
mine fields, post commanders are to place
them in as pertect condition as possible
and where suitable ammunition is not on
hand, requisitions are to be made at once
upon the ordnance department.
COES THE PRESIDENT WAVER?

Proposition

Absurd

Detained In Havana

Puy

Maroh 54.—Senators who

These Senators also say
Maine disaster.
that while preparations for an emergency
the
that
are steadily going forward,

six were probably deRegarding the nse of dynamite
other

stroyed.
by the contracting wreckers, Capt.^Sigabee said to this correspondent today:
“More has been made out of the matter
than was warranted by the facts, which
are simply these:
“The contractors asked my permission
to use dynamite in small quantities and
also asked leavc| to use tape to blow off
angles, etc. ,| where the
protuberances,
wreckage is so'entangled that it Is very
There never was any
difficult to hoist.
intention to use the explosive in large
enough quantities to destroy the wreck.
I submitted the request of the contrac
Consul General Lee, for him to
tors to
ask permission from the Spanish authorities and I asked also for orders from the
Both
United States naval department.
our own and also the Spanish authorities
refused the necessary permission. That
is all there was to the matter.”
On the samo subject Consul General
Lee said:
“I transmitted Capt. Sigsbee’s request
mode on the part of the contractors to
Captain General Blanco, and I received
reply that the matter was too imporvant ;o be settled without reference to
M .drid. Captain Blanco intimated that
tiic United States court of inquiry, having sat in judgment on the disaster to
ilie Maine, it would be unwise to destroy
by the use of dynamite the wreok upon
which judgment was.formed. Last evening I had word from Capt. Sigsbee that
the United States navy department forbade the use of dynamite on or about the
The papers here today say Mawreck.
drid has sustained Gen.Blanoo’s prohibition against the use of dynamite on the
wreck.
“The result will be, naturally, slower
v, ork in
removing the debris and also, it
is possible more hoisting apparatus may
It is probable the wreckers
needed.
ce
wished most to use dynamite or dynamite
tape, to get the top off the turret
the 10-inch guns could be hoisted
so that
out.”
In regard to going away Capt. Sigsbee
said:
“I have never expressed a desire about
the matter until recently. I received a
personal letter asking my wishes and
what I thought best. We have been here
two months instead of two weeks as at
first intended and the climate is beginning to tell on all of us. While the court
was to be
in session our business
was
It seems now as if Wainwright
here.
take charge of the
would be enough to
wreck, especially sinoe ail the work Is
now mere routine work of salvage, while

peaceful settlement
questions.

President hopes for

_wii/vht

rmnoin

tn

Montifw

when recovered, if possible
the bodies
besides after
April 1st we would all be
subject to the rigid quarantine laws.
like to get to Key
I
would
For myself
West and write up my report of the disaster. As yet I have not written a line.
While the court was in session I did
not want in any way to anticipate its
report. I have no idea what that report
is or whether I am found guilty or not.”
last remark was made with a
This
smile.
A letter from Consul Brice at Matanzas
Saynor his successor advises
says Mr.
he expects to arrive in Cuba
him that
about April 1st.

ORDERED HOME AT LAST.
for the return home were received this afternoon
other
officers
the
and
by Captain Sigsbee
of the Maine now here and all will go
North except Lieut. Commander Wainright.
Captain Sigsbee and bis brother officers expect to leave for the North by the
Plaut line steamer Olivette on Saturday.
Two bodies were found this afternoon.
One, that of a Japanese ward room hoy,
room; the
had floated into the ward
other, that of a white man. was found
forward and may be the body of a ma-

Havana, March 24.—Orders

chinist.
The mail steamer from Barcelona arrived tonight with 1400 Spanish regulars.

Burdock Blood Bitters gives a man a
an active brain, a strung, vig-

body—makes

him fit for the

battle

life.__

Easy Food

XheEasy

to

Buy,

Cook,
Easy
to
Eat,
Easy
to
Digest.
Easy
to

uaker Oats
At all grocers
’in 2-lb.

pkgs. only

a

of the Cuban
The President said to the Senators that
he would like to see the Cubans obtain
their independence by purchase and he

intimated that he would be even willing
that they should agree to pay a stated annuity to Spain, recognizing to this slight
degree the suzeranity of the mother
country, hut he said at the same time that
he recognized the difficulties in the way

■

orous
o;

Attempt to

have talked with the President say that
it is quite probable that on Wednesday or
Thursday of next week a message may
be sent in by the President upon the general situation in Cuba, which will be
treated separate and distlnot from the

Havana, March 24.—Two of the eight
carried
Whitehead torpedoes
by the
Maine have been [recovered. These were

clair head,

of

Cuba Attributed to Him.

Long Enough.

The

of this procedure because of the disinclination of the Spanish authorities to consider it. Still the visitors obtained the
impression that he had concluded at least
to make an offort in that direition. They

BATTLESHIP KENTUCKY.

of the opinion that if this negotiation
should fail the President would resort to
intervention rather than to a recognition
indeof either belligerent rights or the
pendence of the island. They do not conhesitate
sider that the President would
at recognizing either belligerency or inexcept for the reason that he
are

—

—t--w.~«

Caj? ...a oigsbee
soon as the telegram making the had declined to permit
As
ferring the ships to the water.
in blowing up the wreok
announcement was received it was taken to use dynamite
hammer
of
the
sounds
was
still a part ol
The
there
regular
to the White House and laid before the of the Maine, as
of the
one of the magazines in the wreck
could be heard in all sections of the yard President.
A long conference followed between ship.
drove home the all imas the workmen
of
The navy department is informed
the President, Secretary Long and Mr.
Cincinnati
portant wedges. In the meantime, the Koosevelt
to the course this govern- the departure of the cruiser
as
and
News
Castine
and
the
Wilmingof
the
Shipbuilding
Newport
gunboats
ment should adopt.
guests
last
Jamacla
So far as can be learned no demand has ton from Port Antonio,
company had assembled on the large platbut the officials decline to state
her
as
to
evening,
made
purbeen
the
upon Spain
yet
form at the ; ship’B prow. Among
A
are
bound.
probable theory
in dispatching the flotilla at this where they
pose
however, is that
as to their movements,
distinguished persons on the platform
nor is it known wbat action,
will be at
Bradley, Gov. J. H. juncture,
from
next
heard
were Gov. W. C.
when
they
the
time
at
taken
this
by
A. if any will be
some other
port in the
Tyler and their staffs; Gen. Nelson
either of protesting to Key West or
United States,
a.
U.
N.,
Admiral
aro
not
Matthews,
United States. They
particularly
Miles,
or intercepting the flotilla.
Commodores McNair and Wallace and Spain
There is a very deoided current of senti- strong ships, and in their present position
the
more
a prey to
fall
others.
might
possibly
including
ment among naval officers,
Suddenly the sound of the hammers some of the highest, in favor of decisive powerful Spanish fleet in Cuban waters
hushed
crowd
immense
the
and
confliot.
ceased
in the event of a
and immediate action.
by the cessation of work as if by magio
They say that from a naval strategic
TOUR OF INSPECTION.
command, and the attention of all was view it would be most unfortunate at
tne bowl of the Kearsarge
directed to
this time to have this great torpedo floMarch 2.—Captain W. P.
Washington,
Com
of
Lieut.
wife
Mrs.
Winslow,
where
aid to Secretary
tilla brought within easy reach of our Duval, the military
mander Winslow, who is the son of the
at Key West.
Alger, will leave the city tonight for the
commander of the famous old frigate squadron
meie
naval
not
can
be
stated,is
South on a tour of inspection. The detail
This, it
that first boro the name, stood gracefully
speculation, but has been given official is regarded as an important one as Capt.
ereot with the bottle of wine in her upthe
has
been'
and
urged
upon
director of
Duval has been
artillery
Another instant and the cognizance
hand.
raised
President.
practice at Fortress Monroe school and
cracking of a huge timber was heard as
of
the
the
to
It was due
big importance
was very recently ordered to Washington
of
work
its
severing
the saw completed
that instructions were issued for special duty in the Secretary’s office.’
movement
The towering steel
the last
wedge.
some
ago to keep the navy depart- His
thorough acquaintance with all
a
second, then moved ment days
frame hesitated
immediately advised on the depart- branches of the artillery service makes
slowness on its journey
with majestic
the
flotilla
Car
ure of the torpedo
.from
him especially competent to determine the
As it did so Mrs. Winslow yiftrlps
to the water.
needs of the service and the improvements
dashed the bottle against the receding
D. Evans, well known as necessary to seacoast fortifications.
The
Kobley
Capt.
“I ohrlsten the
boat and exclaimed:
“Fighting Bob” Evans, arrived in Wash- officials of the OTdnance bureau of the
Kearsarge.”
West
and
from
Key
war department have already determined
ington this morning
A mighty cheer went up from the vast
additional
had half an hour’s conference with Secre- on the manner in which the
throng of speculators as the vessela struck tary Long.
81,000,000 which has just been alloteel tc
first and with
gracethe water stern
in
the
He has been temporarily on duty
that branoh of the service out of the $50ful dip aft and then forward glided into
the secre- 000,000 emergency fund shall bo expended.
lighthouse servioe, but he told
the water.
be
a fight he
to
wa3
there
if
that
Aside from a few unimportant items, all
tary
The Kearsarge elided out into the chan- wanted to be in it.
the money will be used in the purchase ol
and
she
was
by
tugs
where
up
picked
nel,
Mr. Long appreciated the suggestion rapid tire guns and ammunition, and oar
proudly towed to one of the lower ship- and Immediately issued orders plaoing riages for the same.
The department is
yard piers.
Evans in command of the battle- making an extraordinary offort to securt
the Kearsarge had been safely Capt.
When
it possibly can foi
Iowa.
fire
all
the
guns
ship
rapid
moored, there was a rush to where the
coast.
Th<
It was officially stated this afternoon the fortifications on the
Kentuoky awaited the honor to be con- thatjthe reportiof the Maine board would Maxim
rapid fire guns about twenty oi
ferred upon her by one of the blue-grass be read to the cabinet tomorrow.I
been
g
have
abroad
which
more
purchased
state’s most charming daughters. The
It developed that Capt. Evans’s orders will bo shipped to the United States ai
ship launohers were already at work pre- to take command of the Iowa had a most the earliestiraticable moment and wi!
paring the Kentucky for her baptism. important sequel in the assignment of be distributed to the points where thi
Finally the blows beneath the hull of the Captain Sampson, commander of the Greatest necessity exists for them.
ship died away and the throng eagerly Iowa to succeed Admiral Sicard in comawaited the strange speotaole of a ship mand of the North Atlantic squadron.
NAVAL OFFICERS EXCITED.
After an in- TV,ic nBaitrnmfmt is due
water.
christened with
mainly to the
of suspense, at 11.85 the big hull
stant
West, Maroh 24.--The news tha
court
that
Admiral
medloal
of
a
Key
findings
_i_s
It-a Inner nnnnnlnrl
hurl
ri
Slcard is temporarily incapacitated from Capt< Sampson of the Iowa had succeed
Miss Bradley smashed the cut glass bot- active duty owing to long continued illod Rear Admrial Sicarrt in command o
tle with spring water from a spring in ness.
caused no end of exciteinen ;
the fleet
now assumed
who
Kentuoky from which Abraham Lincoln
Sampson
Captain
in his yonth was wont to quench his command of the North Atlantic squadron among the
naval officers here. The 1
thirst, squarely against the ship’s prow, Is regarded as one of the best equipped admiral himself knew
nothing of the
and said: “I christen the Kentuoky.” officers In the navy having seen
active
Associated Presi
As the vessel started on its journey to the service during the oivil war and Binoe change until shown the
water a number of pint bottles of KenCapt. Sampson- remained oi
then, having occupied many important despatch.
tucky whiskey were hurled from the positions. He is a high authority on naval the Iowa throughout the day and wai :
crowd and smashed against the ship. ordnance and before taking command of notified of his promotion at a late houj
Amid the cheers of the masses the Ken- the Iowa was chief ot
the bureau of through the same sources.
Ho is
tucky dashed down the greased ways at ordnance of the navy department.
As already stated it was known by the
the water with
12-knot clip. Striking
of
age, a student of best informed that Rear Admiral Sioarr
about sixty years
a loud
splash she skimmed out upon the naval affairs and is considered an officer was to be relieved, but no one though'
waves and cut the water for a distance of
exceptional ability. The retirement ot the ohange would come so quickly. The
of several hundred yards before coming Admiral Sicard has the effect of raising selection of
Capt. Sampson was alse 1
in the first case, the
to a full stop. As
to the rank of Commo- somewhat of
The appoint
a surprise.
the Captain Sampson
was
welcomed with
new comer
of
New
native
a
is
York,
He
dore.
merit of Capt. Evans, “Fighting Bob,,’
all
of
the
steam
on
whistles
shrill blasts
September, 1867, to command the Iowa, has created Intense 1
entered the service in
the large craft lying in the harbor. Many and has seen over forty years active ser enthusiasm among the
younger nava
state militlary organizations came from vioe, nearly fourteen of which were spent element and oaused general satlsfaotior
nearby towns in honor of the occasion
Admiral
Slcard wil
all around. Rear
was
hsid on the
drees parade
and a
return home on waiting order: 1
probably
the
tn
afternoon.
Casino grounds
Beware of Ointments for Catarrh Thai and the Iowa will probably remain a: 1
the flagship.
Contain Mercury,
As the
long days of waiting for the
ONCE ENOUGH FOK BLANCO.
as mercury will surely destroy the sense ot
report dwindle into hours, the suspense
Madrid, March 24.—A semi-official note smell and coinpletly derange the whole sys- at this naval rendezvous grows intense
the 1
report
just Issued, says: At a cabinet meeting tem when entering it through the mucous Passengers from Havana
yesterday Premier Sagasta read a tele- surfaces. Such articles should never be same condition there. Some fear, if the 1
the
Maine
was
General
that
blowi
Blanco,
sayllnds
court
gram from Captain
used except on prescriptions from reputable
a
riot
ing that the oaptain of the Maino had re- physicians, as the damage they will do is up intentionally. Havana.will follow thi
quested permission to blow up the wreck teri told to the good you can possibly derive announcement in
Iona arrived from
to
steamer
The Mallory
with dynamite, and that permission
from them. Hall’s Catarrh Cure, manufactoday and the work of un
tured by F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, O., New York
do so'had been refused him.
The cabinet empowered the minister of contains no mercury, and is taken inter- loading three months’ provisions for 4001 1
acting directly upon the blood and was at onoe began.
foreign affair, SenorjGullon.^to watch the nally,
surfaces of the system. In buying
situation with the view of seeing justice mucous
Hall’s Catarrh Cure be sure you get the gent
done and defending the rights of Spain.
uine. It is taken Internally and Is made In
ONE DAY
TO CUKE A COLD IN
The minister of nnanoe, Senor Pulgce- Toledo, Ohio, by F. J. Clieney & Co. TestiBromo
~
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declared the resources : sufficient for
all war expenses until the new chambers
meet.
vor,

monials free.
Sold by Druggists, price 75c per bottle.
Hall’s Family Pills are the best.

Witnesses.

--

Quinine Tablets.
A1
Take Laxative
druggists refund the money if it fails to to cure 1
L. B. Q. on each tablets
25c. The genuine aas

dependence

belieyes neither would accomplish the rewhioh is
sult of relieving the suffering,
the first end ho has in view.
The Democratic Senators talked frankwith the President in regard to the

ly

situation.
They
political aspeot
told him of the report current about Consituagress to the effect that the CuDau
manipulated with the
tion was being
view of improving the fortunes of the Iteof

the

party, saying to him that it
such was the ease, and if war were provoked for this reason the reaction would
To this the Presibe against thb party.
dent replied (hat he fully realized this
to
be
Tact and that he did not intend
swerved one hair’s breadth in his purpose

publican

The

the occasion there was a relaughter when lie declared
not arrest anythat the reason he did
himself was that Mr. Hamilton had

gravity

Story of Sweet Annabel and the Skin
Decide.
Reviewed—Council

Games

That. It Cannot Pension Show.

uiu

There has been considerable
the Senate.
work done among Senators and the result
conservaof a general canvas leads tbe
in
tives to believe that the sentiment
care
and
refrmging
favor of moving with
in
adPresident
to
act
the
from forcing
vance of his own judgment is growing.
Any attempt to bring about congressional
action contrary' to the wish of the President, they say will he most thoroughly

emergency.”
Although during

month and
the last
the President has been at his desk
into
the
far
and
night, his
every day
callers often remark the faot that this
heavy burden of care and work does not
appear to affect his
show in his face or
A prominent oaller in leaving
health.
the White House today said he had never
seen the President in more buoyant spirits
more free
or at a time when he seemed
from care. Among the callers today were
Secretary Gage and Senators Quay, Carter
Their business,
and Jones of Arkansas.
however, was.stated to be largely personal
more,

and got a
gone down to the legislature
could
so that a constable
law through
not make an arrest outside of his own
town. “And that,” added the witness,
the liquor law is violated in
“is why

PRESS.]

you go to the fair in 1897 ?

’'

“No, sir.”
“Had you seen

the

poster

before

the

(Laughter.)

fair?”

Mr. MoKeen also reoited the faot of the
of Mr. J. F. Barrett from the
National Trotting association on oharges
this fair
of buying pools on a race at

expulsion

when he was acting as judge.
Mr. Uriah A. Kane of Kennebunk, for
22 years a telegraph operator in the employ of the Boston and Maine railroad
was the noxt witness to arouse interest

the course of them:
“It was an absolute impossibility for a
man who oould see not to know
they
blind
the
were there and if he was
There
cappers-in would get hint up.
were all kinds of games from the shell
game up. The victims were the old grandIalUOlQ

i)UU

IUD

vui

MUJO

uwuukij

I ssw one old man lose $30 or $40
“There will be no party action,” said and after I had tried to pull him away
“and one of the
one of the conservative Senators,
‘Young
cappers said to me:
the President will be supported
while
man do you know the eleventh commandattempts to
when he makes a requebt,
He said:
is it?’
force anything through the Senate will ment?' I said: ‘What
be resisted. The Senate will not be swept ‘Mind your own business.’ I showed him
oft its feet, but is ready to act in any
my badge as constable in my own town

debuted.

of

York county.”
“Are you sure, Mr. Kano,” asked Mr.
[SPECIAL
“that
you have not exagBradbury,
and
Augusta, March 24. —The Governor
in the slightest degree what you
to some gerated
listened
this
evening
Council
fair?”
the York saw at the
picturesque descriptions of
could not exaggerate it; language
“1
run
with
been
county fair as one that has
would fail.”
and its
gates wide
up to date features
“Then we understand that the Engin its gsnerosity
of
Maine
State
The
open.
lish language is incapable of exaggeratand with a view to encourage agriculture
the conditions there?”
an- ing
allows to the fairs a sum of money
“If I had the pen of a Dickens 1 might
nually based on the attendance and the describe them, but as I havon t 3 will
further proviso that the laws of the state
not try.
(Laughter.)
relating to liquor selling and gambling
Mr. Kano also told how ho had come
B.
Secretary
Bhall not be violated.
into Portland and had seen the cappers
Walker MoKeen of the board of agriculof
dividing their spoils in the offices
ture has objected to the payments of the
hotel and the Durant house.
Swett’3
stipends for 1896 and 1897 to the York
Mr. Albion Palmer, the olderly farmer
county show and tho fair people asked from the town of Hollis, gave in subanswer
for a hearing that they might
stance this description cf how he learned
these objections and show the Governor what a
capper is. Mr. Palmer has a long
meritorious
a
and Council that theirs was
beard and a dignified air. He spoke
gray
aid
a.hUiiflnn
nnd entitled tO the BtutO
in a tone of mingled sorrow and humor
for tho two years which amounts to about ns
mo right
ho
said:
They pushed
The officers of the fair were here
$800.
through the crowd and up to the board,
HamilB.
F.
Hon.
tonight and so were
and a man said, “Here, I don’t have
ton and Hon. J. O. Bradbury their at- no luck at
all, just throw the ball at the
torneys, while Hon. A. M. Bpear repre- hole for me. He was a capper, but I
The hearing was
sented Mr. McKeen.
didn’t
know it then and I began to
enlivened by a good deal of testimony throw.
I had pretty good luck and the
about a young woman who was advertised first
I knew I got a little excited
thing
the Seeley
as the danoer who stopped
and then all my *33 was on the board.
An aged farmer also told how
dinner.
They told me there would be a jack pot
he had lost $33 trying to make a ball roll later and if I could come back with ?2o
into a hole in a board, and a young man
I could open it and get my money back.
who seemed to feel deeply on the subject
Dana
met
out and
X
went
Well,
of the evils he described said that he could
Beacham, and I said, Dana,this is a hell
if
he
had
the
not exaggerate them even
of a hole. I have been robbed in there.
pen of a Jlickens.
I
thought he
ought to do something,
After a brief opening of the case by Mr.
but they told me I ought to have kept
a statement.
made
McKeen
Mr.
Spear,
my money in my pocket, and I guess
The fun began when he quoted from ad- I
had. X borrowed $25 and went baok
vertisements of the fair the statements:
with two friends to get my money back
“Our motto for 1896—Free and Easy.”
when they
opened that jack pot. My
“All fakirs admitted.”
friends were good honest men, and when
“Morse will be there.”
the capper
said, I should have to roll
I understand, said Mr. McKeen that
the ball again to see if the money in that
Morse is the man who manages the pool
jack beloned to him or to me, they saftl
selling. Mr. McKeen told how he visited I would be cheated again and wouldn’t
of
chance
tho fair in 1896 and saw games
let me play.t I suppose if it hadn’t been
in operation whioh nobody was attemptfor that I should have lost the $25, too.
Mr. McKeen favored the
ing to stop.
Notwithstanding the fact that the loss
Governor and Council with extracts from
of $33 is not a trilling matter and that
in
which the
the premium list of 1897,
the capper are ways of
the ways of
fair management offered what they deMr. Palmer’s tale of his misfortunes
evil,
scribed as $30,000 ;n prizes based on tho
silence.
not reoeived in solemn
was
nearest guesses to the number of paid adthe Governor joined in the mirth
Even
a
holder
missions each ticket
having
and the narrator was the only man in
guess and the prizes including’ the race the room whose face was set in serious
track and tho grand stand. It was in the
expression, but then he was perhaps the
premium list this year that the patrons of only man in tbe room who had lost $33
Annabel
who
that
the fair were reminded
on that occasion.
stopped the Seeley dinner would be there.
from York
other gentlemen
Several
She also figured in a big poster which Mr.
county towns told much the same story
This is the way in
MoKeen produced.
of the practices which they saw at the
whioh the poster referred to Annabel:
All the witnesses said that they
fair.
Oh, Annabel, sweet Annabel,
the association on the
officers of
saw
be
She will
there,
ground.
She’s O. K.
She stopped the Seeley dinner.
The witnesses called for the association
S. Andrews the secretary, John
Mr. Hamilton asked. “Mr. MoKeen did were S.
TO THE

and amusement. He had a paper on whioh
The conservative Senators say that the
recorded his impressions of the
an
opportunity he had
President is to be given
sounded like an old
to carry out bis plans and it is now cer- fair and his remarks
without the fashioned temperance speech. He said in
tain that no hasty aotion
ui

of

body

by political considerations..

.yviou

ment and he was led to reprove his hearers telling them that it was no laughing
His answers on cross-examinamatter.
tion were delivered with vigor, and notwithstanding his statement! as to the

BEFORE newed burst

YESTERDAY

GOVERNOR AND COUNCIL.

up in conference with Gen. Wilson, chief
of engineers, General Flagler, chief of
ordnance, and General Greely, chief sig-

Washington,

aft.

Hot Show According to

a

lated to matters other than thoss bearing
Much of HEARING
on the general Cuban situation.
the secretary’s remaining time was taken

WANTS TO GO HOME-

Has Been

It Was

towns.

Yes, sir; I saw
and he shrunk away.
liquor selling under the grand stand.
There were four or five bartenders and
the oiowd was so dense that If a man laid
down a bill he stood very little chance of
getting his change, and if he was so dis-

get
without paying.”

posed

he could

MISCELLANEOUS.

Cram if
Asked ex-Judge
something could not be done to stop the
iniquity and he said he could do nothing
but would see the trustees after the fair.J
"The witness’s picturesque description
of the fair occasioned considerable amuse-

gambled?”

YORK’S COUNTY FAIR.

Yesterday,

other names.
They are sold by druggists everywhere
Address Stuart
at 50 cents per paokage.
Co„ Marshall, Mich., for book on stomach diseasss or akk yoor druggist for it.

Thinks He

DEPARTMENT.

Senator Proctor Was One of the Callers

Stuart’s Dyspepsia Tablets, taken after
meals, digest the food. That is all there
is to it. Food not digested or half digested is poison, as it create^ gas, acidity,
headaches, palpitation of the heart, loss
other
a* flesh and appetite, and many
troubles whioh are often called by some

^SIGSBEE

WAR

his drink and go away

M. Deering, ono of the trustees and Constable Dolliff.
Mr. Andrews read from the record of
the society to show that it was voted in
1896 that no liquor selling or objectionable fakirs be allowed in the grounds. In
regard to the objectionable advertising he
stated that he had it called to his attention and objected to it, but then it was
too late to do anything. In regard to the
liquor advertisements in the premium
lists, ho said that the society had a contract with the printers to solioit part of
the advertising. He did not grant a permit for a wheel of fortuno. He didn’t see
He said
Annabelle, the dancing girl.
that the society decided not to have pool
selling and that Mr. Morse the pool seller,
was not at the fair.
On cross-examination he said that he
gronds.
new of no pool selling on the
Whon confronted with his testimony at

New York, Fee. 23,1897.
Eureka Headache Cure Co.,
Concord, N. H.
Gentlemen
Enclosed find check for $3.03 for .w hich
please forward at your earliest convenience a
batch01 Headache Powders.
My family simply live 011 them and I shall
like to have them put 011 sale in this city, so I
can buy when I need them
Yours truly,
W. M. RICHARDS.
Address 05 West 96 A St., N. A. City.
.__

NEW

Having sold my Interest in the Fort and
Agency to Mr. G. M. Barney, it gives me great
pleasure to recommend him to your favorable
consideration. During the long years that I
represented the travelers’ Insurance company,
I have ever made the interests of its patrons a
personal maiter, and have used my best endeavors to serve them with the same faithfulness that I have the Company.
Mr. Barney lias been associated with the
Travelers’ as State Agent, and is therefore well
versed in the business and will make every
effort to satisfy ail and to continue the work
upon the same basis as heretofore.
Yours very truly.
GEO. C. CANNEDL.
Having purchased the,interest of Mr. Geo. C.
Canned in the Portland Agency of the Travelers' Insurance Company, of Hartford, Conn.. I
shall in the luture conduct the Portlaud business ami the State Agency from this office.
I appreciate the liberal and increasing patronage that tbe Company has enjoyed from the
people of Portland and vicinity continually
during tlie past thirty years that the office lias
been staplished here, which speaks louder
than words for the Company and the manageI assure you that I shall
ment in the Dast.
mate every ettort to merit your commence ana
continued patronage.
Yours respectfully.
G. M. BARNEY’, State Agent.
inaaodat
Portland, Maine, March 1, 1898.

viile.
LOSS OF LIFE BY FLOOD.

Ohio, March 24.—At 10
Cincinnati,
tonight the Ohio river at Cin-

o'clock
cinnati

registered R1 feet 2 1-2 inches,
This is a rise
an inch an hour.
of 6 Inches between 6 and 10 o’clock.
have
in Ohio that
Interior towns
suffered inundation and damage are findof
recession
the
waters.
ing relief by the
Loss of life is reported at Hamilton,
where the Great Miami swept away two
oottnges and drowned six inmates. Zanesville rejiorts the drowning of seven perarising

sons.

GOMEZ WANTS NO WAR.
March 24.—A special to
New Y’ork,
the Tribune from Havana, via Key West,
says:
Word has been received direct from
Gomez at his camp near Sancti
Gen.
Spirltus, Santa Clara province. A week
ago when a messenger left him he was
planning an insurgent campaign which
recognition
would follow the expeoted
by the United
of Cuban independence
States.
Apparently he did not think
immediately accept inSpain would
tervention of mediation by the Washingand he believed the
ton administration
recognition of independence would follow the refusal.
Gen. Gomez seems to think that while
Spain will not now accept the good
offices of the United States she may ultimately do 60. Then he believes the best)
proposition is for the purchase of the island by the Cubans under a guarantee by
the United States.
Gen. Gomez,
continued
“I hope,”
“there will be no war between the United States and Spain. It would be costly,
besides I fear that if hostilities between
ountries come it will add to
the two
the burdens of the Cubans when independence is secured. The island is a
desert and will remain so while Spain's
rule continues. Tao muoh should not be
laid upon it when p9ace comes.”

VETERANS VISIT BRUNSWICK.

Fifty members of Bosworth Post visited Vincent Mountfort post of Brunswick last evening and were entertained
by

Loudon, March 25.—The Pekin

pondent of the

Times says:

teactay (Wednesday) agreed
Russian demands.

DIRT DESTROYER
Every
Is

CHINA GIVES IT UP.
corres-

China yesto all the

a

Sense
of

the word.

POLO.
At Salem.

Bath 10; Fall River 4.

in

Beware of

Imitations,

camp fire.

a

Gen.

Chamberlain,

who

member of the Brunswick post,
made a ringing speech in which he advocated a vigorous policy in connection
with Cuba and provoked much enthusiasm. Speeches were made by ComThe vetand others.
the Barrett nearing in wuiuu ne baiu tnaii mander Southard
he knew of Mr. Barrett buying pools. He erans returned on the Pullman.
explained this by saying that he supposed
BEST OF ALE
the pool selling was not on the grounds.
Ho know about the advertising to give To cleanse the system in a gentle and
and
away $30,000 with the tickets sold,
truly beneficial manner, when the
He said the society still
objected to it.
comes, use the true and perSpringtime
had its grounds and buildings.
Buy the
fect remedy, Syrup of Figs.
Trustee Deering told a story similar to
Manufactured by the Caligenuine.
Ho said he was bnsy
Mr. Andrews’s.
fornia Fig Syrup Co. only, and for sale
saw none of the
about the cattle and
by all druggists, at 50 cents per bottle.
been
had
testified
to.
He
saw
thiDgs that
He told Marshal Burns
no pool selling.
to keep things straight in 1897.
The deposition of A. J. Carll was put
is

a

in.
The arguments were made by Mr. Spear
for Mr. McKeen and by Mr. Bradbury for
Mr. Bradbury scored Secrethe society.

Great Bargains
Second

The following Square Pianos are
all in good conditin. having Carved
Top-dampers, and OverThey are 7 and 7 1-3,
strung Bass.
octaves, and are great bargains at
the prices at which we offer them.
1 Cbickering,
$150,
125.
1 Weber,
00.
1 United Makers,
100.
1 Weber.
] United States Piano Co. 75.
125.
1 Gorham.
00.
1 Rand & Co.,
100"
1 Gabler,
85.
1 Bodstedt,

George
Supreme bench were approved.
S a fiord was appointed the judge of the
Hallowell municipal oourt.

I

Legs,"

the pardon case of Walter Annis of Waterford, confined in the Auburn jail for
larceny, and granted him a pardon. The
tabled oase of Marshal Dyer of Portland
and Anna La Fontaine an inmate of the
Hallowell Industrial school were acted
upon and pardons granted both.
The nominations by the Governor including two associatiato justices of tho

Hand

I

PIANOS.

James C. Davis’

KEROS I NE
SOAP

_

The Franklin county controversy over
the
the appointment of a member of
board of agriculture vras settled by the
appointment of Mr. Rollins of Chester-

On cross-examination by Mr. Bradley,
the witness became even more animated.
tary McKeen severely and said that he
used around
He said that the language
had tried to usurp the province of tho
the gambling tables was outrageous and
He wanted the
without significance.
governor and council.
ladies had to hurry by.
so that
vulgar
to exercise their common sense
council
A
NAVY.
LOOKING FOR
■
Yes, sir; I did say something to the and remember that there was a fair and
make
Berlin, March 24.—Lieut. Commander officers.
I asked four or five to
apply to it the some rules that are applied
Niblaok, the United States naval attache
arrests and they said they wouldn’t with- to other fairs.
The police had been told
here and at Rome,who has returned from
I asked what was the
to enforce the laws and that done the
Italy, has visited the Schichau at Elbing, out a warrant.
where he is
negotiating for a torpedo matter with my swearing out a warrant duties of the society ceased.
He goes to Kiel tonight where he and
boat.
do yon
“Young man,
they said:
The council went into executive session
hopes to find several available vessels know that if we arrested the principals
he
then
return
where
to
and voted to withhold the 1897 stipend
Italy,
and will
those
who
is negotiating for a number of Italian we should have to arrest
amounting to $790 on account of alleged
6hips. Commander Niblaok has been
gambling immoral exhibitions and liquor
seriously hampered in his work by specuselling on the fair grounds, but to grant
lators, Americans and foreigners, who
the 1896 stipend of $170.
have scoured options on vessels building.
The governor and council listened to
WE GET OUR MONITOR.
AMMONIATED

Washington. March 2k— The old single
turreted monitor Montauk has been ordered from Leaguo Island navy yard to
Portland, Me.

.....3

ADVERTISEMENTS.

I
I
9
H

f
I

|a

Also several cheapor Pianos at from
$10 to $50. Cash or easy terms of R
payment.

I

Grsssey- .N-s & Alton, 8
566 Co;

■

s

St. Porltitul.
marlTeodtf

||J

*

I

misceeiaseoits.

ELOQUENT THURSTON.

WalTover.

Continued from First

Catarrh a Disgusting Disease
That

Appears Anywhere.

Fatalities by the Hundred
Due to Catarrh.
Catarrh Succumbs to Pe-ru-na

Every

Time.

I had during those awful years of suffering. I was at death’s door, not only so
the physicians said, but I felt it myself.
I finally tried Pe-ru-ua and took it with

the perseverance that only a dying man
could have. I began to improve and
continued to, until I am now as well as
I ever was. I am 78 years old and feel
so much better most peoplo take me for

40.
Tours truly, Robert Robertson,
Detroit, Mich.’*

It is indeed a wise man that seeks
relief before it is too late. Thousands,
are aware of how quickly catarrh is
cured by Pe-ru-na. If you are in doubt
as to your condition, take Pe-ru-naj it
will cure you. All druggists sell it.
SEAMAN BROWN’S CHARGES-

Be

Kepeats Bis Accusations Against Mate
Bram.

March 24.—Mr. Cotter, counsel
for the defense, conoluded his cross-exof the passenger, Lester H.
amination

Boston,

Monks, in the Biam murder trial at 10
o’clock this forenoon, without bringing
out any additional facts. Re-direct examination
by the government followed
witness had identified his
and after
Atstatement made at Halifax, District
torney Jones offered it in evidence, but
Mr. Cotter objected on the witness had
acknowledged that he did not believe
in the truth of the insert dated July 13
anu

which

was

made

a

part of the docu-

ment.
; The magistrate before whom the paper
was drawn up will be summoned that
he may possibly clear up the matter.
At 10.45 Mr. Monks left the stand and
Charies Brown, .the seaman of the Herbert Fuller, who was at the wheel of the
vessel when the murders were commitwho claims to have seen Brain
ted and
strike Capt.Nash with an axe, was called.
Brown told his story substantially as
The model of
he did at the last trial.
the Herbert Fuller was used in explaining some nautical terms not familiar to
the jury. He said that on the night of
the murder the vessel was under full sail.
Mr. Monks stated that several of the sails
Brown was still on
had been taken in.
stand when the noon recess was
the
taken at 1 o’clock.
Oberhiser
During the session Jaror
asked the court if he could take notes.
refused the request on the
The court
ground that while taking notes on one
point of testimony other points might
be missed.
District Attorney Jones continued the
direct examination of the witness,Charles
the court resumed after
Brown, when
the noon recess.
that after he had been
Witness said
placed in irons charged with the murin the well formed
confined
and
ders
the lumber around the base of the
by
Bram camo to him and
mizzen mast,
said:
‘‘You
thought you would be smart,
and put the blame on me, but I was too
cute for you.”
Witness said to Frank Loheac that all
would be known when they got on shore
if nothing else happened, and Bram said:
‘‘There is much to happen yet.”
At S.au

tne direct

examination

closed

by Mi. Cotter
cross-examination
began. In reply to questions.Brown said
that the first time he told any one of haying seen Bram kill Capt. Nash was after
the vessel had arrived in Halifax. At
the time he signed the statement writthe passenger Monks, he did not
ten by
believe it to be true, but did not dare to
of having committed the
Bram
accuse
murders for fear Bram would kill him.
He said that the reason he did not tell
the men in the forecastle when he went
forward after being relieved at the wheel,
that Bram had murdered the captain was
because
they were asleep. Brown said
that his counsel, Mr. Allen.told him that
be
taken before the grand jury,
he might
but that if he told the truth, he thought
be
returned
would
no indictment
aeainst him. No one told him to swear
be set free.
he
and
would
Bram
against
Neither Bram nor his counsel were present when he told his story before the
grand jury and one hour after telling it
he was set free.
Jones objected to
District Attorney
a question put by Mr. Cotter as to whethBoheao that
er or not he ever told Frank
man in Holland and eshe once shot a
and

caped punishment by playing insanity.
A
lengthy discussion between Judge

Webb,

District

Attorney Jones and

Mr

Cotter, ensued, and ended by the court
allowing the witness to answer the questions. He replied that he had.
To
a
question by Mr. Cotter witness
replied that he did toll Frank Loheae
two days
murder that on
before the
board was a
barrel of oil and that it
would be
an
easy matter to set fire to
and destroy the ship. He said he remembered being on the witness stand nearly
a
wholo day during tho previous trial
and at
adjournment of court be was
token to the city prison and locked in
a
cell so he could not talk with other
The next morning when he
witnesses.
resumed the
stand he contradicted and
of
some
his testimony of the
changed

Between the adjournment of court the night before and that
been
to the office of the
morning be bad
District Attorney Hear
ami acting by
his advice, had changed his testimony.
previous

day.

FORTIFY NARRAGANSETT BAY.

Newport, K. I.. March 24. —It is reported
tonight that preparations for the
further fortifications of Narrasunsett Bay

is considered to be the most important stragetic point on our northern
coast, are to bo made at once and that
begin within a day or
operations will
two upon an emplacement tor all-inch
on
the
nt Foit Adams.
reservation
gun

Page,

Mr. Hale of Maine demanded the yea
and nay vote and the motion was defeated, 52-9,those voting in the negative were
Foraker,
Messrs.
Cannon,
Chandler,
Frye, tiallinger, Harris, Mason, Mills and

Pettigrew.

At 12.S0 the routine morning business
having been completed, Mr. Thurston
for the delivery of his anwas recognized
nounced speech on the Cuban situation.
that he appeared by
sentence
His first
silent lips to present his
command of
views one and for all on the Cuban situcontaining as it did contain, a
ation,
delicate and
touching reference to his
recent terrible bereavement, commanded
Instant attention.
“Mr. President,” said Mr. Thurston in
opening, “I am here by command of
silent lips to speak once and for all upon
I trust that no one
the Cuban question.
has expected anything sensational from
me.
God forbid that the bitterness of a
personal loss should induce me to color in
the slightest degree the statement that X
think it my duty to make.
“1 shall endeavor to be honest, conserI have uo purpose to
vative and just.
stir the public action in my speech now
to meet
the
necessary and imperative
and necessities of American reduties
and
sponsibility, Christian humanity
X would shirk this task
national honor.
If I could, but I dare not. I cannot satisfy my conscience except by speaking and
speaking now.”
Mr. Thurston said that he had gone to
Cuba firmly believing that the condition
of affairs on the island had been greatly
exaggerated and that he directed his
efforts in the lirst instance to the exposure of the
supposed exaggerations. He
had concluded, however, that au overstatement of the horrors of the situ ation
He was prepared, he
was impossible.
stated, not only to adopt every word of
the careful, concise and specific statement
of the Senator from Vermont (Mr. Proctor) but he was even convinced that he
had understated the facts. Mr. Thurston
then tersely summarized his observations
and conclusions as follows:
After three years of warfare and the
use of 225.000 Snanish
troons. Snain has
lost control of every foot of Cuba not surrounded by an actual intrenchment and
protected by a fortified picket line.
She holds possession with her array of
the fortified seaport towns, because they
are under the virtual protection of Spanwhile the revolutionists
ish warships,
are in absolute and almost
peaceful posinsession of nearly half of the island,
cluding the eastern provinces of Santiago
Puerto
de Cuba and
Principe.
In those provinces they have an established form of government, levy and collect taxes, maintain armies, and generally levy a tax or tribute upon the principal
plantations in otherjprovinces and, it is
commonly believed, upon the entire railway system of the island. In the four socalled Spanish provinces there is neither
cultivation nor railway operations expect
under strung Spanish military protection,
or by consent of the revolutionists in consideration of tribute paid.
Under the inhuman policy of Wevler,
less than 400,000 self supporting,peaceful, defenseless country people were driven
from their homes in the
agricultural
portions of the Spanish provinces to the
cities and imprisoned under the barren
of
waste outside the residence portions
these cities and within the lines of retrenchment established a little way beyond. Their humble homos were burned,
their fields laid waste, their implements
and their liveof husbandry destroyed
stock and food supplies for the most part
confiscated.
Most of these
people were old men,
Slow starvation
women and children.
was their inevitable fate. A conservative
these
estimate indicates that 210,000 of
people have already perished from starvation. The government of Spain has never
contributed one dollar to house, shelter,
feed or to provide medical attention for
these, its own citizens. There has been no
the
amelioration of
situation, except
through the people of the United States.
There has been no diminution in the death
rate among these reooncentrados, except
death
as
the
supply is constantly
not
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hope except through the continued charity
of the American people until peace has
been fully restored in the island.
Spain cannot put an end to the existing
conditions.

She

cannot oonquer the in-

She cannot re-establish her
surgents.
sovereignty over any considerable portion
The revolu-

of the interior of the island.

tionists, while able to maintain themselves, oannot drive the Spanish army

The
from the fortified seacoast towns.
situation then is not war, as we underand
of
devastation
a
chaos
stand it, but
depopulation of undefined duratioij.
In detailing the incidents and reciting
the facts that came under his observation,
Mr. Thurston said he had no desire to
“If I had my way,”
deal in horrors.
said he, “I wonld shield the American
public, even from the photographic reproductions of the awful scenes that I viewed
In all their oreinal ghastliness
Of the 225,000 soldiers Spain has sent to
Cuba less than 60,000 are now available
for duty. The remainder are dead or slok
in hospitals, or returned to
Spain incapacitated. It is currently reported that
7000 are now s'ok in the
hospitals of
The army was in poor condition
island.
and under lax discipline.
“I do not believe,” said he, “that the
entire Spanish army in Cuba oou 11 stand
an engagement in the open field
against
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declaration ol
American because they fear that a
well
disciplined
rewar or the intervention which might
soldiers.
that sult 111 war would have a depressing effect
Of the Spanish soldiers, he said
they, of nil people on earth, would most upon the stock market.
“Mr. President, I do not read my duty
gladly welcome any result which would
enable them to return to their homes. from the ticker, I do not accept my l«t>"
newt
Wall street, l
The pictures in the American
papers sons in patrotism from
of the starving reconoentrados are true. deprecate war. I hope and pray for the
They can all be depicted by thousands. I speedy coming of the time when the sword
its
never saw, and, please God, I may never of the soldier will no longer leap from
again see, so deplorable a sight as the re- scabbard to settle disputes between civilcoucontrados in the suburbs of Matanzas. ized nations.
But, Mr. President, it is
that
I can never forget to my dying day the evident, looking at the cold faot,
hopeless anguish in their despairing eyes. war with Spain would not permanently
American
Huddled aoout their little bark huts they depreciate the value of a single
raised no voice of appeal to us for alms as stock or bond.
the
“War with Spain would increase
we went among thorn.
Men, women and
Their business and the earnings of every Americhildren stand silent, famishing.
can
it
output
would increase the
railroad,
only appeal comes from their sad eyes,
through which one looks as through an of every American factory, it would
stimnlate^every branch of industry and
open window into their agonizing souls.
had done all domestic commerce, it would greatly inIn Matanzas the people
demand for American labor,
they possibly could do for the reconcen- crease the
trados, but It was too true that many and in the end every certificate that repreMatanzas people who resided in ii ne sented a share in an American business
houses
scarcely knew where thoir own enterprne would bo worth more money
The gov- than it is worth today.’’
next meal was to come from.
Put in the meantime the spectre of war
ernor of Matanzas,
Mr. Thurston said,
of would stride through the stock exchanges
could see no end to this condition
affairs, and could suggest no relief except and many of the gamblers around the
board would find their ill-gotten
gains
through the United States.
The government of Spain has not and passing to the other side of the table. Let
will not appropriate one dollar to save them go; let the men whose loyalty is to
these people.
They are now being at- the dollar stand aside, while the men
tended and nursed and
administered to whoso loyalty is to the flag come to the
the
front.
of
the United States.
by
charity
There are some who lift their voices in
Think of the spectacle. We are f eding
those citizens of Spain; we are nursing the land and In the open light of day intheir sick; we are saving such as can he sist that the Republican parly will not
to the
it
sold
out
for
saved, and yet there are those who will act,
say
say it is not right for us to send food but capitalists and the money changers at the
we must keep hands off.
It Is not so. God
lastjnational eleotion.
I say that the time has
come
when forbid. The 7,000,000 free men who voted
muskets ought to go with the food.
for the Republican party and for William
McKinley, did not mortgage the honor of
this nation for a campaign fund, and if
I shall refer to these things no further.
the time ever comes when the
Republi1 have
They are there. God pity me.
can party hesitates in
its course of duty
seen them. Thev will remain in mv mind
because of any under anxiety for tho welforever, and this is almost the twentloth fare of the accumraulate wealth of the
Christ died 1900 years ago and
century.
nation, then let the Republican party be
Spain is a Christian nation; she basset swept from the face of the earth and be
beneath
orosses
in
more
more
lands,
up
succeeded by some other party, by whatmore skies, and under them has butchered ever name
it may be callei, which will
the nations commore people than all
represent the patriotism, the honesty, the
bined."
and the devotion that the Republoyalty
Europe may tolerate her existence as lican exhibited under Abraham Lincoln
long as the people of the Old World wish. XXX XOVXl.
God grant that before another Christmas
He said there could be no intervention
morning the last vestige of Spanish to save Cuba without force and force
have
will
and
tyranny
oppression
He bemeans war and war means blood.
vanished from the western hemisphere.
lieved in the doctrine of peace taught by
Twice within the past two years, Mr, the
have
but
men
must
lowly Nazarene
Thurston said, he had voted for a resoluliberty before abiding peace can come.
tion recognizing the belligerency of the Force saved the
Union, kept the stars in
Cuban insurgents, but he was satisfied it the
flag, made “Niggers” men. The time
was now too Jate to accord them belliger- for God’s force has come
Let the
again.
ent rights or even merely to recognize the
impassioned lips of American patriots
The
of
the
Cuban
republic.
independence
once more take up the song:
Republican platform, he said, demanded
that the United Stntes shall actively use
“In the beauty of the lilies,
Its influence for the independence of the
Christ was borne across the sea;
the
criticise
island. I am not here to
Witn a glory in his bosom,
no man
to
I
administration.
yield
That transfigured you and me.
present
living in my respect, my admiration for
As He died to make men holy.
the
and my confidence in the judgment,
Let us die to make men free,
wisdom, the patriotism, the Americanism
For God is marobing on.”
of William McKinley.
Mr. Thurston then recounted the steps
Mr. President, in the cable that moors
which the President has taken upon the me to life and hope the strongest strands
Cuban question, during the past year.
broken.
I
have g hut” little
are P
freedom’s
“It was the policy of the President to left to offer at the altar ot
give the liberal ministry of Spain a liberal sacrifice, but all I have I am glad to give,
it
to
test
time in which
proposed I am ready to serve my country as best I
M.v
autonomy. That time has been given. can in the Senate or on the held.
Autonomy is conceded the wine world dearest hope, my earnest prayer to God, is
The this, that when death comes to end all, I
over to be a conspicuous failure.
situation in Cuba has only changed for may meet it calmly and fearlessly as did
the worse.
my beloved, In the cause of humanity unSagasta is powerless; Blanco is power- der the American flag.”
less to put an end to
the
conflict, to
In the course of his address Mr. Thursthe ton referred to a statement
to relieve
establish the island or
purported to
and
distress.
starvation
suffering,
have been made by Mr. Halaof Maine,
The time for action has then come. No in an interview to the effect that the
greater reason for it can exist tomorrow President in the present emergency hail
than exists today.
Every hour’s delay been swept off his leet.
only adds another chapter to the awful
When Mr. Hale later entered the chamOnly one ber and had his attention called to the
story of misery and death.
power can intervene, the United States of statement, he interrupted Mr. Thurston
Amerioa. Ours is the one great nation of to
say “The Senator lias referred to an
rethe world, the mother of American
alleged interview quoting mo ns saying
publics. She hoids a position of trust and that in the present emergency the Presiresponsibility towarus the people and the dent has been carried off his feet. I not
affairs of the whole western hemisphere.
only did not say anything of the kind,
It was her glorions example which in- but the statement quoted does not corspired the Cubans to raise the flag of rectly represent my views. I believe the
We cannot President has been
liberty in ner eternal hills.
eminently wise and
refuse to accept this responsibility which calm in this whole Cubau matter.”
the God of the universe has placed upon
As Mr. Thurston neared the end of his
ns, as the one great power in the new speech he became noticeably exoited and
Wo must act.
world.
his utterances beoame more impassioned.
The peroration was brilliantly delivered.
“What shall te our aotion?”
Almost at the instant of the conclusion
Mr. Thurs on briefly adverted to the pro- of the
speech his voice Lr ike with emopositions of recognizing the belligerency tion and he finished with difficulty.
the Cabans only
or the Independence of
As Mr. Thurston sank into his seat he
As buried his face
to say that it was too late for either.
in his hands, while a
“God forbid. 1 tremendous and
to annexation he saidoverwhelming wavo of
would, oppose annexation with my last applause swept through the galleries.
breath. The people of Cuba are not our The Vice-President made an effort to
people; they cannot assimilate with us; restrain the demonstration, but it was
and beyond all that I am utterly and not
the
to control
people.
possible
unalterably opposed to any departure from Tears welled to many eyes in the gallethe declared policy of the fathers which
but to those of staid and dignified
ries,
would start this republic for the first time senators on the floor.
upon a career of conquest and dominion
Mr.
Thurston's
As Mr.
colleague,
nt tori
ot varianru with f
nnr.
Allen, led him quietly from the chamber,
of
and
the
manifest
destiny
popular
poses
many of his associates, silently, but with
Let the world understand
government.
leeling, grasped his
every evidence of
that the United States doe3 not propose to hand.
annex Cuba, and it is not seeking a foot
The Senate the resumed Its business
of
of Cuban soil or a dollar
Spanish and a numbei of minor bills were passed.
treasure.”
At 2 o’clock in connection with previHe said the Cubans themselves would ous
notice, Mr. Bate of 'iennessee. prenever listen to the proposition to secure sented resolutions in
memory of the late
atbroad
a
Any
autonomy.
by
peace
Isham U. Harris of Tennessee,
Senator
“would pulncrirs were delivered hv Mr. Bate. Mr.
tempt to enforce such a plan,
simply transfer the subjugation of the Morrill of Vermont, Mr. Hoar of Massaof the
Cuban patriots to the armies
chusetts, Mr. Hawley of Connecticut, and
United States.
others.
As to the plan of the United State; to
At 4.25 p. m. as a further mark of reguarantee Cuban purchase bonds, Mr. spect.the Senate adjourned until Monday.
Thurston declared:
“The American people will never consent to the payment of one dollar, to the
NAVAL BILL DEBATEDguaranteeing of one bond, as the price
Vote Will Be Taken On the Measure at
of
for
her
to
paid
relinquishment
Spain
the island the has so wantonly outraged
One O’clock Today.
and devastated.
March 24.—The naval ap
Washington,
“Mr. President,only one action is possible,
the
if any is taken, that is intervention for the propriation bill was tiken
up in
independence of the island—intervention House today and after
considerable
that means the landing of an American
an arrangement
was made to
army on Cuban soil, the deploying of un difficulty,
toAmerican fleet off the harbor of Havana, close general debate at 1 o'clock
intervention which says to Spain, ‘leave morrow. There was great pressure for a
the island, withdraw your soldiers, leave
but the leaders desired to limit as
the Cubans, these brothers of ours in the timo,
far as possible the opportunity for in
new world to form and carry on a government for themselves.’
Such intervention flammatory utterancos. The debate toon our part would not of itself be war. It
sensational lines, but
day was not on
would undoubtedly lead to war.
But, if
cheered to
every radical expression was
come by act of Spain
war came it would
in resistence of the liberty and the inde- the echo by the crowded g»lleries.
The speeches of Messrs. Dayton of West
pendence of the Cuban people.”
He maintained that of all people in the
Virginia and Arnold of Pennsylvania,
wero the best
island the native Cubans
both of whom took advanced positions in
qualified and fitted for government, and favor of aggressive action to stop the
any government would be better than the war in Cuba, aroused Intense enthusi
tyranny of Spain.
asm.
Messrs. Houtelle, chairman of the
“The American people have waited and naval
committee, and MyerS, Democrat
waited, and waited in patience and con- of Louisiana, also a member of the comfidence—confidence in the belief that demittee, confined their remarks closely to
cisive action would betaken in due season the bill and the
extraordinary emergency
and in a proper way. Today all over tliiB which necessitated the
large increases it
it carried.
island the appeal come
us;
up to
Several
of the other speakers
reaches us from every section and from discussed
political questions.
for
The appeal is now
every class.
action.”
Mr. Thurston paid a high tribute to the
Washington, March 24.—The galleries
government for rhe work it has accom- of the House were crowded today in anfor
any emergency.
plished in preparing
of some exciting speeches on
He expressed the opinion that Congress, ticipation
as a co-ordinate branch of the government
tile Spanish crisis during the considerahad patriotically performed its part of the tion
of the naval appropriation
bill.
in
would remain
work ihus far and
leaders had arranged a programme
of
the The
session to assume its full share
duties yet to be performed, of the respon- by which the general debate on the hill
sibilities yet to come.”
should he
confined to lour hours, two
“We are not in session,” said he, “to
hours on a side. As soon as the Journal
we
are
or
the
President,
hamper
cripple
here to advise and assist him.
Congress was read, on motion of Mr. Houtelle,
can alone levy taxes, and to this Congress chairman of the naval committee,
they
the united people of this broad land from went into committee of the whole, Mr.
sea to sea, from lake to gulf, look to voice
Sherman,
Republican of New York, ic
their wishes and execute their will.”
the chair, for the consideration of the
20,000
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“Mr. President, against the intervention of the United States in this
holy
of dissent,
cause there is but one voice
money
that voice is the voice of the
They fear war. Xot because of
changers.
sentiment
or
Christian
ennobling
any
against war, and in favor of peace, but

Mr. Houtelle stated that it was cx
that the bill should
be passed as speedily as possible. It was
the most complete measure for strengthen
Ing the naval estaolishment ever report
ed to the House, the reasons were'too ob
bill.

ceedlngly important

▼ious to require mentioning. The com
country, and Mr. Low, Republican ol
the navie:
in comparing
mittee over which he presided, had been New York,
abroad, with those in this country, said
an
earnest desire to that had the
impressed with
steps now being taken tc
meet fully and completely the expecta- inorease the navy been taken years age
tions of the House and in the oontrary in the United States today might be fitted
abroad on a
to cope with the navies
providing this great arm of the naval more equal footing.
defense with ail reasonable requirements
North Caroof
Mr.
Skinner, Populist
to meet any exigency that might arise. lina, referred to the war preparations and
almost
every country in Europe
Mr. Boutelle took oocasion to resent some said
was
voting money to augment its miliof

oriticisms which had been made
against the committee. The committee,
he said, had patriotically and earnestly
labored to meot all the extraordinary demands and as a result of infinite pains
had reported tbo bill.
With this preface Mr. Boutelle entered
upon a detailed explanation of the bill
and increases and extraordinary provisions it tarried. In the course of his re
marks he replied to what he termed an
“extraordinary slander” upon himself,
which appeared in a New York paper
yesterday, charging him with responsibility for the lack of engineers for the
service.
He explainsd the urgency with which
the navv department had expressed a request for additional engineers upon the
Chief Engineer Melville had
committee.
asked for 110 additional assistant engineers.
At a subsequent hearing it was
decided that 100 skilled machinists, enlisted as a warrant officers at $1,200 a year
would relieve
that number of junior
officers.
Later Assistant Secretary Roosevelt had
appeared before the committee and had
urged that the whole scheme for the reorganization of the personnel of the navy
should
be placed in the bill, but when
it was explained that this was Impossible he had requested that all the proposed
provisions be eliminated lest the personnel bill might be weakened when It
was brought before the House.
Boutelle’s
At the conclusion of Mr.
remarks, he attempted to arrange a time
for closing general debate. He suggested 5 o’clock tonight, but there was a
chours of protests, whereupon he moved
that the committee rise for the purpose
at which the debate
of fixing the time
The motion was hotly conshould close.
tested, but it prevailed by a narrow margin, i'3-88.
voted with the
.Several Republicans
himself
Reed
Democrats.
Speaker
marched through the tellers. When the
committee rose, Mr. Boutelle moved that
general debate close at 5 o’clock.
Mr. Richardson, Democrat of Tennessee,
moved to amend the motion by making
the hour 4
6’clook tomorrow, but the
Chair declined to recognize the motion,
accepting the statement of Mr. Boutelle
that he intended to move the previous
question on the motion. The latt?r mothe
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Thereupon Mr. Boutelle demanded the
yeas and nays for the purpose of putting
on record the Republican who refused to
Before roll
vote to sustain his motion.
call was
concluded, a compromise was
reached by which it was agreed that general debate shonld close at 1 o’clock tomorrow,the session of the House to be exThis
6 o’clock tonight.
tended until
arrangement was ratified and then tho
debate proceeded.
Mr. Meyer, Democrat of Louienna, one
of the naval committee, then took the
floor.
Mr. Meyer, after referring to the extraordinary ciroumstances under whicli the
navy bill came up for consideration at
said that the theatre of war,
this time,
if such should come, would not he on
but on the sea. Onr army rethe land,
quired no addition to place us in a poof defense. It was large enough
sition
for peace purposes and could easily and
ouiokiy be expanded in event of war.
“But,” said he, “you cannot improvise
even
with fifty or one hundred
a navy,
million placed at the discretion of the
President, You may have au ample supply of officers, yet even these require experience in the handling of ships and in
habits of command. Nor can you make
a
soldier.
a sailor as quickly as you cau
Still Jess can
you Improvise a man of
war’s crew with a thorough knowledge
of all they have to do and possessing the
discipline and training needed to make
them efficient in sea service and in battle.
“A battleship or an armored cruiser is
It is obvious thut to
not built in a day.
wait for a war and to await naval preparations until war actually arrives, in
the hope that a disparity in naval force
be speedily corrected is an idea uncan
worthy of rational and patriotic men.
of human folly.
acme
it is the very
So much has been said in the press and
new navy that
on the stump about the
the public have grossly overestimated its
True, I may assert
fighting capacity.
that the ships we have are of the best and
keen and equal to
our personnel active,
the highest traditions of their predecesa
It is indeed
sors.
powerful navy, compared with the best fleet of wooden shins
that the United States or any other nation ever possessed, but it is far inferior
to the present navies of France, Germany
and Russia. It is a very small navy compared with that of Great Britain. It is
inferior to that of Italy, a country nearly
bankrupt, with about one-third of our
population and still more inferior in
tho interests she may be
wealth and
called on to defend. There are only four
of
the first class and two of
battleships
the
One of these,
class.
the second
Maine, now lies at the bottom of Havana
of
an
asharbor, the victim probably,
sassin’s foul aot, whose instigators, whoever
thev
may be, evidently took no
thought from the words of tho English
statesman that assassination has nevetchanged the history of the world. So,
men, we nave omy uve uaLiiebuip» jo n
We have live more of the flrst-claw now
being built, and these, the secretary tells
before
us, will not bo ready for service
the latter part of 1890,say 18 to 20 months
Even the torpedo boats, an
from now.
essential part of onr system of coast debe ready for a considerable
not
will
fense,
time to come.
“Holding these views as to our duty
and the
public necessities, I 'welcome
modest and reasoneven the exceedingly
able addition of throe battleships and six
six
and
boats
torpedo destroyers,
torpedo
With equal satisproposed by the bill
faction, do I hail the steps which proposes
r
to give ou warships adequate docking
and repair facilities upon the Atlantic,
the Pacilic and the Gulf coasts.
“The $50,000,000 appropriation unanimously voted by Congress was not only
of our purpose to stand
a
declaration
by the country in case of war; it was also
a’confession by Congress that we are lacking, sadly laoking, in preparation lor
whatever money, freely
war and that
voted would do to atono for our past negligence and want of foresight, would
bo cheerfully and promptly given.”
Mr. Dayton, Republican of West Virginia, another member of the committee
In discussing the hill, spoke feelingly ol
the Maine explosion:
“Hut the blowing up of the Maine,”
said he,
“is a mere incident compared
with that
greater and more horrible
tragedy which is transpiring dally before
our eyes,
and which we, as a great and
stop.
enlightened nation, insist must
(Great applause.) Two hundred and fiftyseven American sailors have gone down
in Havana harbor, 250,000 people are dead
in Cuba and 250,000 more, mostly worneu
and children, are being starved to
deatli
We do not know that Spain blew
up the Maine, but we do Know that she
is responsible
for the deadly murder in
Cuba.
This thing must cease, I hope,
without war, but if war is necessary, let
it come.” (Applau-e.)
Mr. Tate, Democrat of Georgia, a member of the committee, ami Mr. Driggs,
Democrat of New York, spoke briefly,
the former
contrasting the enormous
extravagant
expenditures of the present
day with the frugality and economy ol
the early days of the republic.
Mr.
Fox, Democrat of Mississippi,
spoke of the general conditions in the

tary establishment for possible conllict
and {that Spnin„was “hawking its depreciated credit in every market to secure
means for defense.’’
The other speakers were Messrs. Fitzgerald, Demoorat of Georgia, Kitchen,
Democrat of North Carolina, and Osborne,
Democrat of Wyoming.
At 5.50 the House adjourned.

EXPERT VISITS WASH-

TORPEDO

INGTON.
N. S., Marchj24.—Capt. H. V.
Kent of the Royal Engineers, stationed
in this garrison, the torpedo and submarine expert, whose sudden departure for
Washington this morning created so
was met by a reporter
much interest,
on the arrival of the Dominion Atlantic
train at Yarmouth tonight. In answer
of
to
an inquiry as to the significance
visit to the American capital, Capt.
his
said:
Kent
“I
am
serry I cannot communicate
anything which would bo ot public interest.”
“Is your visit to Washington an official one?”
g “Not at all, replied Capt. Kent. The
officer dismissed the probability of war
United States and Spain,
between the
not care to express an opinion
but did
the
cause of the battleship Maine’s
on
destruction. He was more explicit when
asked it he thought it had been caused
by a torpedo. He snid:
“I can only say so far as I have had
that action such as is
any experience,
desorlted is unlike torpedo work—that
is, any torpedo work I ever heard of.
It would appear to have been an internal
explosion which oaused the damage,
though it is quite possible the explosion
of a torpedo outside might have exploded one inside.”
“The next few weeks will be very inStates,” said
teresting in the United
Capt. Kent just as he boarded the steamer Prince Edward for Boston.

Halifax,

SUFFERING CAUSED BY FAILURE.
Lewiston, March 24.—A special to the
Journal from Bingham cites several instances of suffering and starvation following in the wake of the Solon pulp mill
One farmer lost all he had and
failure.
has since died broken neartea ana toaay
his wife lies at death’s door, with several
for
small children dependent upon her
A number of losers have called
support.
on

the town for help.

HYDRANT’S WORKED WELL.
March

Damariscotta,

24.—The
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“How shall 1 cleanse dainty
Presses, antl gatlz3r. fhmy things that
touch would ruin?’’
a rough
The Answer: “Wash them with
daintiest, purest, safest soap that’s made—
Y
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pure—White—Floating.
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SOAP
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The soap of the century.

THE S, K. FAiRBANK COMPANY.
New York.
St. Louis.
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W. T. KILBORN COMPANY.
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| CARPETS.
{

}

assortment of NEW PATterns is replete with the latest

ROur
P|

from

productions

acceptable

the

looms of all the leading makes in both
English and Domestic Goods.
We make a notable feature of
SPECIAL and PRIVAVE designs in
the better grades, selected with great
care for retail trade.
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RUG AND DRAPERY DEPT.
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fire

alarm was sounded Wednesday afternoon
for a lire in the joiner shop opposite N.
The
P. Baker’s, store on Bristol street.
department was soon on the scene and
streams on from the hydrant
The roof was all ablaze hut the
fire was soon extinguished. This was the
that the hydrants have been
tirst time
fire since they were put in
used for a

_MISCELLANEOUS.

A Dress

*

[SPECIAL TO THE PRESS.]

|

MISCELLANEOUS.

selections
not
effects
to procure new, artistic
found elsewhere in Portland.
will show the

same care in

two

put

near

by.

W. T. KILBORN COMPANY,
Q4-

and everybody was much pleased with
The damage to the building
the result.
H. D.
It was occupied by
was slight.
Pendleton as a boat house.
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U. S. FLAG &

CAMPED IN STEAMER'S SHEDS.

this morning.
ARSENIC WAS PRESENT.

lotn

tLn

XT

O nnrftl

wo

Hnlln.

n

well, wbo died March 1, under mysteri
ous circumstances, was received today.
It. states that enough arsenic was founc
to have caused death in a much shortei
The
time than was the case—24 hours.
report will bo submitted to the coroner’)
jury March 29. There is not the slightesl
clue

as

to

how

or

Fla;;s,

why the poison

Tents and

Tents and Canopies
lor all occasions.

to let.

Hammocks.

Bunting and Flag Decoration
Estimates freely given.

Middle St., Portland,Me,
3 Tremont Row, Boston; 203
marl8eodim
telephone CONNECTION.

EVERY PIANO

—

guaranteed to be the best tlial can be obtained for
paid, STEINWA.V, HARDMAN, OABLER, PEASE,
Keyboard.
NORRIS X HYDE, Transposing
BRACiWliLEEK.
Easy
THE AERIOE Self Playing PIANOS ami THE AEOLIAN.
We carry a full line of Music, Musical Instruterms of payment.
bought of

March 24.—The
report o!
Augusta,
the Bowdoin colleg*
Prof. Robinson,
examined the viscera ol
chemist, who

DECORATING CO.

AWNINGS,

on

them back.
The men were taken off and quartered
in the steamship sheds last night undei
guard of a posse of policemen. They
were shipped back to Boston at 5 o’clock

maKldtf

MANUFACTURERS OF

■

Hungarians came down
Forty-seven
the International steamer from Boston
yesterday morning, arriving here
last night. They were destined for Eastport. to work on the railroad being constructed there, hut when the boat got
from Eastport
here word was received
that they were not wanted and to send

iSi;*

us

Is

the annum!

ments and Musical Merchandise. Call and examine tlie celebrated
Grnupliuer X Meyer Mandolins and Guitars.

M. STEINERT & S0NSC0.,
TEEEPIIONE 318-2.

517 CONGRESS ST.
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administered.

“I DO MY OWN WORK.”

“7T7"

So Says Mrs. Mary Rochiette oi
Linden, New Jersey, in this
Letter to Mrs. Pinkham.
“
I was bothered with a flow which
would be quite annoying at times, and
at others would almost stop.
I used prescriptions given me by my

but the

physician,

state

same

affairs
of
continued.
After a
time I was
taken with

flooding,

a

that

I

was

to
obliged
keep my bed.
Finally, in
despair, I

gave up my doc-

tor, and began
taking your medicine, and have certainly been greatly
benefited by its use.
“Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound has indeed been a friend to me.

1 am now able to do my own work,
I
thanks to your wonderful medicine.

was as near

death I believe

as

I could

weak that my pulse scarcely beat
I
and my heart had almost given out.
could not have stood it one week more,
I am sure. I never thought I would

be,

be

so

so

grateful

l shall

use

to any medicine.
my influence w’ith any
as I did, to have them

suffering
use
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound.”
Every woman that is puzzled about
one

her condition should secure the sympathetic advice of a woman who underWrite to Mrs. Pinkham a1
stands.
Lynn, Mass., and tell her your ills.

A wholesale paper dealer in New York City relates that his first expePrior to that he could
rience with Ripans Tabules began 18 months ago.
Nothing
not recall a time when he was not troubled with constipation.
relief j but, since taking
gave more than temporary
(

Ripans Tabules
The bowels
has had more perfect digestive organs than he.
their functions with regularity ; there is no distress after eating,
of a dyspeptic nature.
no headache, no heartburn, no dizziness—nothing
The same gentleman also relates that ‘‘if lie occasionally stays a little too
late at the club and meets convivial companions, a Tabule taken before
to bed wards off every unpleasant after effect.”
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between Spain and the United States—
that is that neither ot them should seize
tho other’s goods, in case
of war, on
board a neutral vessel, but also that they
would not seize the goods of any Power

iatly (in advance) $8 per year; $3 for sis at war with them on
iboard a neutral
jutiis; $1.50 a quarter; 50 6ents a month.
ve sd, if the government of
this .neutral
delivered
every morning by
Ilia Daily is
vessel had acknowledged this principle—
carrier anywhere witiiin the city limits and at
i. e., that free ships make free goods.
Wood fords without extra charge.
Daily' (not in advance), invariably at the Now England and France have both acrate of $7 a year.
knowledged this principle, so that AmeriMaine State Press, (Weekly; published can goods on the vessels of either of these
for
six
mouths; Powers would be safe from
every Thursday,$2 per year; $1
Spanish cap50 cents a quarter; 25 cents for trial subscrip- ture.
In fact, both America and Spain
tion of six weeks.
have virtually acknowledged the principle
Persons wishing to leave town for long or
mutual agreement, and the agreement
short periods may have the addresses of their by
is such as to cover
the signers of ths
papers changed as often as desired.
declaration of Paris. Neither Spain nor
Advertising Rates.
the United States has ever agreed to reIn Daily Press $1.60 per square, for one
so that fn case of
for one month. Three insertions frain from privateering

week; $4.00
or less, $1.00 per square. Every other day ad-

vertisements, one third less than these rates.
Half square advertisements $1.00 for one
week or $2.50 for one month,
“A square" is a space of the width of a column and one inch long.
Special Notices, on first page, one-third add!
tional.
Amusements and Auction Sales, $2.00 per
Three insertions or less,
square eacli week.

either of them might have reoourse
to that method of destroying the other’s
commerce.
Privateering would not now
war

was once, when practically
be what it
all vessels were sailing vessels, and it is
doubtful if it would prove very effective
if practiced. As we have very few shins

our only
in the foreign trade
vulnerable point would be the coasting
trade, and our navy could probably very
$1.50 per square.
Heading Notices in nonpareil type and classed effectually protect that. It is altogether
line
each
15
cents
per
with other paid notices,
improbable that our government would
insertion.
resort to privateering, even if Spain did,
matter
type,
Pure Reading Notices in reading
for the reason that there is
among the
25 cents per line each insertion.
nations
a very strong senmaritime
great
adversimilar
Wants, To Let, For Sale and
timent against it.
tisements, 25 cents per week in advance, for
40 words or less, no display. Displayed advertisements under these headlines, and all adverNEW PUBLICATIONS,
tisements not naid in advance, will be charged
at regular rates.
The Letters of Victor Hugo. From
In Maine State Press—$1.00 per square
for first insertion, and 50 cents per square for Exile and After the Fall of the Empire.
Edited by Paul Meurice. The second voleach subsequent insertidii.
Address all communications relating to sub- ume of Victor Marie Hugo’s, letters has
scriptions and advertisements to Portland recently issued from the Riverside Press
Publishing Co., 97 Exchange Street, and
completes a plain but elegant publicaPortland, Me.
tion of thoroughly fine workmanship and

engaged
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1836 to 1882 a period of nearly half a
century, years crowded with political excitement, and reacting through literature
reader must
in stress and storm. The
are

not seek these pages.having in his mind
a life of the great recognized leader of the
XIX century in
romantic school of the
It is a pity that the Kentuoky and the France. He must rather turn to them exletters to
Kearsarge had not teen launched a year pecting ODly extracts from
Hugo’s family and to distinguished men
ago.
of his day in politics, art and literature,
Gladstone is evidently near to the end
brief and
which are for the most part
of his life, and Lord Salisbury’s health
fragmentary. It would seem, too, that
is such ns to make it Unlikely that he
demonthe French nature with all its
will ever again bear the prominent part
strative and caressing expression really
in the counsels of the nation that he has reteals less of character and details less
borne for scsmany years.
of fact than the American composite of
is going to have
Now we can breathe easier.
Portland

a

monitor.

The Attorney General of Texas has decided that that State must hold two elections owing to some blunder in a resolu-

culture and training. Compare Motley’s
letters for example with those of the great
man we are
discussing. Victor Hugo

linn adopted by the last legislature, thus was a giant, in his way the great revoluIn these letters he
im nosing upon the State a needle's burden tionist of the epoch.
such
ui {100,000.
Evidently it would he profit- addresses, beside his family group,
Lamartine, Chateaubriand,
able for Texas to invest in an expert or- a circle as
Louis
Plane,
Boulauger;
Garibaldi;
der-drawer.

Lacroix, Pavie, Beranger, Karr, Damns,
It seems to be settled that the President
Coppee, Gautier, Chainpfleury de Bauville
Maine
r ill treat the
explosion as an en- and George Band, with a word to Tennytirely separate matter without any neo- son, Swinburne and some Americans
es ary connection with the general Cuban
wrought to righteous excitement upon
The

question.

extremists

in

Congress

hoping otherwise,

because they
different course a

have been

thought they saw in a
stronger probability of immediate interference on our part in the Cuban war.

indemnity for the
destruction of the Maine probably only
on condition that we relinquish all intension of interfering in Cuba; otherwise
Spain would pay

paying us raoii3y which
might subsequently be used to help wro6t
the island from her control. The United
States, however, will never agree to any

■

e

would

an

be

such con dition as that, and hence the
that we shall get pay for our
chance
ship, no matter how clear Spanish responsibility for her loss may be, is ex-

ceedingly small.
It is safe to say that If the President
has resolved to make an attempt to buy
/"'nV.n

T/-1«

V-W,,,

4

« c

,T.

he has done so, with no expectation of success. Spain has repeatedly refused to listen to a proposition; for the
sale of the island on any terms. The
which all her statesmen
one point upon

implies,

agree is that Cuba
be sacrificed voluntarily.
must never
Rather than surrender Cuba she is ready
to go to war with a nation of more than
times her population and twenty
four
and

all

Jher parties

times her resources. That being so, it is
utterly useless to ask her to consider a
proposition for its purchase. If Presi-

of negro
slavery. Let ns
few words from his democracy;
“The day when the people become intelligent, it will rule.’’
“lor a long time past in all my writings I have striven to hasten the day
when social questions will be substituted
the
for political ones; when, between
party of reaction and that of revolution,
of
civilization.’’
there will arise the party
it is a
Of John Brown’s death—“and
republic which has done this. What sinister (oily it is to be au owner of men ;
and 6ee what it leads to ! Here is a Iren
death a liberator!
nation putting to
indeed
sad. The
Alas! My heart is
crimes of Kings one can understand; a
has
nothing abnormal
King's crime
crimes comm itted
about it; out
by a
p ople are intolerable to the thiuker.’’
“Yes, a society which tolerates misery,
a religion which admits hell, a humanity
which admits war, appear to me to lie a
society, a religion, and a humanity c>f a
lower order; and it is towards the society
tho humanity, and the religion of a higher world I aspire; society without kings,
humanity without frontiers, religion
without sacred books. Yes, I combat the
priest who sells lies and the judge who
administers
injustice. To universalize
property (which is the reverse of abolishing ic) by getting rid of parusitism, i. e.,
to achieve tho following object,
every
and no man
man an owner of property
master, that is my Idea of true social and
political economy. To sura up, so far ns
the

question

quote

a

fatality, condemn slavery, banish misery,
illuenlighten ignorance, cure disease,
mine darkness, and detest hatred.”
_

So, too, the sympathetic gleaner might
gather this man’s views on literature and
from
various other important matters
dent McKinley has resolved upon makthese letters did space permit their use.
ing a trial it is simply to gain time in
It is rather curious to note that M. Victor
the hope that the present war feeling in
financier and
Hugo was an excellent
this country may subside.
and distribute a
Senator Gailinger’s speech in the Senate
was intended to
on the Cuban question
stimulate the sentiment for interference
on the part of
this country, and it may
have had some effect in that dircetion.

knew how to accumulate
fairly good fortune—a practical turn of
desired by
mind not often possessed or
the fanatic and pioneer. With a volume
of this standard value, it is not necessary
to say that every member of the frater-

nity of Looks will place these volumes up
on his library shelves beside Lbs Misarables, Notre Dame de Paris and Les
and
Travailleurs de la Mer. (Boston
New York: Houghton, Mifflin <& ComShort & Harthere was anything particularly new in pany; Portland: Boring,
a volume. )
it, for all its facts had been narrated mon. Price $3.00
many times before, or because it was esFrom the Other Side. Stor es of Transpecially eloquent, but because he has been atlantic Travel by Henry B. Fuller, aulooked upon as a conseravtive and one of
thor of The Chevalier of Pensleri-Yani,
President McKinley’s
confidants; and
etc. Readers of Mr. Fuller’s books know
also because ho contrived to give the imthat his method is not that of the '“obpression that he was understating the sit- vious.” He is somewhat subtle and inWe suspect that there was quite
uation.
direct in the handling of his themes. In
as much art and artfulness in h:s speech
the present short sketches theso qualities
if
as in any that has been delivered, but
with a
differare noticeable; they are,
eo they were well concealed, and the adTherefore they
Henry-Jamesesque.
ence,
dress wore the appearance of being perlover of
will exasperate tho impatient
fectly frank and ingenuous.
plain statement or inference and delight
The New York Post claims that in the the analyst and literary dissector. The
of
and the titles contained are “The Greatest
event of war between Spain
Do,’’“The
United States, American goods, not con- These,” “What Truth Can
Sons” and “Pasquales Pictraband of war, would be practically ex- Pilgrim
in Sicily,
us
empt from seizure when carried in foreign tures.” The first locates
vessels.
By the treaty of Paris following with travel therefrom, the second in Italy
the Crimean war England, France, Rus- the third cn route between America and
That much
sia, Prussia and Italy agreed that free England, the last in Venico.
come
that Is that abused word “clever” must again
ships should make free goods,
*
Fuller’s case.
an enemy’s goods should
always be safe to the front to suit Mr.
description—“A large
in a neutral vessel. Neither Spain nor Here is a bit of
the United States signed this declaration family group from England, all brothers
spinsters,
but Spain by a treaty of trade and com- and sisters, all bachelors and
Oct. 27, 1796, who were doing the island amicably in a
merce concluded with us
explained and ratified by another treaty body,—a compact and sturdy little Engthat lish hamlet on the move. Perhaps the
concluded in 1819, agreed not only
of repair and
“free ships should make free goods” as thatch was more or less out
Bat as compared with Senator Proctor’s
speech its influence was trifling. It is
doubtful if any speceh throughout the
agitation of the Cuban question has pro
duced so much effect as that. Not that

averted his eyes: he simply looked,
beat us, but through us, past us,
yond us. This was something of a feat
and ho did it very cleverly.”-“the
Duchess languished for a year in a private
retreat, passing off, Anally, in a kind of

PORTLAND TRUST
COMPANY.

artificial” {1
of the so-called "improved”
salts offered in the market. The genuine has the
Eisner & Mendelson Co., sole
signature of
"

or

Beware

Jj

agents, New York,”
for pamphlet.

sub-

“olarioniAeation” is a
long
word of many vowels but no doubt Mr.
Fuller bad his reasons for introducing it
as a stranger to the ordinary vocabulary.
“For two days I fed on the swinging of
curtains and the straining of partitions—
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years,

That is, if you get the genuine.

Salt.

senile evaporation, so to speak.” Some
famous Bostonian writes the “Genealogy
on
of the Pshaw Family.” “We can go
the Eccnomia to Glasgow for eighty dollars apieoe or on the Vulgarla for seventy
for a
or the Vaterland will set us down
We

|

Carlsbad is coming to you. At
isn’t necessary now.
least, the health-giving part of it is. You get every ,,
curative quality that has made the place famous for {)
in the Carlsbad Sprudel Water and
hundreds of

not

Southampton.”
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package.
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Deposit Company,
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these discursive clippings we cordially
as
commend “From the Other Side”
some
agreeable reading, it contains
Anglotrenchant if concealed blows at
mania and oertain other human foibles
which are alone worth the price of admiswhat comprises a
sion to the pages of
and
group of short
entertaining
spirited
stories. (Boston and New York: HoughDon,

ill 1111 Hi
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vujupau/

A

ing, Short & Harmon.

THE MARCH OF 1798.

in and

eonte

have

as

an assert ment

of

*,,is u,,e

be f°und*

as can

large

novelties

on our

commerce—

especially. Our envoys
republio, had met with

French ones

to

unthe Frenoh
Paris.
at
and
discourteous
usage
pleasant
to
‘I will never send another minister
France,” President John Adams said to
Congress, “without assurauces that he
will be received, respected and honored
as the representative of a
great, free,
powerful and independent nation.”
the
belief in
The almost universal
the French
country was that war with
was
belief
this
and
was
unavoidable,
shared by an old soldier living in honored
retirement at his seat of Mount Vernon
later
A few months
on the Potcimao.
(July 13, 1798), replying to an official
notification that ho hart Jbeen appointed
lieutenant-gener 1 and commanderinraised or to be
chief of all the armies
the presiraised Washington wrote Jto
dent, his lriend and successor: “Satisand
fied that you have sincerely wished
endeavored to avert war, and exhausted
of
the
reconciliation,
last
to the
cup
drop
we can with pure hearts appeal to heaven
fer the jus'ice of our course, and may
confident)!.!- trust the final result to that
kind providence who has heretofore and
the
people of
so often signally favored
these United States
That war cloud of a hundred years ago
blew over, however. The French directory disappeared from the stage; the first
was
Napoleon
consul (his other name
Bonaparte) received our envoys “witha
their
to
character;”
due
the respect
treaty was negotiated, and the sun shone
again for the United States of America.
may
Bet us hope that the present cloud
pass away as harmlessly.
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ted Palmist.
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journal—ever published. Subscription price,
$4 per annum.
TALES FROM TOWN TOPICS, a 256-page
Quarterly Magazine of fiction, appearing the
first day of March, June, September and December, and publishing original novels by the
best writers of the day and a mass of short
stories, poems, burlesques, witticisms, etc.
Subscription price, $2 per annum.
Club price for both, $5 per annum.
You can have both of these if you subscribe
NOW and a bonus of 10 novols selected from
the list below. Regular price for each, 50
Cents. All sent postpaid.
Remit $5 in New York exchange, express or
postal money order, or by registered letter,
trvrfither with a list of the 10 novels selected,

future

umbered, described and licensed for one
year, in 1 be office of the City Clerk in the City
where the dog is kept, on or before the first day
of April of each year. All owners of dogs are
requested to comply with the law relating to the
licensing of the same. Dogs not properly licensed are liable to be killed.
mar!9d2w

GEO. W. SYLVESTER,
City Marshall.

are

in doubt

All

lie
any
diseases located

help you.
through the art of Chiromancy and
cured by the ancient Kabaliskic method.
W ill remain 14 (lays, 86 Free St
Terms $1.00.
can

formation of clubs, will receive liberal compensationfor their services by addressing THE EUROPEAN TOURIST CO. (Incorporated) 231 Washington St., Boston. mr21dlw*

by the
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All Seats Reserved.

BONDS.
4s.

Maine Central R.

R.,
Portland Water Co.,

4s.

Merrimack County,
N. H.,

4s.

on

SWAN &

Decoration Fund.
By Rev. John Carroll Perkins.
Subject,
Gothic Cathedrals; Mr. Leroy L. Higlit. Sub
jeet, Robert Louis Stevenson; Mr. Clarence
W. Peabody.
Subject. J. M. Barrie. Assembly Hall, Portland Hlgb School, on Monday
March
28th,
Thursday evening, March
evening,
31st, and Thursday evening, April 7th. Tickets
for the course 75 cents. Single tickets 35 cents.
To he obtained at F. B. Clark’s, Loring, Short
& Harmon's and at the door.

mar25-28-29-31
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By F. 0. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers

4s.

Saco,
Biddeford,
Prices

Advance sale of seats opens Wednesday,
March 23d, at Cressey, Jones & Allen’s.
Certificates may be exchanged at the same
place onand after Tuesday, March 22d.
mans
dtmam

Portland, Me. Three Lectures for School Boom
dtf

32 Exchange St.,

4s.

I

application.

—OF--

lARRETT, FALMOUTH

HOTEL,

Portland, Maine,

186 Middle St., Portland, Me.
atl
Jy27

WM. M. MARKS,

At AUCTION
50,000,90 DOLLARS WORTH OF FURNITURE.

Book, Card

&

WOODBURY

MOULTON,

AND-

BANKERS,

PRINTER,

JOB

EXCHANGE,
PRINTERS’
97 1-3 Exchange St., Portland

FINE JOB

PRINTING

orders bT mail
attended to.
All

or

Exchange Sts.

Cor. Middle &

A SPECIALTY.

telephone promptly
sept22eodtf

INVESTMENT SECURITIES,
LETTERS OF CREDIT,
FOREIGN DRAFTS,
dtf

feb9

STEPHEN BERRY,
and (cald IP’u,nbe%)
$$w!cf

Job

mini t Miin

WALL PAPERS.

Pocahontas

forge

use.

Genuine I.ykens 1 alley franklin,
English ar..l American Canuel.

Above Coals Constantly On Hand.
....

!««.»

of

Ready.

Lumber

at

TfUKSCANT to license granted by the HonorJ.
able Henry C. Peabody, judge of the Court
of Insolvency for the County of Cumberland, i
shall sell at public auction on Monday the 28th
day of March. A. 1). ISOS, at throe o’clock in the
afternoon at the lumber shed on Mill street in
h reeport. Maine, formerly occupied by
Philip
B. GilfllD. the entire stock of finished lumber
contained in said shed and consisting of North
Carolina pine floor amt sheathing, white wood,
gutters,
pine boards, -shingles, clapboards,
mouldings, i.oors. windows, sash, etc. Terms
W. IS. ULMEll,
cash.
Assignee Estate PHILIP 13. UKIFFiN'.
ntai'22diw

The Furniture in house i*- comprised in part
of about 200 Black walnut Chamber Sets,
Folding Beds and Couches; BO fine Hair Mattrasses, about 10,000 yds. of Carpeting, 400
prs. BlaDkets, 800 prs. Pillows, 150 heavy boxseat Dining Chairs
upholstered in leather,
nearly new; Dining Tablos, Sldeboardsjarge
French Plate Minors, Clocks, Pictures, Parlor
and Reception Room Furniture in plush and
rug patterns, Lace Curtains and Draperies,
Plano, Tables 25 Black Walnut Wadrobes;
large amount of Bedding, Sheets, Pillow Slips,
etc. Crockery and Glassware; about 160 dozen
Silver Plated Knives, Forks,
and Spoons;
Silver Sets. eto.
Office Furniture, consists of Safes, Desks,
Chairs, 7 Pool and Billiard Tables and Fixtures, Laundry Machinery, Mangles, Washers,
etc.. Kitoben Furniture, steam Tables and
Kettles, in fact everything ordinarily used
about a large and flrstclass hotel.
The sale of this Furniture offers a splendid
opportunity to parties furnishing hotels or
boarding houses the coming season. The.
■•Falmouth” has for years been considered the
the leading hotel of the State. Cost of furnish
ing this house new was about f 100,000.
Sale will be absolute and without reserve or
limit. Customers from out of the efty can have
goods packed and shipped at reasonable expense.

Estimates and

Good

Furnished.

marteodtl

LEUNG & GO.

E.
Stock

Exchanges.

And New York Cotton

2

EXCHANGE

O.

BAILEY & CO..

Auctioneers,

CARRIAGES.
No. 163 Middle St.,
Office.

LORING, SHORT! HARMON
EDW.

F.

Positive Auction Sale of Carriages, on Tuesday. March 29tli,
Work- at 11 a. ni„ at our Repository,

Low Prices.

men

at

Members New York and Boston

M.W&Ftf

Stale

1898

Extensive Assortment

An

(Semi-Bituminous) and

Georges Creek Cumberland Coals are
unsurpassed for general steam nuri

for

Designs

New

Now

A Full Assortment of Lehigh and FreeBurning Coals for Domestic Use.

The furnishings of 295 rooms will be sold
at Public Auction, Sale
commencing
MONDAY. March 98, at 1* a. m., and
at
10
and
a.
m,
2 p. m.,
continuing
each day until sold.

For further particulars, write or call upon the
Auctioneers, 46 Exchange street Portland,
Maine.
marl4eod6t

COAL.

Freeport.

Tim Annual fleeting

Portland,

BOWDOIN GLEE

H. M. PAYSON &C0.,

them in the

Assignee's

gives advice in full
pertaining to domestic and business affairs, speculation,
CSTY^OF PORTLAND.
law suits, love, marriages, divorce, acciTo Owners of Hogs.
dents and various other events, all maowner or keeper of a dor more than
lign influences, travels, health. If you
J^VERY
four months old, shall cause it to be regisor iu trouble of
kind

tered,

VVOXICE is hereby giveu that the eopartner1JI ship existing between D. M. C. Dunu and
Asa 13. Russell, both ot Portland. Maine, under
the name and style ol 1). M. 0. Dunn & Co., is
The
this day dissolved by mutual consent.
business will be continued under the name of
is
authorwho
Asa B. Russell, bv Mr. Russell,
ized 10 collect and receipt lor all sums due said
firm, and all demands against said partnership
are to be paid by said Asa B. Russell.
D. M. C. DUNN,
ASA B. RUSSELL.
inar24dlw
Portland. Me,, March 23d, 1838.
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events of your life, he
detail on all matters

Concert

ADMISSION 50c,

7b Commercial & 70 Exchange Sts.
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JAXON OPERA

Saturday Eve’j, March 26, ’98.

to

world-famed for its brightness and the most
complete General Weekly—covering a wider
range of subjects suited to the tastes of men
and women of culture and refinement than any

V

Vf

Vf

can

<

the work is always y

satisfactory and brings snoeUent
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THE JOURNAL
Of SOCIETY
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*
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engagement.

sale for entire

WEEK,

bv the

DUE 1928.

indulge yourself or your
family in the luxury of a good weekly news*
paper and a quarterly magazine of fiction.
You can get both of these publications with
almost a library of good novels for $5 per year.

f

now on

and

$150,000

TIMES HAVE COME.
GOODafford

!|

new

Mo. 37 Plum Street.

Put it in attractive form and

t WILL H. GOODWIN & CO- $ THE SCIENCE

f

_

to us with copy and say
—

or

HOME MADE PRESERVES

your orders.

JA]VIES BAILEY OO.,

...MAN
TO HIS TRADE.

jft
make Preserves
or Sauce
when
you can buy of us

repair goods-the largest
a thoroughly equipped repair
east ol Boston.
to give prompt and
department with experienced workmen

You

music all

Elmira
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YOERI^SPECTION^
We have

EVERY...;
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DON'T

Pennant and

These wheels are
to $50.00.
We have llie most desirable

Prices range from

line oUnveml* wheels. We are agents
will be Interested in our extensive
in the country. Prices range from
fill the leading juvenile bicycle makes
We have a number of New and S«cond-HandVt heels of
$20 00 to $80 00.
and
makes
prices.
various
of
last season

Minute
Requires No Soaking. Cooks in a Few Minutes.
Minute Tapioca is free from every impurity
and is the ideal article for dainty desserts,
Our little Booklet, over 80 Dainty Desserts
of
(free) by mail, will tell you of a number be
healthful and duintv dcssertB that can
made with Minute Tapioca.
Grocers Sell It.
The genuine bears the Trade-Mark of the

$50.00.

ALS®rS®eL,®rawFord.SRochester,
$30.00
wheels

it.”

j Tapioca

experiment—it

THE EITTEE PEOPEE

umriiBiiimiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiimmiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiig
=
stanaara ot purity..
E
(Beware of Imitations.)
£

1

Price

efficient attention to

Sadie A. Sims,
Youngstown, O.

25 and 50c. per box.

high grade and

M®^dhavonoscruples

WE INVITE

completely cured

of

The Stormer is no

the country over.
$30.00 wheel in town.

$wder

complete line

about riding our Vale wheel. Iu buying
for every hundred
this wheel you get a dollar’s worth of value

known’

ribly annoying.

Bank.

success.

expenditure.

THIS

OPERA

CONSTRUCTION CO.,

THE PAKIS EXPOSITION.
*
Male or Female Agents of ability, having a
This wheel has been our leader in former
comes first, of course,
circle of acquaintances, and others combe for the season of 1898. In every- large
years and will continue to
petent to explain the most popular plan of Euleads
ever
the
model
the
make
Sterling
to
bicycle
ropean iravel (including Paris Exposition)
thin- that goes
to tne public by an Incorporated
the wav. Complete satisfactson is its guarantee. Price $75.00. presented
the
plan,
payment
periodical
Company, upon
and ihose who can interest and secure the serNO ARGUMENT ^NEEDED
our famous Stormer bicycle which we vices of Club Organizers, and cooperate with

$50.00.

Eve.' !!!!!!!!!IJ!

Seats

STANDISH WATER &

DISSOLUTION OF COPARTNERSHIP.

at

samXvMat.Boccaccio

timeful. The dialogue original and wittv. SumpClever comedians.
Pretty girls. Star cast including
Prices 25-50-75C, *1.00. Seats on now sale.

The

success.

—

febTdtf

established

COMIC

and

BONDS

ONE MILLION
DOLURS.

STEPHEN R. SMALL, PresidsU
MARSHALL R. GODINS,

are offering
is an

8
a 1

THEATRE

_____

SURPLUS

AND

Correspondence solicited from Individothers
Banks and
uals, Corporations,
{ desiring to open accounts, as well as from
those wishing to transact Banking busiof any
ness
description through this

SUCCESSORS TO H. J. BAILEY & CO.

THE

I

|

This company supplies Deering, Westbrook, Gorham and Standish, and the The Bowdoln Clubs are the finest ever
above bonds are
heard in Maine and will give
ProvYncIal
Drafts drawn on National
a
novel and pleasing
of England, London, in large or
Bank
GUARANTEED
small amounts, for sale at current rates.
entertainment.
favorable
on
received
Accounts
Current
by Portland Water Co.
terms.

GO.,

190-192 Middle St.

centB

I had

Saturday Mat.Black Hussar
Saturday Eve.Two Vagabonds
Matinees 10-20c. Evening* 10-30-30o.

Interest Paid on
TIME s DEPOSITS.

&

BAILEY

JOHNSTON,

5BSSSS?M^..v.:.v;:v: S3SffBSSSS

THIRTY YEAH 4 PER CENT

1824.

Incorporated
CAPITAL

the

and very attractive.

engagements, persisted

Sg

——

IWASNE,

PORTLAND,

in

porters, and have secured many
designs peculiar in themselves,

VlD ■

Monday Eve.Maritana
Tuesday Mat.Maritana
Tuesday live. .Merry War

black hussar.

ALL

OF

territory
in maintaining garrisons on
belonging to the United States. French
comand Spanish privateers had been
mitting depredations

A
Y

JEFFERSOS

Casco National Bank

stock.

we imve selected from
leading
lull lines of the

1 I

the Hartford Uourant.)
Unole Sam had worries on his mind a
b undred years ago this present month,
Cnriously enough, Spain
is he has novr.
That country,
was mixed up in them.

(From

in violation of its

our

We believe we

n
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FINANCIAL

look through
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■
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EvoMing. sp.M.

OTIS HAELAN.
THE

We want you to

Price $1.25.)

gj

ROYAL MIDDY

\

ha

_

......

|

£», M.

tuously staged. Beautifully costumed.

STRAW MATTING,

**>/*

wx uniuu

ii

Latest

^ ^ HU pi

2

Mntmoo,

T

COMPANY and LIVING PICTURES.

HOYT’S A STRANGER IN

showing

This makes the reader who
could be.
knows mal denier shudder, indeed. With

TUKESBURY.Mu nager

C. V.

WILBUR OPERA

Day,|1

2 P. IVI.

■__~TT~ REPERTOIRE: ■--( Lncia Di Lammerntoor | Saturday Mat.Olivette
T„„,
lomsnt.ICavalleria Itusticana
it™
I Cavalleria Bustlcaua
! ■wuradT
.(ipagliacci.
FOPULAE PEICES—Evenings, 25-35-D0e. Bargain Matinee Saturday, 35c only.
Monday and Tuesday, March 28 and 29.
Hoyt & McKee’s Comedy Company Under their Personal Management, Presenting

Secretary.

®

Every

And Next.

O

I

MATINEEl

WEEK

GRAND

H. BUTLER.

Y

I

AMUSEMENT'S.

ALL THIS

last

the

week in March.

WHEN YOU

with a spoonful or two of oatmeal gruel
in between—while the big waves tumbled
near
cn a horizon brought miraculously
bent on
and old Father Ooean seemed
he
how many kinds of a fool

of-

new

Exchange St.,

fices, No. 89

'•'•'•'•'•'ft

mit that

its

remove to

!

AMUSEMENT*.

FINANCIAL.

to Carlsbad

Going

never

little more at

MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

their chimney pots were a bit broken and
battered, and their windows stuffed here
and there with wisps of old
straw; but
they were one and all keeping out wind
and weather most
gallantly, and all
seemed capable of holding
together for
many years to come.” Or again: “He

chasers.*

Terms, cash.

BOSTON. F

C0PPER~ST0CKS

O.

mar23d6t

B AJ LEY &

CO.

Auctioneers and Commission Merchant*
Salesroom 40 fexebange Street.
C.

F. O. BAILEY

AND

Post

8
Surreys,
WE shall sell without reserve,
8 Eli so11
open, canopy and extension top;
1 Goddard; 6 Top
carriages;
fine
tons, very
Concord \\ agous;
Buggies; *9 Open Buggies; 5
C Democrat Wagons; also Carts, etc.
The above represent some Jobs carried over
from last year. Carriages sent us from manuetc.
facturers. without orders,
Some are tbe highest grade work, made for
arc
tactory made work,
host retail trade; some
but all will be represented for what they are.
All will be sold without reserve, and the sale
a large
saving to purprobably represents

Exchange.

BUILDING.

opp.

\V.

AU.K

marh4
__________

COTTON

FUTURES -mmnmrw-

Stocks and Bonds Bought and
all

Sold in

Markets.

Fire

Insurance

Agency

91 Exchange Street

CORRESPONDENCE

SOLICITED.
feted w&sattf

First Class American and Foreign Companies
Cear C, apajc
Horace axdersos.
Xnos. J. l-ints.
lpcodif
dec 13

Ji

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

SONG RECITAL BY MISS WHITE.

It was a rare and delightful privilege
which the members of the Rossini club
pawere able to offer their friends and
Yesterday
a
Wilbur Opera Company brought well to trons last evening in introducing to
as
the fore its comedy element and a good Portland audience such a fine artist
in “The
Mascotte” Miss Villa Whitney White.
fl.'ld was offered
THE WILBUK OPERA COMPANY.
theatre the
at the Portland

Miss White'is an enthusiastic student
which was present ad to large audiences
and evening perform- of music,
made an especial
and has
at both matinee
Kohnle appeared to advantage as study of German songs, both from an
ances.
so
Lorenzo, Clark as Pippo, Conley as Fred- historical -and musioal point of view,
Gererick. Lillie Taylor as Flammetta and that her programme last evening of
the Vaughans found an adaptable place man Volks-songs was a perfect delight
from her interesting explanation of the
in the cast.
Hattie Richardson was acceptable at programme, and her perfect Interpretahonors tlon'of the songs themselves.
the matinee a9 Bettina but the
In introducing her subject Miss W hite
should go to May Baker, to whose lot this
thatJJJher idea in this proimpersonation came at the evening per- explained
formance. Her voice is mezzo soprano of gramme was to show, the development of
from
good quality; her stage presence is attrac the simple folk songs, which came
up to the
in the the
of the GermaD
is
her

Crowded

Are

They

Rooms To Be

Several

and

Opened

in

PORTLAND, March 25, 1898.

about
twenty
means an
average of
additional pupils in eaoh'school.
The McLellan school on Carroll street,
is now full and in May it will be necessary

a new room

and provide a
a
vaoant room

open
There is
new teacher.
which will be fitted up with the necessary
chairs and desks.
same conIn Casco street sobool the
ditions prevail.
There is a spare room
here, which will he fitted up and a new

people,
lips
encore wonderfully beautiful modern song, with
teacher will be provided.
and in the last act her duet was delight- its finished accompaniment. As the proIt Is expected that
Park street and
White
Miss
ful.
gramme was all in.German,
street sohools will be crowded,
Vaugban
of
The quartette introduced a new and read charmingly a translation ol each
either
but there are no spare rooms in
which
taking number “She lives on the same the songs as they came along,
building, so the present rooms will have
to
intelligent
and helped to make thoroughly
while A1 Lamar
street with me,”
to be fitted beyond their oapaolty.
hut simple
Gus Vaughan caught the crowd as usual. all those very interesting
At
sohool the first

tlve;

acting
‘Gobble Song” she

artistic;
won a deserved

“little songs,” as Miss White calls them.
The first song was written in 1454. the
next in 1540, and so on through to the
first song, in 1001, which was supposed
of the
to be written under the influence
of
Italian school. Then followed some
the modern ones by Schultz, Schubert,
Mendelssohn, Schumann and Brahms,
which Mrs. White sang with the most

Miss Daniel in presenting the living picjudgtures showed excellent taste and
ment and they, of course, were a feature

evening entertainments.
Today matinee, ‘‘Royal Middy”
and tonight “Black Huzzar.”
BOWDOIN GLEE AND MANDOLIN
and

of both matinee

CLUBS.
in
The conoert by the Bowdoin clubs
Portland next Saturday night is to close
Bowdoin
with that most famous of all
Chi.” Professor
songs, historio “Phi

charming appreciation.
Miss White’s singing

and interpretation of these
songs showed the truth of
her theory, that a true song must fit the
words, it must not fall above or below

L. Chapman, now the grave and
reverend head of the English literature XUn <«nnninn Af fha nrATU^a and oil TXTVlA
of
department of Bowdoin, is the author
heard her
sing last evening must have
the wordB which have been sung by class realized the force and charm of that idea.
after olaes for more than a quarter of a
THE BOHEMIAN GIRL.
century. The entire 30 stalwart voices,
Balfe’s
eternal opera, that has become
mandolins and
sweet toned mandolas,
familiar to almost every household where
the
to
combined
be
give
guitars will
the English tongue is spoken, was given
characteristic college flavor to the song.
the Jaxon Opera company arThe
In addition to this, and coupled with It by
Jefferson, to a very large audience last
as
a
HU1J1UD1,
UlUDlUg
As
a whole it was very well
Boats,” the national hymn, so to speak, night.
in the work
at times,
of the college, and which is always sung sung, although
of both the principals and chorus,;there
at every gathering of Bowdoin men. The
Miss Daise
weaknesses.
were
some
words were written by Henry Hill Pierce
Thorne assumed the part ofjfArline and
in
blood
has
him,
who
Longfellow
’96,
“I dreamt that I dwelt” with muoh
and that fact is evinced by the beautiful gave
Mr. Payne Clarke was a good
sentiment or the verses. Photographs of expression.
Thadieus and gave “When the fair land
the olubs are exhibited in the store winwith much animation and
we notice of Poland,”
dows on Congress street and
Goffo as Count
Mr.
encored.
was
several familiar faces of Portland boys
Arnhiim, pleased exceedingly in “The
among them. Messrs. Jos. W. Whitney,
heart bowed down,” and was compelled
J. Dawson Sinkinson, Robert F. Chapto repeat it. Miss Engel was a striking
B.
Arthur
P.
Jr.,
man. Henry
Merrill,
and sang her solo in the
L.
gypsy queen
Wm.
Moulton,
Wood, Willis B.
second act most
in the
Thompson, all of whom are graduates of gypsy camp
was an amusschool. There has effectively. Mr. Tredenick
the Portland High
Devilshoof. One of the best things oi
been a very considerable change of pro- ing
unaccompathe performance was the
gramme from that given in Portland last
The aunied quartette in the third act.
year. More rollioking college songs have
was quite liberal with applause.
been added, notably, “The Pope,” “Nut dience
be a crammed
Tonight there should
The management
Brown Malden,” etc.
“Lucia” [and Cavelleria,”
for
house
the
wishes to announce through
paper
of whioh gave such delight Monday
that the entire organization of 30 men both
will be repeated. Only three more
will appear in Porttland. In touring the night,
Saturday
smaller towns of the state, only half the performances remain, tonight,
There will
and Saturday night.
number make the circuit, but on Satur- matinee
be a great treat Saturday night when “I
day evening in Kotzsohmar hall, the comwill be given for the first time
plete organization will participate in the Pagliccl,”
“Cavelleria” will be
in Portland, and
concert.
presented for the last time.
CLUB.

Henry

±a

ROSSINI

A STRANGER IN NEW YORK.

club yesterday morning
had an enjoyable concert at which the
following programme of French music
The Rossini

was

It would seem that when a man has
written a dozen or more successful come
dies that he would have little new ma
terial left to work on. The playrlght,
after faccomplishing this
Charles Hoyt,
wonderful feat, ha* this year given to

given:

Piano

Quartette—March Heroique,

Saint Saens

Smith, Miss Cheney, Mrs. Allen.

Mrs.

Mrs. Johnson.

the
public another comedy, and one
Massenet which has been declared in New York
Louis Cregh
city to far out rank all his previous recshow what a wonderPugno ords, only tends to
Pugno ful comedy producer he is. “A Stranger
Paul Lacomhe in New York” which
has aroused so

Vocal Solo:
a, Serenade du Pessant,
b, Parasis a ta Fenetro,
Miss Brown.
Vocal Solo,

.Malgre Mol,

a.

b, Nv.-a,

Miss Noyes,

much favorable comment in New York,
Thome will be presented here at The Jefferson,
Minuet, la Valliere,
Thome March 28-29.
The production will be
b, Chanson de Mai,
Miss Trlekey. Miss Blanchard.
made by Hoyt & McKee’s musical comeVocal Solo—Cantilene tinq Mars,Uounod
dy company under their personal direcMrs. White.
Chaminade tion. Sale of seats opens this morning.
Vocal Duet—Nocturne,
Mrs. Painter, Miss Rice.
NOTES.

Piano Duo,
a,

Piano Solo:
Nollet
a, Klegle in C minor,
Pierne
b, Serenade to Columbine,
Miss Fobes.
Vocal Solo:
Hahn
a. Simes veri avarieut des ailes,
IJ

cuus

jui

ujucj

at room 18, Brown
a public rehearsal of
music
the chamber
trio, Mr. W. T.
Cousent, violin; Mr. C. F. Jones, violoncello, and Mr. Latham True, pianist, assisted by Mrs. Luella Evans True, sopra-

Yesterday morning

block, there

vuauiiuBuu

Miss ltice.

1

Piano Duo—Ballet, Dubois,arr.by Lack
Miss Piiilbroofe, Miss Prescott.

Wagner

Chopin,

also

componitions

oi

FOR SPRING OPENING.
Mr. Wm. Sargent, cloak and suit manager lor the J. R. Libl y company, is in
New York perfecting plans for the spring

waste

tea

_r_

and elean locality and the rooms on the
first floor being well adapted for the purThere are now thirty-two children
pose.
belonging to this kindergarten. It is the

largest kindergarten in the city taught
by one teacher, and it may be neoessary
assistant in the near future.
the
Assistants are now employed in
L-

employ

an

J_J-__Tt/C

Ivill

an/1

f V* Q

North school.
The North sohool has no vacant room
and will he
considerably orowded in
May, but it is expected that all the new
children who apply can be accommodated
On Munjoy hill, all the rooms in the
Shailer and Monument street schools are
at present lllled to their utmost capacity.
There is no vacant room In either building, henoe it will probably be impossible
to accommodate any new pupils in May.
Children who are of the proper age to go
to school then will be compelled to wait
school
until September, when the new
house will be completed.
The WeBt End school will also be considerably orowded in May.
The Centre Btreet sohool will be able to
take care of all new pupils who apply.
The May vacation of the sohools this
year begins

April

29th and ends

May

9th.

ANEW
F

two to six

age

arrived

■ing.

They

our

Ammonoongin

club

was

entertained on Wednesday by Mrs.
Lemuel Lane. Mrs. John E. Warren read
of
and customs
Manners
a paper od
Early New England." At the conclusion
of the reading of the paper the company
adjourned to the long room to partake of
At a pretty round
a “Continental Tea.”

fully

table Mrs. Stackpole dressed in ancient
costume, dispensed fragrant tea in deliShe was
cate old fashioned China cups.
assisted by Miss Fannie Raymond. Punch
The
was served by Mrs. Gruoe Haley.
held
next meeting of the club will be
with Mrs. John Piokard, Mechanic street.
The young ladies of the Union Whist
supper to the young men
Wednesday evening at the home of Miss
Marion Starr.
Supper was served from
of
seven to eight o’clook, at the close
club gave

a

whioh Miss Starr as toastmistress called
upon the several young men for toasts,
were not aware this was to be
as they
part of the programme the response were
wholly impromptu, but nevertheless some
witty replies were given. The remainder
of the evening was spent in games, etc.
The steamer Sokokis, whioh has been
rnn for several years on the Presumpscot,
between this city and Mallison Falls was
taken out of the water yesterday and with
the assistance of twelve yoke of oxen and
four pair of horses was started for Stroudwater. The boat Is to be used in Portland
harbor this summer.
The Parliamentary Law club will hold
its regular weekly meeting this evening
at 7.30 with Mrs. F. M. Ray, 24 church

and

"CENTEMERI"
Cloves in three
twenty shades.

embroidery, particularly dainty and pretty,
$1.75 and $2.00.

“SAVOY.”

One lot made from per-Q
cales in all the delicate
shades

and
and

stripes

trimmed with

of

ruffles

picture worth going

1ar

a n

rl ruffe

There

wh:

opening in his department.
Mrs. Lowell, millinery manager for the
same house, has just returned from New

caused t

The Kev. Champlin Burrage, son or Ur.
Burrage of Portland will preach in the

services of the late Mrs.
Daniel Graffan will be held this afternoon
at two o’clock from the residence, Main

easy

CORSETS.

sit-

section is

ever

edges
50c to

a

at

$2.00

a

tiny

silk

a

with

Flannels
ered

and

edges,
yard.

traverse

short sleeves, were

38c,

shudder.

and

and

purest selected

that money

packed

so as

can

tea

bu3T,

hemstitched

Vests,

a

were

50c,

Boys’ Fleeced Vests,

50c

odors of

surrounding

ar-

ticles, get

anti ordered him to pay aline of $5 and
cost-.
Dyer furnished the requisite sum

Chase & Sanborn’s

then discharged.
Several erses of intoxication were disposed of and also one search and seizure

and

Package Teas,

was

case.

They come onty in pound
and half-pound air-tight,
tea-leaded forms.

One pound makes over 260 Gups.

Rines Bros. Company will have a twe
diys’ sale of men's furnishings today
j and tomorrow, and many kiuds of furi nisbings will be sold very cheap. The
star

ad. in this caDer

sale the

WOMEN’S

TWO DAYS’ SALE OF GENT’S FURNISHINGS.

|

rapid

gives the prices.

all persons interested in this subject
cordially invited to attend.

are

ated

last

yard

we.i

Shirtings.

New lino Cheviot

description.

New line Madras

90

by

90

for

$1.09

inches,

Hemstitched Sheets.
We have Just put in a

women
seam-

line

less.
12H cts. for the 25c kind.

the very best brands of cotton.

made

of

from

45

$3.50 for
$1.98.

Loom

remnants,

but the

In
In

Mrs. Henrietta Jame-

T,„
T
10, Louise Lllen Jud-

Waldoboro, March 14, Joseph BurDhelmer,
7.1 yeais.
Dresden, Marcn 16. Samuel Pusbard, aged

83years.

In Center Ltncolnyille.
Diinton. aged 72 years.

„_

March 15. Eev. b. M.

In liockland, March 14, Mrs. Cora X. Thomas,

aged

28 years.

the items therein mentioned,

we

on

the

following:

Unbleached,

2

11c

yard

yards wide,

Lockwood Unbleached, 2 1-4
12c

Bleached Cottons.

largest

line

we

ever

car-

About

by
45 by

pair

250

Ladies’ fine Vici Kid Boots, a

Finer

by

quality,

10c bleached cotton,

inch

36
6c
36
8c

9c

1-2 inches,

14c

inches,

15c

1-2

yard
inch

yard

Fine
12 l-2c
quality, 42 inch
b'eached cotton, 12c auality,
Good

18c

38 1-2 inches,

20c

38 1-2 inches,

quality,

b'eached cotton,

42
7c

yard
inch

yard

Lockwood bleached cotton, 2

38 1-2 inches,

New Bedford —Hemstitched.
25c
42 by 38 1-2 inches.
45

quality,

Good

b'eached cotton.

30c

12c yard
yards wide,
Lockwood bleached cotton,
14c yard
2 1-4 yards wide,
Lockwood bleached cotton,
16c yard
2 1-2 yards wide.

ible sole.
Sizes

2M, 3, 3'A, 4, 4'A, 5, 6, 6'A,

EASTMAN BROS, h BANCROFT.

7.

Widths, B, C, E> and

E.

You may strike such a bargain again
this year, but there’s almost as much
likelihood of finding humanity iu the

Spanish race.

EASTER
CARDS,

regular Cot-

Buckspon, March 14, Walter Lawrence,

*In liockland, March 12,

aged

to

button, Goodyear’s welt—
and McKay’ s-thin-flexthick,

nor

^[Funeral

Wintlirop,

in

In addition

on

separate

and

Bleached

at 11 o’clock,
ou Saturday forenoon
from residence of O. W. Fultam, Mo. 162 CnmIsland.
Chebeague
at
berland street. Burial
In Bar Harbor, March 13, Albert F. Higgins,

"

‘‘Lockwood. Shorts”

70c

Slips.

by 38
by 38

42

giant shoe man’s windup, to be
closed out at a bargain. Lacing

6c

son, aged 85 years.
In
March

ad

another column.

quote prices

65c

Cotton

selling
cheap. See our
are

Lockwood

81 by 99 inches.
90 by 90 inches,
4
or
10or

Langdon.

Raphael Tuck’s
exquisite Easter
Cards and

tons of these brands, having the
stamp of the Factory on each

®*Ii?

are very
popa'ar
for shirt waists.

goods

season

We
Cloths

Dwight—hemstitched

Alexandria,
42 by 38 1-2 inches,
45 by 38 1-2 incite..

prices for the purpose
bringing out the early morn-

damaged,

Along

These

this

for

hemstitched sheets

Boot Bargain.

Cloths,

90c

--

The

25 c

These are not

Mr.
Barney has long been associwith the Travelers as state agent,
having been located in Rockland.

city.

fast

10c

ried.

ing trade.
HARBOR NOTES.

purchased the interest of Mr. George
C. Cannell in the Travelers' Insurance
this city and will
company agency in
hereafter conduct the Portland business
and state agency from the office in this

or

Pillow

at those
of

lias

will give an adMr. Sidney Thaxt.er
dress on the currency, at f raternity house
parlors, Saturday afternoon at three
This is the last lecture of the
o’clock.
season before the Woman’s Conncil, and

Gingwearing gingham

New Bedford---Hemstitched
Lockwood Unbleached, 2 1-2
$1.00
9- 4 or 81 by 99 inches,
14c
yards wide,
10- 4 or 90 by 99 inches,
$1.13

Lockwood yard wide Unbleach4’-4c
ed,

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

Cadets

COUNCIL.

Seersucker

market-—warranted

Manufacturer’s

children, imported,

Ladies’

These two Cottons will be sold
this Morning from 8 to 10 o’clock

have
Aucooisco of
the Harpswell line arknown and bids fair for a crowded house.
on time yesterday
morning, bringrived
seats still left
There are a few good
a big
Several bales ot hay
freight.
ing
Jones
at
can
be
obtained
Cressey
which
were brought among other things.
& Allen’s.
Mr. G. M. Barney announces that he
most

The

9- 4

kind

CaindBrownfleid.

natural aroma, free from
the contamination of the

of

season

25c

now

ShIn

to retain its

a

too

doubt the finest cotton made

19 cts. for the 38c kind.

orna-

THE BEST

ments, cathedral doors, perspectives, egg effects, cherubs,
angels, beautifully deoorated.

PLACES

From 3 cents away up.

Provisions and

J. B. LIBBY CO.

J. R. LIBBY CO

If 3'ou would be sure
of obtaining only the best

case

the

on

Langdon— Hemstitched,

Children’ gray and white wool

Up

is

One

fine colors,

sheets,

42

SI.OO

Picked

and

yard

Seersucker Ginghams.

60c

New Bedford Cotton is without

and

street, West End.
Shore.
Wade Camp, Sons of Veterans are arof trimmers at
York and has her force
work day and evening getting ready foi ranging for a grand ball to be given in
one
Work has commence^ on the Casoo Bay
piece. Limit, not more than
the promised opening of elegant millinery Cumberland hall on the evening of April fleet in getting the boats in readiness for
none to
each
to
customer,
piece
7.
A number of men
Tuesday next.
the summer season.
The drama ‘‘Rio Grande” was presented are
dealers.
present engaged in calking the
Don’t
forget to see the exhibit of Sev- last evening under the auspices of Wawe- Pilgrim's deck.
“The WestSutherland Sisters’ hair goods and nock tribe of Red Men at
en
Yesterday was bright and sunny, but
scalp cleaner at our store. This will he brook.” The attendance was good and there was little of interest on the
Schlotterbeck, Foss the tribe will doubtless realize a hand- wharves outside of the loading and disyour last chance.
MARRIAGESsome sum as a result of their efforts.
Si Co.
charging of the steamships.
liner twin
The Hamburg-American
THE MUNICIPAL COURT,
sorew steamer Alesia, Capt. Kreoh, from
THE CADETS DRILL AND BALL.
In this city, March 23. by Rev. Leroy S. Bean,
Hamburg via Boston, arrived here yester- James tttimrei and Eliza Clark, both of Port
is
of
tho
season
dance
The
most
popular
In the Municipal court yesterday morn3267
She is registered
day afternoon.
March 12, Harry Carter of
lain'Clarks Mills.Julia
yet to come in tho form of a drill and ball
net and is one of the largest and fining the hearing in the case of the stata
Tripp of Hollis
School Cadets Ions
Dayton and Miss
be given by the High
to
A. Bunker
beIn New Sharon. March 10. Kverett
that ever visited this port,
against Daniel D. Dyer for assault upon
This est boats
M. Porter of New
Auditorium.
Bertha
at tho
Miss
this
evening
and
of Concord
was continued
liner
Julia A. Parker, which
Allan
the
little
than
a
larger
ball will unquestionably far ex- ing
The re- drill and
iroui Wednesday, took place.
The Alesia Is booked to take
Rockland, March 19. Frank L. Fitzgerald
Parisian.
of
in the annals of tho Cadets.
ceed
of Rockport and Miss Alice Mary McIntosh
anything
woman
the
spondent had no counsel, and
a cargo of 300,000 bushels of oats, the
out
that
exercises is a drill
The
setting
up
ButterCharles
W.
had become
March 13.
testifiod that Dyer, who
single shipment of oats ever
has taken months to prepare. The artil- largest
field and Miss Blanche Drowns.
angry with her becauset she was sweeptaken from an American port.
March 9, Bernard J. Rogers and
In
drill
a
to
Jonesport.
is
present
ready
lery company
The lighthouse steamer. Lilac,hauled up Miss Luella VVordon.
ing aud raising a dust, rail up stairs and
that w ill be both a pleasure and surprise
struck her a savage blow over the breast.
the government landing at Little
from
to witness. Reserved seats went on sale
Considerable of the time since, so she deDiamond island yesterday morning,;and
DEA1 Hi
two
hunAt
3.30over
3
m.
at
p.
clared, she had been under the caro of a Monday
moored at Custom house wharf to take on
is
the
This
of.
been
had
disposed
The court found Dyer guilty dred
In this city, March 23, Edwin L. Chase, aged
physician.
supplies.
ever

world to
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now

at

Interest

yards
styles Zephyr

choice

55c hams—the best

is made with

known to need any

25c

Store will be closed today at 2 o'clock.

of

new,

50c

New Bedford Sheets.
9- 4 or 81 by 99 inches,

1214c

Lisle Thread Vests, long

Fruit of the

Items

of

.

short

neck,

high

Cotton,

funeral

a

several thousand

yards wide,

colored

$1.00

co|ton
thread

round
(

Sample Stockings

seams

embroid-

at 75c and

sold,

43c

90 inches.

81

or

This

land-

Ladies’ black Knee Tiglits

with

and

the

on.

Price.

and

yard.

Biack

a

sleeves.

blue, 36 inches wide for
infants’ sacks, etc., at

$1.30

put them

Egyptian;

Flannel,

figures, pink

as

Ladies’ knit Cotton Vests: also
used as Corset Covers, white and

edges

over

j

For women. Silk,
KNIT
more as Corused
UNDERset
Covers, white,
WE AR
pink and blue,
1214c

cut

yard.

Cream white
embroidered all

are

when desired.

wool Flannel

Silk and

No. 4 & 5 is a

72

or

series of

$1.00, 1.25, 1.50, 1,75, 2.00, 8.25.
We fit them to the customer

yard.

with embroidered

by

Silks at the

the

STOCKINCS.

running around the Corset, instead of
up and down as all others have; short,
medium, long and extra long lengths,
black, white and drab.

and hemstitched, at

$2.00

so

canvas,

Sheets.

8- 4

them.

merits

their

Special feature is

very
Em-

edges,

c

soft
handsome
will Ginghams—-in
at
the
low
prise of
colorings

[and

by 90 inches,
9 4 or 81 by 99 inches,
10- 4 or 90 by 99 inches.

There are plenty of them here this
morning. Sale begins at 8 o’clock this
morning and stops at 10 o’clock.

to

we refer you to aDy woman who

Some beautiful ones in
cream
white, all wool,
handsome new designs in

open-work

on

Dwight
9- 4

But

of them, for ref-

concerning

erence

showing

Sunday,

The transportation company delayed the arrival of
the Fruits yesterday morning, so that
the earliest customeis failed to get

them in

have

we

stock, 16 styles

Baptist ohurob, Westbrook, on Sunday
27th lilt, at three o’clock, afternoon.
The

CLOVE-FITTINC

to,say that

<* '>

also

or

fine strong thread cotton
wash and do up easily.

APOLOCY.

advertise these elegant Corsets.
For about all that is needed, is

those described above.

a

42
81 by 90 inches,
These sheets are made from

and

of the Silk window.

it’s

ing

styles quite as pretty and worthy o£ mention g

The infants’

We have just p aced on sale
37c and shall continue to sell : until all

72 by 90 inches,

or

9- 4

to see aside from the value

long way

landscape

THOMSON’S

also several

are

Zephyr Ginghams.

i

of

other

as

“far-and-away” ahead

counter are

at 25c.

blue,

a

off.

35c

5c

of the individual Silks that go to make up the show.

beauty

scape in nature surpasses the same

navy blue and white pencil stripe
percale, the

grades

As a work of Decorative Art onr silk window

A PICTURE.
and

torn

are

Real Kidskin Cloves.

EASTER is only two weeks from next

the same, at 50c.
A lot made from dark

8- 4

Kid

“RICHMOND” PIQUE. Street and evening Cloves.
75c
“AUGUSTA.” This is a Bargain Clove,

colorings,
plaids,

wide hems, top and bottom and

Standard Sheets.
7- 4 or 63 by 90 inches,

we

Real Kids in twelve tints.

“MONOPOLE.”

good

not cut.

of

hands.
keep and sell

of

Pillow Cases have

can

hopping out
That’s Iwhy

s

our

Swiss

at

Made from the identical cottons—a! well known brands—
that you buy over the counter, and sewed as v/eil as you can do it.
The best part of all, you pay but a trifle more than the goods cost by
the piece and all the work and thread is saved- -these Sheets and

costuming

competitor

no

pluck her

tion, the collars and cuffs
ruffles

SHEETS AND
PILLOW CASES,

herself.
Let us but sell Her Ameriher
Cloves,
can Majesty

$1.00.

with

in

of her taste

White lawn ones, very
fine, with deep sailor collar made of solid inserfinished

gentlewom-

Let her beproperly gloved,
and I care not who makes
her dresses. For she who
hascorrect taste in gloving,
cannot go wrong in other
matters of dress.
My lady’s Clove is the test

include

White lawn ones, with
and cuffs
wide collar
trimmed with embroidery
and bands of insertion,
at 75c and

a

an’s costume.

very choicest
and styles.

patterns

people,

not who makes their laws.”

the crucial tests of

and

season

choice selection of
broidered Flannels.
delight-

are

the

only

westbrook:
The

this

The Cloves

prettier

are

selections

care

a

for

years of
this morn-

boys

ever

And I

1 eroy

a u n t

Blouses

than

“Let me make the songs of

of

line

True, C. R. Cressey and Haststreet.
ings Weblyn were given.

Latham

This
a

was

Chestnut street
year
acarp now overcrowded and to
commodate the new pupils in May it has
been decided to take the room now occuThe kinderpied by the kindergarten.
garten will be moved to the Hartford
house on Pearl street, near Cumberland,
which is now being fitted up for the purIt will furnish an admirable place
pose.
for the kindergarten, being in a quiet
rooms

to

ADVERTISEMENT^

NEW

^

^

New

May.

The city schools were never so well filled
as at present and the prospect is that they
will be crowded after the May vacation.
school rules,
In May, according to the
who have
young children are admitted
before and this
never attended school

to

|

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

sew ADVEEKSEMENTS.

STEW advertisements.

HEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

OUR SCHOOLS-

Messenger’s Notice.
Ulflce ot the Sheriff of Cumberland Counlv,
of
State
Maine, Cumberland ss. March
24th, A. D„ 1898.
mS is to give notlce.tliat on the 23rd day
of March, A. 1).. 1898, a Warrant in
Insolvency was issued out of the Court of Inof Cumberland,
solvency for said Comity
igainst the estate of
THOMAS O. BONN EH, of Portland,
Insolvent
an
Debtor, on
vdjudged to be
petition of said Debtor, which petition
,vas
Hied on the 23rd day of March, A.
L)., 1898, to which date interest oil claims is
to be computed.
That the payment of any debts to or by said
lebtor, and the transfer and delivery of
my property by him are forbidden by law.
That a meeting of the creditors of said debtor,
to prove t-lieir debts and In case there arc
sufficient assets to author!/, s tliesame.io elioose
mo or more assignees of his estate, will he held
it a Court of Insolvency to be boldett at Probate
Dourt room in said Portland, in said county
if Cumberland, on the 4tli (lay ot April, A.
L>. 1898. at ten o’clocK In the forenoon.
Given under my baud the date lirst above
written,
C. B. BUCKNAM.
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of tile Court of
said
Insolvency for
County of Cumberland,

81.00 I tweet, flam ana auxea ricnies.joc qt
lb, fine Granulated bu gar,
7c qt
90c bu Home made Pickles,
Best Hebron Potatoes,
13c pk
oOo Fine country Turnips,
3 pkg. Gold Dust for
22c Best Silver Skinned Onions,
100 Common Crackers,
3 lb for 10c
25c
0 lb. best Persian Dates.
12 l-2c
12 l-2c Best Round Steak,
1 good Parlor Broom,
8, 10 to 12c
Sue Roast of Beef,
Fine Canned Blackberries, 3 for
0c
25c Whole Liams, skinned back,
10 lb. Rolled Oats,
70c
25c 10 lb. tab Bure Lard,
C lb. Gal. Prunes,
0 !-2c
Best Yellow Baltimore Peaches, 10c Salt Pork by strip,
15 l-2e
Extra nice Java and maclio Coffee, 20c Lean Smoked Shoulders,
23c
12 l-2c > lb. Pork Sausage,
Best pure Rio Coffee,
23c
25c Tripe 8c lb., 4 far
18 lb. country Corn Meal for
0 to 8c
29c Best Fore Quarter Lamb,
Burnham's Beef, Iron & IVino,
10
to
12c.
25c Best Leg of Lamb,
3 cans best Peas,
25c Mice Corned Beef,
2, 4 and 0c
10 bars best Laundry Soap.
7c can
Hulled Corn, best,

11

umr25&npl

18
I
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guarantee satisfaction.
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the best.

24 Wilmot Street-
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li PALATE IS YOUR STOMACH’S CONSCIENCE
OUR

STOMACH
GOOD

KNOWS
FOR

IWHAT

WHOSO FINDETH A WIFE.

IS

YOU.

BY
Thin people are thin because the food they
Reasons, either wrouy
eat is not absorbed.
lood, or right food undigested.
Fat, oils and grease will not make any one
indigestible.
fat. Tills Is because they are
Thin people find it hard to digest their food.
Fatty foods make It still harder.
Have you ever noticed that almost without
exception, thin, pale, dyspeptic, ansemic people
have an aversion to fat? This is of itself proof
enough that such foods are bad for them.
Let your palate tell you what to eat Nature
makes very few mistakes and we should listen

Author

WILLIAM

COPYRIGHTED, 1897, BY WILLIAM LE QUEUX.
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Beware ofoftbeirSubstitutescurative

powers 3
sold under I
%

! Of BENSON’S

I

Porous Plaster, j

f plasters which some unscrupulous druggists offer I
& as being “the same” or “just as good as” the
^
P genuine. Do not be deceived. These worth- 1
^ less substitutes are totally unlike the genuineand 9
■h will disappoint all who are betrayed into buying £
X and using them. BENSON’S Is the only %
* strictly medicinal article and never fails t
l to relieve Muscular, Neuralgic, Lung and 9
a Chest Pains and Aches, Sprains, Joint V
li
/ and Kidney Affections, etc.
m

I

Look for the Three Seals Trademark across
face-cloth of the genuine Benson. Price 25 cts. J

1

LEADERS FOR 19 TEARS.
DON’T FAIL. TO
LOOK THEM OVER.

EIAGrLES
$35.00 AND

$50.00.

N. M. PERKINS & CO.,
HARDWARE DEALERS. 8 Free Sf.

ELY’S CREAM BALM 1. a positive care.
Apply Into the nostrils. It Is quickly absorbed. 60
cents at Druggists or by mail; samples 10c. by mail.
SLY BROTHERS. 6# Warren St., Hew York City.

HORSES.

But the very thought of the police
unnerves me, and I fear, too, on Ella’s ac-

SYNOPSIS OF PREVIOUS CHAPTERS count. Only yesterday, Dr. Alienby told
her that she must carefully avoid any
Chapters I and II—Deedes, a confiden-

gist.

are

QUECX,

“The Great War in England in 1897,”
“Zoraida,” “Stolen
Souls,” “Guilty Bonds,” “A Secret Service,” Ac., &c.

of

tial clerk in a government office receives
despatch from Berlin, and his chief, the
Earl of Warnham, Her Majesty’s Principal Foreign Secretary, direots him to soal
to what she says.
it up. He does so and places it in his
and
become
fatter,
dyspep- pocket. He lunches with Dudley Ogle,
Thin people may
tics more comfortable by taking tlia Shakes an old college chum, and afterwards dethe
it
with
the
weakess
livers the despatch to the Earl. In
agrees
Digestive Cordial,
Mrs.
stomach. It helps tlie weak stomach digest evening they dine at the Nook, with
to whose daughter Deedes is enother food. It is fattening and involuting In Laing,
gaged. He is somewhat jealous of the atitself, for it contains artificially digested food. tentions of an old man named Andrew
The Mount Lebanon Shakers have made a Beob. A
telegram in cypher alarms
great many Interesting discoveries within the Deedes, and he is about to leave for Lonbut
none
more
hundred
he
important don when
stumbles over the dead body
years,
past
than this ingenious cure for all diseases which of his friend, Dudley Ogle, lying in the
A single 10 path.
are traceable to faulty digestion.
cent boitle will tell whether it is adapted to
be
had
can
and
through any drug(Chapter III.)
your case,

Because
incomparable
and tbeiT great celebrity, there
cover of tho high reputation

LE

j

shock.”
“But she must know the truth tomorrow,” I observed.
news to
“Will you break the dreadful
her,” she urged. “As her betrothed, you
than
can
tell
her
better
anyone
perhaps,
else.”
“Unfortunately I shall be unable,”
I said. “This evening I received a very
which recalls mo to
urgent telegram
town, and having now lost my last train,
I must go by the 6.30 in the morning. I
cannot get back before late in the evening, or it may be next day. But as soon
as possible I will return straight here and
render you whatever assistance is in my

power.”

wore

must each one of
If he is dead it is certain that he has been excellent fellow that we
indeed. 1
the victim of foul play,” she added me- us regret his loss very deeply
discussing the matter with
chanically, in a low tone. Then suddenly have just been
UUlUi CUUiSd no uau .vt piuecxii
recovering herself, she inquired the cir- tne aooror,
of
the cause
form no conjecture as to
cumstances in which we had found him.
“I will explain that later,” I cried, im- death.”
causes, no
doubt,” chimed
patiently, “Slav I ring for the servants?” in“Natural
business
the medical man, in a dry,
“No,” she cried, starting forward with
we
“I
think
may at once dis‘Return to him,and like tone.
a strange wild look.
was used.”
violence
that
idea
miss
all
truth
the
leave all to me. For the present
“You think so?” inquired Mrs. Lain?
There are reasmust be kept from Ella.
know with eagerness. “You don’t believe, then
not
ons why my daughter should
he
has been a victim of foul play?”
of this tragic affair until tomorrow. As
“Not at all. Beyond the bruise on the
you are awars, she is weak and unstrung
evidently caused by the fall
tonight, and has already gon9 to her forehead,
whatI fear that any 6Udden shock may upon the gravel, there is no mark
room.
answered. “Until I
doctor
the
prove extremely detrimental to her, and ever,”
examination I
I therefore trust you will respect my have made a thorough
cannot, of course, determine the nature
wishes.”
of the fatal cause. By noon tomorrow we
x buswojcu.
lucrum my,
truth.”
not yet convinced that life is extinct, so shall, I hope know the
and expired
“He roust have fallen
while you arrange for his removal here,
of
ten minutes
leaving the
within
I’ll go at once for a doctor.’1
when he
“Yet
Beck exclaimed.
“Yes, do. Dr. Allenbv is nearest. The house,”
was in the highest
us
he
with
shook
hands
she replied
first house over the bridge,
spirits. How terribly sudden his
hastily, and as she rang the bell I sprang possible
lawn and end was.
out again upon the moonlit
“Terrible 1” I exclaimed, myself dazed
rushed away along the drive.
and mysterious
Beok was still kneeling beside the pros- by the peculiarly tragic
“When he wished
ot his death.
trate man, supporting his head upon his manner
adieu he could not have dreamed that
knee, and approaohing I asked whether us
so nearly run its course.”
he had deteoted any signs of respiration. his life had
“He
complained of no pain during the
“None
whatever,” he cried. “I'm
evening, I suppose?” the doctor inquired.
afraid, poor fellow, he has gone.”
“Not to my knowledge, Bock answered,
Briefly I explained my errand and
to
I was compelled
rushed ofl for medical assistance, return- and this statement
endorse.
ing to the Nook with the grey-haired pracex“He dined here?” Dr. Allenby
titioner a quarter of an hour later. We
to Mrs. Laing.
found Dudley lying on the large yellow claimed, turning
“Yes.”
in
the drawing
silk couch that stood
There are some remains of the food
room, with Beck and Mrs. Laing standI presume?”
In
Mrs.
left,
side.
ing calmly on either
answered quickly.
“No doubt,” she
The
Laing’s eyes were traces of tears.
what do you
suspect? Are
doctor, after a brief examination, shook “But—but
of
those
the
poisoning?” she
symptoms
his head gravely, saying—
“Life has unfortunately been extinct for gasped.
“I suspeot nothing,
replied the docfully an hour.”
in tor, with hesitation. “The fact that the
cause of death?”
“What is the
are tightly clenched suggests a final
hands
quired Mrs. Laing eagerly.
“I have not yet examined the body, but paroxysm of pain (which might possibly
from poison. The remains of the
there are no marks of violence whatever accrue
At the post-mor- dinner may be required for analysis,
as far as I can observe.
it would be advisable to
therefore
keep
sometem we may be able to discover
them.”
thing.”
She drew a deep breath. I chanced at
“Very well,” she answered, a shadow
faoe, “I’ll give
that moment to glance at her and was of annoyance upon her
unmistakable orders to that effect. But surely, doctor,
surprised to observe an
across
instant
think
look of terror lilt lor a Drier
poor Dudley can have
you do not
her haggard countenance. It seemed as been poisoned in my house? It anything
had been deleterious,
though the doctor’s hope of determining we had for dinner
i__xm_j it
the cause of deathlhad aroused within her
me
for
disagreeing,” he
sudden
a
“No, pardon
apprehension. Dr. Allenby,
“In
many cases
however, suggested in polite terms that answered, politely.
families have
to toxiooiogists
she should leave the room, as he desired known
person
to examine the body, and she reluctantly eaten of the same meal and one
consented, exclaiming as she moved only has been seized with sudden illness
we
fatal.
has
that
By
analysis,
proved
slowly out—
“I would have given worlds to have may obtain some clue as to the cause of
he Mr. Ogle’s unfortunate end.”
avoided all this. One’s name will
there
Mrs. Laing’s thin lips moved, hot no
bruited about in the papers; and
all
and
I
sound escaped them; at last, turning sudan
will be
suppose,
inquest,
that sort of
thing. And dear Ella— denly, she covered her face with her
what a terrible blow it will be to her!”
hands, as if to shut out from her gaze
Then, when the door had closed, while the white, haggard countenance she had
friend
intimate
so
I stood gazing upon my
recently looked upon.
symwho only an hour before, had been so full
“Come,” exclaimed the doctor,
her
of life’s enjoyment, buoyant spirits and pathetically, laying his hand upon
unforThis
ex“You are trembling.
arm.
bonhommie, surprised at Mrs. Laing’*
no
has
doubt
occurrence
and
tunate
upset
you,
reflecting upon
traordinary manner,
up. Immediately I
her sudden strange demeanor, the doctor, but you must bear
and get home I shall send you a draught that
assisted try Beck, began a minute
nerves.
Take care
careful examination. In a quarter of an will brace up your
hour, they satisfied themselves that no how the sad news is broken to Mies Elia.
excitement may
violence had been used, and just as they The slightest undue
concluded, the police, who had been sent affect her very seriously.”
in“I have not forgotten your words yesfor, arrived. The local sub-division
“You are
spector, tall, red faced and inclined to terday, dootor,” she replied.
obesity, a plain clothes constable, and a very kind. Goodnight.”
They shook hands, and Dr. Allenby,
sergeant In uniform who entered the
drawing room were at once informed of taking up bis hat, and left—an example
which
in
and I soon afterwards followed, passcircumstances
Beck
the mysteiious
the body had been discovered. The in- ing the night at the Angel Hotel.
Throuhgout the dark, breathless hours
spector scribbled some brief notes, took
the names and addresses of all of us, re- sleep came not to my eyes, so full was my
should
of the tragio discovery. As I lay
that
we
mind
marking with politeness
awake hour after hour, listening to the
be compelled to attend the inquest.
Afterwards, the body was removod to chiming bells and watching the dawn
tli© billiardroom and the plain clothes struggling in between the curtains, I reconstable left in ohargo of it, while with flected deeply upon the strange events of
Beck and Dr. Allenby I entered the din- that evening, and the more I pondered,
ing room where Mrs. Laing pale, agitated the more mysterious appeared the circumand nervous was eagerly
awaiting us. stances. Foremost in my mind was the
The arrival of the police in her house had strange, inviolable secret that I felt conElla and Beck.
apparently filled her with dread, for al- vinced existed betweendenied
by her, she
most the first question she asked me Although strenuously
had nevertheless admitted her unworthiwas—
I
adored
her. No
Yet
love.
of
ness
“Have they gone? Have they gone?’’
my
“They have left one officer on duty to woman had ever stirred my soul as she
prevent the body being touched,” I an- had; no woman had so completely held
I remembered how
me under-hor spell.
swered.
dis“Then the police are absolutely in pos- she had seemed a trifle wan and
enhanced rather
session of my house! Will they search tressed; yet that look
than detracted from her refined beauty.
it?” she inquired, hoarsely.
“Search it! Certainly not,” I answered. Her steady refusal to enlighten me regardwere
foul
if
play
suspected ing the subject of her earnest conversa“Of course,
watohed them
they might. Otherwise they have no tion with Beok when I had
warrant properly in the garden, and the significant glances
power without a search
him
across the
with
she had exchanged
signed by|a magistrate."
suspected,’’ she dinner-table, had aroused within me a
“But no violence is
that,
notwithstanding her
glancing suspicion
exclaimed in a half whisper,
Beck
wero declaration, she loved Beck.
Again, the
over to where the doctor and
I now saw distinct“Thereletter
of
the
was,
tone
standing in earnest conversation.
would
write
woman
if she
of
as
a
such
the
indignity
be
ly
fore I shall
spared
desired to break off her engagement. Yet
having my house searched, shan’t I?”
replied. had I not a right to demand full explana
“I trust so, Mrs. Laing,” I
“But it is not sucha dreadful ordeal after tion of her extraordinary statement; had
I not a right to seek the truth of her relaall to have one’s place rummaged.”
“No,
perhaps not,’’ she answered tions with this loud-spoken parvenue?
Nevertheless, as I pondered, I felt half
thoughtfully, then, smiling she udded,
“Perhaps I am foolish to regret that this inclined to believe that my estimate of
at
Beck was a distorted one, for his genuine
occurred
has
very
my
terrible affair
suddenly, regret at the death of Dudley and his
door. Poor Dudley has died
and it is only right that I, bis intimate sympathy for Mrs. Laing were, I felt ns1
f.iend, should do what I can to ensure the s'ured, deep and heartfelt. When at last
last rite being carried out in decency. ! I carefully analyzed my feelings toward

MATCHED.
"Do you wear eyeglasses because yon think
you look better with them?” asked Miss Pert.
"X wear them because I know I look better

sound and kind and thoroughly
broken. In this lot are nine
nice matched
pairs weighing
from 2600 to 3050. Ton are
invited to oail and be convinced
that this is the finest lot of
horses ever seen in any market
in Maine.

JOHN D. MURRAY.
81 Franklin Street.
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DR. MOTT’S

I

The only safe, sure and
reliable Female Pill ever
offered to Ladies. Especially recommended to
married Ladies. Ask for
DSl.

MOTT’S!

PENNYROYAL PILLS

End take no other. Send for circular.
Price $1.00 per box, 6 boxes for $5.00.

OR, MOTT'S CHEMICAL CO.. Cleveland. Ohio.
For sale by J. E. GOOLD & CO.

them,”

with

answered the shortsigeted

man

sadly.—Harlem Lite.
"Ay, sir, there ore a crew of wretched souls
that stay his cure.”—Macbeth, Act IV. Scene I
This refers to the people who offer “some
thing just as good” as Pond’s Extract
HEALTH.

PORTLAND’S

Secretary Dyer for the Past

Report of

Weeks.

Four

tho

In perfect order
plumbing, 5 min
ites to Union Station, near promenade, ver;
lesirable, rent reasonable. Apply at real es
ate office of BENJAMIN F. HARRIS, No, 41
rooms

open

X

H

house located

FORtonRENT—New
church, furnished
12
;ubes. set

economical than lard.”

New York.

for

of Health

four weeks

Allowing causes:

the

Causes of Death—Accident, (R.R.) 1;
appolexy, 3; bronchitis, 3; cancer, 3;

Montreal.

9

»

burial

7
were as

3
5 lu
follows:

22

Evergreen..32
Calvary.28
Taken away for burial.19
Still births.7
Brought here for burial.19
Peaks Island. 2
Long Island. 0
The ages

were:

8 50 years and under
GO years. 6
8 60 years and under
8
70 years.
3 70 years and under
80 years. 8
1 80 years and under
90 years. 6
30 years. 8 90 years and under
100 years.
2
30 years and under
40years. G;Over loo years. 0
40 years and under
50 years. 61 Total. 70

Under 1 year.
1 year and under 5
years.
6 years and under 10
years.
10 years and under
20 years.
20 years and under

Cases of contagious diseases reported for the
period:
5
3
4
6
2
7
Wards.1
1
4
Hcarlet Fever—1
----

2

Diphtheria.Typhoid Fever.. 1

3

—

5

e

-------

—

The exhibit of Seven Sutherland Sis-

preparations at
Sehlotterbeck, Foss & Co.,
ters’

bair

the
is

store

of

attracting

Exhibit closes Satmerited attention.
urday. Don’t wait; go today.
FUNERAL OF MISS ABBIE L.
JACOBS.
Rev. Dr. A. T. Dunn, secretary of the
Maine Baptist convention, a former Portland pastor, conducted the funeral of Mies
Abbie L. Jacobs, at the Free stree Baptist
There was
church, yesterday afternoon.
among those present
a large attendance,

being the teachers of the Bntler

school,

add members of the
pupils of Miss
school committee, the
Jacobs’s class at the Butler school, and
the members of her Sunday school class.
the

superintendent

The casket

was

surronnded with floral

tributes. The pall bearers were Principal
W. W. Andrews of the Butler soliool,
Superintendent E. A. Wheeler of the Free
Rufus
street Sunday sohool, Alderman
The officiatLamson and F. M. Strout.
ing clergyman touchinely referred to the
deschool work and church life of the
her
ceased and paid a high tribute to
memory.

_

THE

PENSION LIST.

Washington, March 24.—Pensions have
granted residents of Maine as fol-

been

ows:

original.
Alvah Leighton, Auburn, §6.
additional.

WashiDgton
$0 tc $8.

Campbell,

Fire

Island,

ORIGINAL, widows, bio.
*

Susan L. Ellis, Centre

Sidney,

*12.

E*OR SALE—A small business on Congress
3
St., near center of city, an unusuall good
for a party withlsmallv means.
W.
P. CARR. room 5,185 Middle St.
24-1

/'HOICE Eggs for hatching, from buff Ieg*4 home stock, every pullet is
pure buff color.
My cockerel came from K. G. Buttlnton Fall
River, and is a good bird. Eggs $2 for 13- *5
for 40. M. E. AVEKILL, Freeport, Me. 24-2
SALE—A good stock and hav
Ij'ORacres,
will be sold
easy terms'.
of

Preparing for the Public Concert.

a bargain, a three star Bosfiat cornet, silver plated;
rack and set pieces and two carrying cases.
This instrument is in perfect condition and is
almost new. Inquire of WM. H. SHINE. 81
Beckett St.
22-1

FORtonSALE—At
Musical B

Local

Talent

Will

Appear—The

Hose

Company Meeting;—Fort Preble Noted—
Grammar

School

and Personal

Exhibition.—Society

Items,

rooms

Portland
The Tehearsals of the South
chorus which have been in progress for
several weeks past at the
Knightville
Methodist church are nearing an end, for

MONEY TO LOAN on first mortgages of
1,1 real estate at 5 and 0
per cent, Real estate
for sale, houses rented, rents collected, care ol
25
property a specialty; prompt attention.
N. S. GARDINEIi,
years in this busiuess.
170 1-2 Middle St, room 1.
25-1

were but preparatory to the concerts
fixed for April 6, 0 and 7. The 139 voices
or more which have been carofully drilled
under O. Stewart Taylor are singing in
complete unison and their eHects are now
Their voices blend
like one instrument.
harmoniously and their concerted work

th-y

is a surprise to those who listened to their
initial efforts, and a revelation is in store
These concerts are infor the public.
vested with sooial features worthy of note
for society is astir over them and
ially prepared toilets by the ladies

specwill
enhanoe the brilliancy of the occasion. In
addition to those previously mentioned,
the following will take prominent parts.
Mrs. W. H. Worth, contralto, Miss Annie

IlO

LET-

lnfurnislied alcove
Park.

VA1LL._

DORPOISENE” is the best lubricant, and
the best oil to keep your wheel clean.
If you want
Never gums, never grows rancid.
the best you will use no other. Get it at
BAILEY’S GUN STORE, 263 Middle St. 23-1

15

41ASOLINE— I put up a 2 quart bottle of gasU ■lino and deliver it to any part of the cities
NEAL D.
Portland or Deering for 15c.
635-4.
WINSLOW, 'JO Preble St. Telephone
r

Ij'OR

closet

large
Gray St., betweei
23-1

or

call 51

wuuimi viuiut«

u-

mat

plumiug.

Portland

will pay
\TOTICE—We
for household

the

goods

building.

feb26d4w

store

fixtures

of

Now is the
OR SALE—Pine Clapboards.
Tf
JL
time to buy pine clapboards ns j am ciosing them out >>t spruce prices in order to make
It wili pay you to use
; ro m for spring stock.
DAVID E.
pine a< a matter of paint sticking.
So.
mar 18 4
RUSSELL.
W.rtcrboio, Me.
:

:

.Tfiinns Manpv

vrhn

has

visit to Riohmond, is now at home
Miss Lizzio Rowe, teacher of the gramhas gone to her home in
mar school,
Charlestown for a two weeks’ vacation.
Maud Shaw has been ill with
Miss
a

tonsilitls, but is

convalescent.
Mrs. Augustus Sawyer and three children] of Keene, N. H., are passing a few
days with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
now

W. Q. Turner.
The regular weekly meeting of the Y.
P. C. E., was led Sunday evening by Mr.
Alonzo Pettengill, a Christian crusader,

FOR

WANTED—By
BOARD
daughter four years old.

l;

-T

Two hundred to select from. All weights
sizes
10, 14 and 18 Kt. Solid Gold. McKENNEY. the Jeweler, Monument Square.
mari9dtf

•ooms

and

MARRY ME,

Address A. N. E., this office.

desired.

21-1

OUSE WANTED, for single family, 8 or V •
central location, or not far uj
rooms,
to
be
rent
:own.
$400 to $500. not fur
wished, or would hire house partly furnished
Address at once. C
3ive location and price.
Box 1635. Portlana.
21-1
care P. o
■

nickel in ths slot.”
five nickles 6 cigars.

WANTED—“A
nickel 1 cigar,
FEDERAL ST.

On*
215
21-1

WANTED—SITUATIONS
nndar this bead
Inserted
week for 35 cents, cash in advance.

Forty words
»no

117 ANTED—A
W*

nr

aMaHv

position

nnrsnn

to care for
ArldTf>*< M

invalic

an

this

25-1

by an experienced lad;
IVANTED—Work
II
stenographer and typewriter; would als<
ike to sell or let a typewriter. Addrsss Misi
1. L., care Portland Dally Press.25-1
by first class
IVANTED—Situation
*v
in
washing and ironing
SPRING ST), opposite
jell.

NELLIE,

And I will buy you such a pretty King at
McKemiey's. A thousand solid gold Kings,
Diamonds, Opal-Pearls, Kubies, Emeralds and
all other precious stones. Engagement and
Wedding Rings a specialty. Largest stock in
city. McKENNEY, The Jeweler, Monument

Square.

and wife, anc
Two connectinj ;

a man

22-1

confined to her

UCTION sale of HOUSEHOLD FUR XITURK—On Monday. March 21st. at 10
a. m.. we all ill sell at public auction the
household goods contained in house No. 253
High Sr. Sale positive and without reserve.
GOSS & WILSON. Auctioneers.
27-4i
A

o’clock

it, 104 PARK ST.*2-1

WEDDING RINGS.

OPERATORS

is

-2-1

;

117ANTED—Proposals for taking down aue
f*
removing house No. 55 Winter St. Appli

19-1

street
Mr. Chas. Lehman of School
VI ANTED—.HALI£ KEL^.
will occupy the house of Capt. D. D.
men to learn the art of
Willard on Front street.
cutting gentlemens’ garments. We otter
Mrs. Alex was taken to the Maine Genthe
best
men
tfie young
opportunities
our
become
eral hospital on Tuesday last.
to
competent
cutters, as
all
new
and
we
are
Mr. Joseph Coombs, carpenter at the instructs
BEACON TAILteach each pupil separate.
Portland shipbuilding yards, dropped a ORING CO., 564 Washington St, Boston, Mass.
“slice” on his foot Tuesday last. It out __24-1
Wanted.
his foot, split his toe and inflicted quite a
for
At the same place
estersevere wound.
power eyelet machine:
JOHNSON
lots of work and good joh.
day, Fred Carlson slipped from a stage BROS., Hallowell.
23-1
and bringing a board
along with him
bruised his hands.
IVANTE11—A salesman to represent in
*»
Maine, on commission, Hardware ManuJohn Varley Smith who has been visit- facturers
Agents Co. of Boston. Position perhas
returned
Providence
home.
Best of references required. Address
in
manent.
ing
Atlantic
620
Avenue, Boston, Mass. Boom 79.
Mrs. W. O. Muller is entertalnng relatives from the city.
Miss Addie Davis
home by sickness.

Mnnn-

1

or

ion rooms
WILSON, Auctioneers. 18 Free St.

Vh

lE'OR SA LE—Tickets are now ready for a1 w
F
term ot Dancing school at Thatcher Post;
Hall, commencing Wednesday night. March JO.
Six lessons, six assemblies. Manriiester. ear ier. For particulars and tickets call at HAWK;.’
MU.-JC STORE, 414 congress Street.
is 2

I’O

highest cash prices

or

square
P I'd

l- A V 1

Square.

■

receive the same at our auctfor sale on commission. GOSS &

description

the

>

land. Sm>

VITANTED—An experienced and educate*
elderly lady or good social standin :
would like a laay or gentleman to join her ii
OR SALE—A nice cottage house with ell
has larg
summer hoarding house business;
and stable attached, at South Freep rt. A
Coi
house full of
good new furniture.
Box
72
invited.
ALPHA,
very desirable summer residence; also about 5
respondent*©
acres laud,
inquire of S. B. KELSEY, Portland
Bryant’s Pond, Me._ _24-1
Pier.
marltf-4
lir ANTED— One or two light airy rooms, in;
central lo *atio;i.suitable for light’inanufact
OR' SALE OR TO LET—Fine cozy cotIf
*
iring and office and whe e power can be had
tage at South Freeport near steamer
>r where there will be no objection to n smal
landing; seven large airy rooms, broad niazzas
dectric motor, immediate possession required
beautiful drives, fine fishing and sailing."delightAddress J. H. B., Press Office.23-1
ful locati n for health and quiet.
Apply to S.
B. KELSEY, Port am; Pier.
mar 16-4
EXCHANGE—House in center part o;
city and one in western part of city to ex
SALE—Antique Furniture; two elegant
or
W
Portland.
or
farm
near
Gorham
diange
swell front mahogany desks; l mahogany
P. CARR, room 5, Oxford Building, 185 Middle
desk with book case; 1 solid mahogany antique
bedstead with finely carved posts; 1 mahogany
it__23-1
card table;
mahogany dressing table; also a
117 ANTED—Rent of five or six rooms andbatl
few more articles which will be sold cheap if
Must be
for small family,, no chilnren.
sold soon
Can be seeu at 5 West street, on
tuuny. Address, giving price and other par
first floor.
19-1
22-1
iculars ”P 21,” this office.

MONEY

auy

Sr

feet

WATGHE3 CN INSTALLMENTS.

WANTED.

LOANED on 1st and 2d mortgages,
real estate, life insurance policies, notes,
bonds and any good collateral security. Notes
discounted. Rate of interest 5 per cent a year
W. P.
and upward according to
CARR, room 5, second floor,
185 Middle street.

tw

Waltham and Elgin Watches. A large stock
of new model Watches will be sold on easv j»ayments at reasonable prices.
All
All Styles
Prices. MeKENNEY, the Jeweler, Mo * '.eat
mailD.'t
Squ.re.

KNIGHT.24-1

security.
Oxford

cement. 8.250

UADLru

meut

9 4

ANTEI-Horses to board for the summer
\\
**
Riverton stables,
adjoining Riverloi
Park, formerly occupied bv J. Winslow Jones
have been recently filled up especially lor tin
If you have horses tha
boarding of horses.
you wish to have boarded you will find this:
very convenient place, as the olectrics read
Shcltere yards
here every fifteen minutes.
Horses taken for a week
I’ily references.
Call and see accom
month or the summer.
modations. Price $10 per month. AMOS W

hath,

porcelain

steam,

places, quar-oak floors, foundation laid up in

RENT-Apr.l l*»t. lower tenement, en
f^OR
*
tii eiy separate, of house No 199 Spring St.
containing seven moms besides halls and 'oath
Inquin
room; exposed plumbing, steam heat.
2-tt
it 44 DEE UI NG STREeT.

and Graphophones, rehorns, tubes, recorders,
earning eases, knives, belts springs and all
‘T000 Records in
talking machine supplies.
stock” Graphophones and Gramophones to lei.
C. C. HAWES, Hawes’ Music Store, 414 Congress SCmario-4
IV ANTED—All persons in want of trunks
■
and bags to call on E. D. REYNOLDS.
563 Congress street, one door above Shaw’s
grocery store, as we manufacture our goods
and can therefore
give bottom prices.

PHONOGRAPHS
cords. blanks,

room

7room

auun-j;

PLEASANT Si’.. Leering, M**.

seven

SALE—At Fessenden Park.anew
Ij'ORhouse,
nle-el
built bj^ ihe day.
open

ING—A furnished house
oi bath room am
grove in rear; also orchard ol
Will b<
On line of electrics.

IW (l I-UIUIV

IOULUU

new

have for sale and ready for
several houses, single and
also house lots, all of which are situated in the best part f Deeriug; call and see
them, prices right and terms easy. MYRON E.
19-1
MOORE, lioeeg block, Deeriug Center.

LET IN DEER
10 nine
rooms, exclusive

laundry. Fine
?hoice apples.

SALE—At Woodfords.

SALE—I
FORoccupancy

PHY

our customers and the public,
\rOTIOE—To
ii Having had our store fixed over and received a new line of Spring Suitings an I Overcoatings, we invita your Inspection; our prices
reasonable. PETERSEN & NANSEN. Mer21-1
chant Tailors. 11 Temple St.

on

double;

TO LET—Nice flat of seven rooms, 2nd story.
8
bath room, hot and cold water, set range.
Price $18. 13G Cumberland St.
Call at MUR21-1
BROTHERS’ DRUG STORE.

22-1

lots

3
house and stable, modern plumbing, hear,
ete.rwired for ligiits. 7.750 square feet land,
near two lines.
Sioo down, balance .*25 per
month. MARKS &, EARLE CO., No. 12 Monu22-1
ment Square.

FOE

of

offer for

building

wasli Trays. This house will nay 10
percent. net. MARKS & EAliLE CO No. 12
Monument Square.
22-1

RENT—Brick house in excellent repair
admirably situated for a physician. Con
rress Square. Portion or all of furniture, etc.,
;ould he purchased from present occupant.
BENJAMIN SHAW, 51 12 Exchange St. 22-1

I

A THOUSAND RINGS
motion was made to
change the
Diamonds, Opals, Pearls,
of the company from the Volunteer To select from.
Rubys and all other precious stones. EngageHose Company to South Portland Hose ment and Wedding Rings a specialty. Largest
stock in the city.
McKENNRY, the Jeweler,
Company. This was done to conform Monument Square.
marl9dtf
with the custom in the different districts
of the town. The matter will be definite- UfONEY TO LOAN—On first and second
I"a mortgages, on real estate, stocks, bonds,
ly determined at a meeting to be.held two life insurance policies and notes of
any good
I. P. BUTLER, 48 1-2 Exchange
weeks hence at which a banquet will be securities.
street.
mar7-4
held which will draw out a large attend-

paid

room.

slate and

few very desirable

SALE—On Sherman St., new1 three flat
FOR
house, separate steam heaters, open plumb-

LET—Up stairs rent of

furnished room with
Iio set bowl,Large
s earn heat and gas, also

a

ing, slate

10 rooms on Frank
lin St. $18; lower rent of 7 rooms No. in
Oxford St. $17: lower rent of 6 rooms JSo. 16J
Blark St. $18.75; 6 rooms, up stairs, 295 1-i
HENRY S
Brackett St. $17.50, and others.
23-1
L'RICKEY, 121 Exchange St.

Hamilton, soprano, Mr. Geo. Goodwin,
baritone, Mr. W. S. Spear, baritone, and
Mr. Gilbert, tenor. It is hoped that Miss
*io
cu>
uauic
Jordan ot the Kankin’s Clavier school, XI uims
upcu cvcuiuga.
11-5
one of the most finished solo
pianists in pictures.
ILLIAN ARVILLE—Magnetic Clairvoyant;
one
for
at
least
ocwill
appear
Portland,
sittings daily at 79 Franklin St., opposite
casion.
Lincoln Park; on health, business, or private
matters. Office hours from 9 a. m. to 8
family
THE HOSE COMPANY.
19-1
p. in.

ATwc

light housekeeping
^ ^

nkgotiated-ai 5 per
cent; we have funds of clients to Invest in
first mortgages. Parties desiring loans on good
security can obtain same by applying at the
Real Estate Office. F.rst National Bank Build24 1
illg, FREDERICK S.
ii

for

furnished, delightfully
lituated. overlooking State St.; meals across
he sireet if desired. Apply at 15 Pine St.

Mortgages

etc.

EBRING BUILDING LOTS—I

Arlington and Clifton Sts., at Woo (lords. To
realize quickly on these lots a number will be
sold at bargain prices to parties that will build
good houses. F. W. SPARROW, 4 Arlington
22-2
St., Woodfords.

millinery

LET—A few
rO very
handsomely

95

has

sale

H. I. HEATH is in New Tork, attending the fashionable
openings, just
previous to Easter, and Is also visiting her son,
who is manager ot the Walter M. Lowney Co.
store on Broadway.
25-1

farm

on
Inauire
G. W. MORRILL, North Deeriug, Me. 22-L

MISCELLANEOUS.

MRS.

The South Portland Chorus Actively

some

opportunity

VEWLY furnished rooms to rent with boarc
.1
if desired. Use of bath.
Special rates foi
transients. NO. 14 BROWN S1REET, just of

WANTED—Young

Eastern Cemetery and Tomb. 1
Forest City.13
Western. 1

con

Congress.____2’t~1
PORTLAND.

SOUTH

oholaemia, 1; diabetes, 1; diphtheria, 3;
embolism, 3; enlarged spleen, 1; epilepsy,
1; disease of heart. 3; valvular disease of
heart, 1; acute indigestion, 1; congestion
of lungs, i 2;
Myelitis,
meningitis, 6;
acute, 1; neglect, 1; nephritis, 4; neurasphthisis, 4; ance.
thenia, 1; peritonitis, 3;
1;
pneumonia, It; premature birth,
FORT PREBLE NOTES.
pyaemia, 1; rheumatism, 2;; scarlatina,
Lieut. Gifford recently appeared before
1; senility. 6; spinal sclerosis, 1; spinal
cord, disease of. 1; suicide, 1; tuberculo- the board at Governor’s Island for examisis, 1. Total, 70.
fitness for
nation as to his
promotion.
Population (estimated).41,500
Annual rate per 1000.21.91 Lt. Gifford was found physically incapacitated for further aotive duty. This is
For the corresponding period last year.
in view of his long past
82 not surprising,
Number of deaths..
notion of the board
Annual rate per 1000.25.67 servloes, and this
(Not including still births.)
brings to him a promotion to a captaincy,
Greely Hospital.3 but of.course, on the retired list of the
Maine General Hospital.6
army. For 25 years has Lt. Gifford faithEye and Ear Infirmary,.0
fully served as a 1st Lieutenant in the
The deaths by wards were as follows:
4
6
6
3
2
y Artillery branch of the service.
Wards.1
No. of deaths..
The places of

Willis

near

unfurnished,

FOR RENT—We claim to have the larges
C
]lst of houses and rents for sale and to le
)f any real estate office in Portland. Our spec
o
alty is collecling rents and generaltocare
Rea
property. For full particulars apply
Esiate Office. First National Bank Building
bEEDEKlUK S. VAILL. _24-1

THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY,
St. Louis.

or

rooms

T\0 LET—151 High street, nice sunny rooms
A all conveniences, bath, gas; private house
prices moderate.24-1

Is sold everywhere in one to ten pound
yellow tins, with our trade-marks—llCottolene" and steer's
head in cotton-plant wreath—on every tin.
Not-guaranteed if sold in any other way. Made only by

Chicago.

of lOcts. we will mail you a handsilver plated souvenir spoon on which
beautifully embossed design of the Battlewanted. A. A. PALMER
& CO., 106 Milk St., Boston.
25-1

with bath, eleciric bells, speak
tubs, steam heat, finished in natura
vood, etc., elc. For permit and full particular:
ipply. real estate office. First Natianal Haul
25-1
Building, FREDERICK 8. VAILL

ainlng

^Genuine Cottolene

g

AN receipt

ya
is

Exchange St.25-1

“Is purer, more healthful and

^

house, 9 Charla:

RENT—Sunny single
and bath,
IpOR
St,, 8
modern steam heat and

COTTOLENE1
§

cents,

ladders.

That was in the time when the frying pan was always 2
filled with lard. Before healthy shortening and frying •
Before Marion Z
were made easy with Cottolene.
2
Harland declared that

a

under this head
cash in advance.

Inserted

week for 25

ancl
plasother kinds,
tor
terers, painters, paper hangers, housekeepers.
my own manufacture.
REUBEN YVKSCOIT, i3i Lincoln St., foot of Myrtle. Tele25 2
phone 338-4.

251

Z

"Some years ago I sketched the crest of the average AmerIcan-born housewife. It was a bare, bony arm, brandishing
reeking frying pan.”—Maeion Harland.

n

Forty words
one

SALE—Extension ladders, pole
in Cushman Block. Inquiri
FORplank
landers,
ladders.
r ofI.ET—Room
step
C. F. MOULTON, 667 Congress St.
ladders of
masons,

report
ending Saturday, Mar. 19, ing a
gives 70 deaths during that time from name
The Boaid

*__a.

I have received a car load of
ever
HORSES
FINEST
the
market.
this
to
They
shipped
weigh from 1200 to 1670
pounds. They are ali young,

Marion Harland’sl
Idea of it:
I

none.

I rose and actually smiled at the weird
“Thanks. But is your business so very and horrible nature of the
thoughts that
urgent,” she asked.
the wearying night bad held
Dud- throughout
“Of greatest importance. Poor
me spell-bound in indescribable dread and
A MYSTERY.
ley’s tragic end has delayed me, and even tenor.
serious
“Great heavens!” gasped Beck, recog- this brief delay may be of most
(To be continued.)
the consequence.”
nizing the oold, drawn features by
“Ah! you men in the Foreign Office
light of the match he struck. “It is, inWIT ^ND WISDOM
and clever
deed, Dudley 1 Run baok to the house are always full of deep sohemes with her
and get assistance quickly. I’ll remain diplomacy,” she smiled, toying
A CLUB OF ONE.
here. Life may not be extinct after all, mass of rings.
I laughed, but did not reply.
Don’t worry, pilgrim; what's the use?
poor fellow.”
that
business
Office
on
“Is
it
and
Foreign
“At this suggestion I sprang up,
You’ll only live to rue it;
leave us?” she perdashing away along the drive, entered you are compelledattome
keenly, I thought, If ’tis a job that must he done
sisted, glancing
the drawing room from the-lawn.
Let folks around you do it.
the purport
“Why, Geoffrey 1” cried Mrs. Laing, as if intent upon ascertaining
I had received.
—Exchange.
starting up quiokly from a cosy corner of the telegram
“Yes, I replied, in wonder that she
wherein she had settled to read. “What
should thus evince such a
strong desire
has happened? You look scared.”
But
“A very painful thing;has occurred,” I to glean the nature of my business.
me
that possi- Fac-simile signature of CHAS. H. FLETCHER
occurred
to
it
instant
next
gasped breathlessly, striving to preserve
“We have found poor bly she might suspect me of being impliis on the wrapper of every bottle of Castoria.
a calm demeanor.
with
manner
Dudley lying in the drive, yonder, dead.” cated iD some mysteriousand that believsudden
friend’s
end,
screamed hysterically. my
When Baby was sick, we gave her Castoria.
“Dead!” she
ing I desired to escape was determined at When she was a Child, she cried for Castoria.
“Dudley dead?”
and
I
was
where
know
least
to
going,
is
with
“Beck
I
“Yes, alas!” replied.
When she became Miss, she clung to Castoria.
upon what errand.
him awaiting assistance.”
she gave them Castoria.
At that moment Beok crossed to
us, When she had Children,
believe
“I—-I can’t
it,” she cried,
I
clutching at a chair for support. Her saving:
“This affair is certainly most distressface was ashen pale, and her bejewellecl
was
such an
hands trembled violently. “Poor Dudley! ing, Mrs. Laing. Dudley

under this heat
week for 35 cents, cash in advance.

Forty words inserted
one

guilty.

Until the sun shone out, casting a long
bright beam across the dingy carpet, I
pondered over these carious facts in their
sequence, lillablo to elucidate the deep
mystery uderlylug them. After a dismal
sleepless night, haunted by u nameless
spectral fear, the ray of sunshine brought
back hope and bauished despair. I found
myself at last reflecting that, after all,
from a
Dudley had expired suddenly
cause to which any of us might he liable,
and it was probable that I had been scenting mystery and tragedy where there

roll SALE.

TO LET.

COTTOLENE.

him I was bound to admit within myself
that jealousy was now the only oause of
my bitter antipathy.
Again, other incidents increased the
mystery. Mrs. Laing’s dread that Ella
should know of Dudley’s death was very
curious, and her exoiamations and inquiries of the doctor regarding hiB conjecture of poison seemed to point to the
fact that sho entertained certain suspicious, or was aware of certain facts, but,
after fuily reviewing the tragic affair in
all its phases I ai-rived at the conclusion
that I)r. Allenby did not anticipate for
at the postone moment finding poison
On the contrary,
from the
mortem.
he
he
had
let
words
drop,
undoubtedly
disease. 1
believed death due to heart
could not, however, rid myself of a vague
suspicion that Ella’s mother feared anand
alvsis of the remains of the dinner,
that the presence of the police unnerved
her, as it invariably does those who are

cook. als<

or city, li
factory, lef

country

screen

23-1

position as stenographer anc
IVANTED—A
vv
typewriter by a graduate or Miss Saw
Will furnish typewriter. Address X. H.
Portland Daily Press Office.22-1

ier'3.
;are

a young man. a sltuatloi
or In a grocery store.
Ap

WANTED-By
driving team
No. 71

mai“j2dtf

>ly

ANCESTORS AND ANCESTRY.

or

address

WASHINGTON ST.

181

(From Harper’s Bazar.)

WAN TED--FEMALE HELP.

Now it must be admitted on common
sense principles that the
formation of
hereditary societies has reached a natura
limit, and it is time to cry a halt. The

Forty words
m«

week for

inserted nnder this
hmd
cents, cash in advance.

girl
IVANTED—Experienced
11
two in the

for

genera

OR SALE—3 steam Hoisting Engines at 117
Commercial St. B. /. WILLARD. 15-4

OR SALE—Farm
If
*

in Bethel. Maine, 120 acres
good land, 2 1-2 story house, shed and two
in
all
good
condition,
barns,
good orchard, and
well supplied with wood and water; also about
of
timber.
feet
About two miles
200,000
pine
from Bethel village, and known as the Edward
A. Capen farm; will be sold on favorable terms
or may be exchanged for Portland property.
MISS SARAH BIDEN, No. 135 Oxford St..
Portland. Me.__marQ-tf

FOR SALE—Farm known as th©
Farm,” m Cumberland, conabout 65 acres, tillage, woodland and
pasture. It has a large barn, with cellar, shed,
hen house, ice house, and with cemented cellar
under main house. Buildings in good repair.

FARM
“Sturdivant

tains

ol railroad station, and five minutes oi Portland and Yarmouth Street Railway. Good hay
farm, and well adapted to raise garden truck,
asparagus, raspberries, blackberries, straw-

berries, and other small fruit for the market.
Terms reasonable.
Inquire of S. L. STROUT
on the premises, or A. A. STROUT, 39 ExMe.
marlO-t
change St., Portland,

GOODS jnst received; pianos,
MUSICAL
music boxes, reginas, violins, mandolins,

guitai-3, banjos, cornets, harmonicas, popular
music music books, music rolls, superior violin ana banjo strings.
Please call at HAWES’,
414 Congress St.feb24-4
M’ORSALE—Or lease, a lot of land at the West
End, Corner Forest and Congress streets
to E. H AR-

A

containing about 4,224 feet Apply
LOW, 919 Congress St.

jan25dtf

of 97 feet
|JOR SA LE—I.ot having a frontage
^
on West street, located between Western
Promenade and Chadwick street, to close an
estate. We are open for an offer on this very
desirable lot. For full particulars apply Real
Estate Office. First National Bank Building.
23-1
FREDERICK S. VAILL.

SALE—A large and commodious 21-2
story house and beautiful lot of land sitSeavey St.. Cumberland Mills. House
cost
$4000 to build and will be sold at a
bargain. Lot surrounded by a large hedge and
lias some young fruit trees on same. Inquire of
23-1
A. C. LIBBY & CO., 42 1-2 Exchange St.

Ij’OR
A

uated

on
over

house work,
family, no othei
reasonable conclusion is that these socie- leed apply. Call at No. 92 Carlton St., lef
first class boarding house fineties should unite in work, if not in organ- i land bell.25-1
FORly SALE—A
located on Cumberland St. and now dofirst
and
their
existence
class
must
a
school
vacation
of
paid
bt
with
justify
wages
girl,
is
izatlon,
by
fa good paying business. Inquire of A. C.
who
passing
BEST cook. Apply between c and 8 u. m. ing
23-1
LIBBY & CO., 42 1-2 Exchange St.
The meeting practical deeds. The end,
however, is ; it 203good
his parents in this place.
State
St._25-1
was very successful and full of interest.
apparently not yet; the ancestor quest
SALE—One of the best corner lots in
TEA SET—Ladles, send us your ful
FORFessenden l’ark, near the new houses; elecdrives its followers to absurd lengths.
address, plainly written, and we will ex
GRAMMAR SCHOOL EXHIBITION.
trics will pass the lot this summer; also one of
iress you 75 of our exquisite ARABIAN FERconjured
up rise from the i
1 ortland, on
Forefathers
<'UMO PACKETS to sell among friends at l< the most desirable lots in South
At the Union ODera house last evening
sort of harle- lents each; when sold, remit us the money (less very high ground. W. P. CARR, room 5, 183
caldron in a
genealogical
of
and we will send you a beauti Middle's^
young pupils on the stage,
was a bevy
quin procession—the ancestor in bnfif and xpress charges)
china tea set of 56 pieces for your
and before them was a large gathering blue, the anoestor in scarlet tunic, the i ul decoratedsize for
1 rouble, full
family use. Name nearesi
OR SALE—Building lots on Munjoy hill,
the jack-booted anoesof friends and oitizens of South Port- bewigged anoestor.
x press office and address, Arabian Perfumo
Sherman. Grant and Portland Sts.. Westuntil from the dim twilight of \ :o„
tor,
Conn,mar23d7t
occasion
ern
Promenade and other locations in western
which
called
out
the
Bridgewater,
The
land.
heraldic tradition the crowned anoestor
also on Great Diamond island and
young lady to act as governess nartof citv*
BENJAMIN SHAW, 5112
gathering was a demonstration by Prof. looms up in the shadow. Is there not Wr ANTED—A
and assist in other light duties, m a small South Portland.
23-1
Wormesley of his methods of teaching something decidedly incongruous in the amlly in western part of city. Apply, naming Exchange St.
of
who
descendants
of
bade
.those
ge aud qualifications, to MJ1S. B., care P. O.
musio in the publio schools. This was Bpectaole to the third
block
from Monument
SALE—One
22-1
defiance
1
George of the name ; (ox 1635, Portland.
a
isOR
the programme of the soholars:
sqnare. corner lot, two story brick house,
seeking to establish kinship with royalty
and bath, steam heat, sunny exposure,
to
rooms
for
or
ohief
Norman
kitchen
ami
freeboothotels;
through Saxon
IVANTED—Cooks
Speed Our Republic.
i" table girls for hotelsland restaurants in the snfflceut land at rear of lot to enlarge house
er? Does not this latest departure tend
BENOh Columbia, the Gem of the Ocean.
and make it a good paying investment.
five
has no 1 ity: alsothe hundred women and girls toeu- JAM1N SHAW’, 511-2 Exchange St.19-1
to prove that ancestor hunting
Soldiers’ Song.
summer resorts.
;age for
App y to MRS,
limit, that it is simply a question of en- * ’ALMKR'S office, 399 1-2 Congress St.
My Neighbors.
19-1
The Moon.
MAINSPRINGS, 75c.
terprise, researoh and credulity? If we ;
In the Moonlight.
may establish the Order of the Crown,
The best American Mainsprings, made by the
due
not
in
course
welcome
a
Woods.
we
Warranted
_WANTED—AGENTS.
may
Lonely
why
Elgin «nd Waltham companies.
McKENNEY, the .leweler
society,^lineal descendants :
for one year.
Interestingly were these numbers list- new hereditary
words
marl9dtf
of
the
Inserted
nnder
this
head
Square.
the
Ararat
Forty
Monument
ark,
of the mariners
ine week for 25 cents, cash in advance.
ened to and using them as object lessons.
chapter, with proper insignia—suspended
Prof. Wormesley explained his methods from a navy-blue libbon, a dove bearing
AGENTS
WANTED—Ladies and Geutf
He dwelt upon the olive branch.
IaOST AND FOUND.
teaching musio.
A- wanted to sell an article of merit, grant!
of
for tire next two months, for those
and
the
moral
side
which
ipportunity
culture
voice
mean
vho
business, to make money; commence
A MUDEROUS ASSAULT.
evening, a buff coon cat,
tow whlle^the field is open.
For particulars
appertained to it, and made a very earnJ
IOST—Thursday
white breasr,*white feet; a suitable reward
:all between 10 -12, 2-6 at rear 71 Green St.
Lewiston, March 24.—Alphonso Carboplea for its more genwill be paid on returning to 304 Spring St.
est and foroeful
25 1
19-1
iieau was assaulted on the street Wedneseral Introduction into the sohools.
Evert
at
Ernest
GENTS—BATTLESHIP
and
MAINE.
Cagnou
by
4
evening
day
A. patriotic citizen should wear one of om
Ten thousand demons gnawing away three p. in. today had not regained con- : landsome souvenir, pin back, medallions, spec
BATTLESHIP MAINE SOUVENIR SPOONS
at one’s vitals couldn’t bo much worse soiousness. It is thought he will die. His i al design, in memory of the lost battleslii[
of itching piles. Yet
This is the prettiest Spoon ever put on the
lamed alter their State. Sample, 4c., in stamps
than the tortures
face and head are badly battered. Cagnon (pedal terms to agents.
McKENNEY. the
market.
Call and see it.
A. A. PALME!
there’s a cure. Doan’ Ointment nevermariwltf
22-1
Monument So uara
& CO.B, 106 Milk St., oston.
Jeweler,
arrested.
is
to
be
fails.

F~REE

■

-«

Freeport,

DEEBIiW.
The Fire at Nason’s Corner

Thursday

Morning:.
Driver Skillings Did Not Respond
Alarmed—House of William
When

Why

Huston

Burned.

Thursday morning the
Huston, a carpenter residNason’s Corner, caught lire and

the ground. The lire
was burned to
caught in the cellar, probably from an
overheated furnace, Mr. Huston fixed
tbe furnace for tho night about 12 o’clock
and
supposed it to be all right when he
retired.
It was nearly 1 o’clock when
he and his wife
were aroused by the

barking of their dog.
They then smelled the smoke and on
investigation found that the cellar was
fire. Word was sent to Mr. Melvin
where there is a
llamblet’s residence,
car house at Morrill’s
The
telephone.
watchcorner was called up and the night
When told
man, F. E. Elgee, answered.
of the fire he immediately went down to

all on

the hose bouse at Morrill’s corner and
nroused Driver W. H. Skillings, who lives
th jre. Mr. Skillings in the meantime
had raised himself up in bed and shouted
alarm as
that ho could not pull in the
the box at Morrill’s was out of the district. and would call the department in
a

different direction

Mr.

from the fire.

Mr. SkilElgee returned to the stable.
as possible and
as
dressed
quickly
lings
stairs, but Mr. Elgee had
went down
it was that
gono, so he could not tell who
him. He did not underhad aroused
Skillings,
the lire was.
stand where
tho hose
however, hitched the horse into
to be sent in
wagon expecting an alarm
locate the
at any moment so that he oould
an
No alarm came and after half
Are.
and
horse
the
unhitched
wait
hour’s
Chief Engineer Peck
returned to bed.
from all
fully exonerates Mr. Skillings
blame.

Had

the

department responded

they could nave uone nuiuiuj
saving the house as it was well nigh consumed by tho. flames before the telephone
received at Morrill’s corthe crew at the car house
ai soon as they learned where the fire
that
was, drove down to the place, but by
time the house was entirely burned.

message was
Some of
II r.

meeting of the Deerlng
of tho .Poor will be held this
afternoon at their office in the City buildTbe

24,— An

insurance

FINANCIAL ANRC0MERC1AL

Northern Pacific

21

com

98 A
pfd. 59%
agent has been adjusting the losses susNorthwestern.115V?
!io 4
172%
GO
pfd.
tained by the fire in Nickles’s place on
iJr
1*
14V*
Ont & Western.
corner of Main and School streets.
Readme...... i5%
Rocli island.81%
minstrels will have an
The juvenile
acts ia
665/s
St Paul. 875/a
entertainment at the town hall, April
144
do bfrt.
144
66
St.Paul
Nd
Omaha.!<37
5th.
l48
do
.160
prfd.
Will A. Hyde, has been visiting friends
St Paul. Minu. & Mann.126
12j>.
here this week.
9%
I Texas Pacific..........
*{?
New York Stock amlMoney Market.
47%
Union Pacific.-485/8
Freeman Woodman has the repairing
6%
6%
iBy Telegrapb.1
wabash....
house
Nickols
of the
1*-*
recently damaged
do prfd. 14%
NEW YORK, Mch. 24.
160
A
Boston
.160
Maine.
by Are.
88
Monov on call was.easy ll/ii@l% percent: New York&New England pfd, 88%
Ice cream sociable at Universalist vesl87
last loanilVi: prime mercantile paper 4Va g5Vs Old Colonv.186
100
Adams Express.1U0
try this Friday evening.
nr cent. Sterling -exchange, aotual business In
128
American; Express.125
Hon Henry C. Brewer was in the city
98
bankers bills at 4 83% ®4 84 lor demann, and
S. Express. 89
Wednesday.
88%
4 80%@4 81 lor sixty days: posted rates at Peoples Gas. ..
8J7/a
42
42
Uoniestaae.
HARPSWELL.
Commercial bills at 4 80%® Ontario. 3
8284 85ya,
8
28
Pacific Mail.l.122%
West Harpswell, March 25—The drama 4 80%.
167
PuimaniPaiace.167
“The Spy of Gettysburg’’ was presented
Silver certificates 05% @50%.
atagar' common.,...114%
at Centennial hall Wednesday evening.
Bar Sliver 66
83/a
Western Union... 84%
Maroh 23d, with the following cast of
Mexican dollars 45
Southern Ry pfd.
characters:
Government Bonds weak.
E. M_. Alexander
General Meade,
Boston PTodaco Market.
Itallroad bonds heavy.
S.
Littlefield
Geo.
Lenox,
Harry
BOSTON."Mob. 24. 1898—Th» following are
Alvah Johnson
or Provisions, etc.)
Timothy Tapley,
quotations
to-day’s
Hides.
W. b. Estes
Cyril Blackburn,
FLOUR.
The following quotations represent the payon
Mr. Moses Mulvey,
^.*,
ing prices In this market:
Soring patents. G 30.86 00.
C. K. Miller Cow
and ox hides...7%e & 11> Spring, ciearlana straight. 4 30®5 60
Solomon, a negro,
Charles Allen Bulls and st-.gs.6%c
Capt. Warren,
Winter patents. 6 25 a 6 05.
E. M. Alexander Ccalf skins, trimmed,...10c
Jenison,
Winter, clear and straight, 4 40 go 35
do
untrimmed. 9c
Mrs. Nellie Toothaker
Extra and Seconds 00.
Mrs. Mulvey,
Grace Alexander Lamb skius.50 to 80c each Fine and Supers —.
Mabel Meredith,
Zetta Hamilton.
Lottie Evans,
Befall Grocers' sugar Ka ei.
Chicago Lit. stock Market.
Through the evening music was furTcrtland market—cut loaf 7: confetlon ta y
CHICAGO, Mch. 24. 1898_Cattle—receipts
nished with Mrs. L. M. Alexander organ- lie: pulverised 6ot powered, 6s; grauulai.ru
9b00;fairly active: common dressed beef steers
ist. After the drama supper was served. bVa
colter) crushed 6c: yellow 4
3 90@4 16; choice to prime 6 06K6 40; Stockwas
time
reported.
A very good
ers and feeders a 16@4 85.
Portland Wnoiaiaia fllara.
Hoes—receipts 28,000; lower 3 72Vi:®doO;
pigs 3 90@3 KG.
PORTLAND. Moll 24.
WESTBROOK SEMINARY.
15,000;strong at 3 76004 i»
Breadstulfs and Provisions were easy to-uai, forSneep—receipts
common to prime; 4 60®o 00 for prime
the
Western
but
markets
were
class
unchanged
here;
for
the
senior
snipping.
The class day parts
__'
lower for Wheat, Corn and Oats.
Turpentine
of W’estbrook Seminary have been voted
Domestic Markets.
declined lc; now quoted at 36@46c. Butter and
History,
Amy;E.
Smith,
as follows:
tBy Telegrapm
Cheese easier.!
Mch 24,1898.
Readfleld; oration, Harry R. Coolidge,
The following are ways’ wholesale price of
NEW YORK—The Flour market—receipts
North Livermore; presentations Helen L. Provisions. Groceries: etc
22,167 bbls; exports 8094 bbls; sales 8.600
packages; weak and lower to sell
OrntnFlour.
West, Andover and Bertha W. Downe,
Flour quotations—city mills patents at 5 75®
Corn car
Sni erflne ft
39@40
North Haven; poem, Maroia E. Libby,
do bag lot* .... 42 8 00: winter patents 4 H0,g6 8b:ctty mills dears
tow grades.4 00@4 35
Meal Bag lots
£40 at 6 EOs*a 86; winter straits 4 6o@4 10; Minu.
Westbrook; propheoies, Mary B. Mellsn, Spring Wneat bak46: winter extras 3 7iXg4 lOiMinn
ers.ct ana sto 10®610 Oats, ear lots
35®86 pats 6 20265
North Waterboro and Lelia M.
Randall, latent strnr
Oats, bag lots
£37 bakers 4 36®4 66: whiter low grades at 2 90®
00.
8
90
R. Ober, North
Cotton BecoWneat... 5 80®6
Dixfleld; will, Frank
Rye quiet—Mo 2 Western at 68% fob afloat
ear lots.0000®23 00
str’gbv
East Harbor; class ode, Luoy M. Leigh- silch.
bag lots 0000&24 oo to arrive.
roller.... 9 39®6 90
29
class
.9
Backed
fir’r
Wheat—receipts 08,260 bush; exports *0,328
Eva
do..
Columbia
clear
19.&5
Falls;
song,
ton,
ear lota. 16 60S17 60 bush: sales 616.000 hush;futures 100.000 hush
tl.ouis st’g'
Mason, Boston. The two hono r parts
l 03% fob afloat
60
5
3539
no spot; spot weak; No 2 Red
bag
letsl7
00&18
roller...
have been assigned to Mary S. Perkins,
fob
dear do. .5 20®5 35 Middling 31660@17 60 to arrive; No 1 Northern Duluth 108%
salutatory and the validiotory to Richard « nt’r wheat
bag ots. .S17@18 00 afloat to arrive; No 1 hard Manitoba 1 HVi f 0
80
b
afloat.
5
65®9
Mixed feed.... 17 50
patent!..
Corn—receipts 10,360 bush; exports 89,142
11@15 bush; sales 200,000 bush; futures 300,000 bus
A DANGEROUS PASSENGER.
(Buying* selling price) Bio,roasted
Cod—Large
Javt&Mocha do26,ffi28 snot; spot weak; No 2 at 36% @35% 0 fob
afloat.
Molasses.
Shore .... * 75*500
A Royal Bengal Tiger Keeps the Whole
email do. .2 00*8 60 Porto Rico.26®80
Oats—reoeipts 86,400 bush; exports 128.053
50
.2
Barbados*
Pollock ...
26*8
..26*26 bu; sales 1700.000 bush spot ;spot dull; No 2
City of Antwerp at Bay for Several Haddock.. .1 75«2 00 Fancy.30*83 at 31c; No 3 at 80%c; No 2 wiiite at 32%c;
Ton.
No 3 white
H a So.2 00®2 25
;track white 32%<&. 'Jc.
Honrs.
11 erring, hoi
Beef firm; iamily
Amoys.16@20
;oity extra India Mess at
Scaled....
9®14e Congous.16*50
35
steam —.
MaoKerei.oi
Western
Lard
easier:
Japan.18®
■
Companion.)
(Youth’s
Shore Is 622 00,3*26 Formoso.......22®60
Pork easy: mesa —.
An English nobleman was the owner of
Sugar.
Shore 2i *18 00**20
Butter firm: Western creamy: 16Va@19e; do
62 15 factory at 12®14%c; Elgins 19c: state dairy 14
of size and
Largo ss
*13*;15 Standard (Iran
a superb royal Bengal tiger,
t'rouuce.
Ex chue duality 62 10 S13c;do crem 16%<8t9c. 1
Not caring Cane Canrrcteaoo
appearance really majestic.
*84
laxtrao.
UCheese quiet; targe white 7%c; small white
9 50810100 Yellow Extra C....444
do bbl
to keep the creature longor, he sold him
8@8Vic.
8 001
Maine.
Seed
Eggs firm; State and Penn at 10@l0VkcWesfor a large price to the famous Zoological
Pea Beans,130®i 40 Timothy.
8 65®3 75 tern fresh at lOVaC.
Garden at Antwerp. Some time after- Yellow Evas.l 56*1 66 Clover.West B44@9
Tallow steady.
N, I. 944®10
Cal Pea_1 55*1 60 do
Petroleum dull.
Zoo’
received IrlshPotat’s.Dus86»96 Alslke,
ward the director of the
I0®104x
Rosin quiet.
Red lop,
ao, boi
®
16®17
the captain of a
a frai^tio message from
8pirlts Turptjentlne quiet.
Provisions.
00
Molasses steady.
ship which had just come into the har- SweetsJersey376@4
Pork—
ao Nonol* 0 00®
CHICAGO—Cash quotations;
bor, saying that he had on board a tiger do Vineland,4 6oas5
13 60
heavy backs
but
that
the
the
to
Flour dull, steady.
director,
consigned
Onions.Egpto oo@o ool mediumlk 00*12 60
Wheat—No 2 spring 96@98c; No 3 do at 88®
short cut ana
do Natives 2 75@S 25
animal had several days before escaped
2 at
clear
$13aiS 60 9ic; No 2 Red at X oi%@102. Coro—No
10@12
from his cage, and was at large on the ChicKeaa....
No 2
c. Oats—No 2 at 25 % 0.26% cfol);
deck. The captain had succeeded in get- Turkovs, Wes. 13®x5c Beef—light..9 0009 26 28% at 31G31 Vac: No 3 White at 27% 28% ;
Northern ao... .15®17 heavy,-. 9 75@i025 white
ting a sort of barricade erected aoross the Fowls,.#
No 2 rye *8% c: No 2 Bariev at f o b 3 t@43o:
Bnlosts4kh* 6 75*
8*9
deck, so that the sailors could go aloft
No 1 Flaxseed 1 18@1 21; Prime Timothy seed
taro. tes ana
Apples.
work. But the Eating appl’s3 60®4 60 4y bbl.Dure 6 ®g44 at|2 85@2 90. Mess pork at 9 62%@9 72%.
and do other necessary
tera
the
under
3
do eom’na. 44s fto
Lard at 4 8o@4 97% ; short rib sides 4 82%@
do common *2
00
whole ship’s company waB
Baldwins 3 6094 00
oalis.compd 544«644 6 10. Dry salted meats—shoulders 4%@4%;
ror of the animal.
10
c
short clear sides 6 26tg6 40.
vs
9®
pails, pure 6>/s ®7
The director went with all haste to the Evap » B>
Earnout.
Butter firm cremry 13%@18c; dairy at 10%
purellf
814984k
waterside, and saw in the distance the Messina
2 7fl#3 50 Bams....
Cheese at firm 7Mi4s3Vic. Eggs quiet;
9
*944
ship which was indeed bringing to him
oranges.
ooeov’ra
fresh at 9%.
4 00®4 60
Oil.
the splendid tiger of the British lord. But Florida
Receipts—Flour. 22.000 bbls; wheat 180,000
3 76@* 00 Kerosenel20ts
81k bus; corn 228,000 bush: oats 206.000 bush;
the tiger was in charge of the ship, rath- Jamaica
26
3
00:53
Llgonia.
844
be
seen
Calllorma,
He could
rye 3.000 bush; barley 62.000 hush.
er than the reverse.
Centennial. 844
do eieedlngs 2 50@3 00
I
Shipments—Flour 44,000 bbls;wheat 203,000
pacing the deck in a superb and lordly
Pratt's Asu.11 ..1044
jtggs.
bush; corn 217,000 bush; oats 336,000 bush;
way that indicated the consciousness of Eastern extra..
©13 In half bbls lo extra
0 CuO bush;barley 10.000 bush.
rye
possession. Not a man was to be seen on Fresh Western.. 11®12
Raisins.
TOLEDO—Wlieat—No 2 cash 96V4c; May at
Mosetl.60 lb bxs5©644
board.
Held.
London lay’rll 769200 97 %c.
Muttsi.
The director had the ship brought up to
Corn—No 2 mixed at 29Vic.
Coal.
the wharf. The tide was low, and the Creamerv.fncy..18920
Oats dull—No 2 mixed 26c.
Vr’mt.
Retail—delivered.
®18
GUtEuee
deck was so far below the level of the Choice.
Rve—No 2 tit 60%c.
Cumber land 000® 4 60
no
to
be
Cloverseed—prime cash —.
wharf that there seemed
danger
Chestnut...
96 60
Cheese.
800
March 96% ; May
Franmlm...
of the tiger’s escaping to land.
N. Y, terry 9 ffill
MINNEAPOLIS—Wheat
911
Lehigh....
fee 00 94<%e; July 9i%c: Nol hard at 98%c; No 1
The director got into communication Vermont... 9
Pea.
400
Northern at 9n%c.
with the captain through a porthole, and bag#.....1144*12
MINNEAPOLIS—Flour—first patents 4 80s
been
was informed by him that men had
Grain Quotations.
6 00; 8econd;patents 4 66iq,4 75; first clears at
meat to
let
down
to
aloft
sent
regularly
00; second clears at 2 80 o3 i.O.
S|80@4
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRY >K
the tiger by a rope, so that the beast was
Wednesday's quotations.
actually gorged with food. Nothing but
Cotton Markets.
overfeeding had kept the tiger from fallWH Kir
ity Telegraph.
were stabled
which
horses
some
on
Mav
Mch.
July.
MCH. 24, 1888
ing
in Opening....
86
10644
on the deck; but the poor horses were
.uiiwn
lunn- mo
sr.vv
10444 closed quiet jmlddline uplands at 6 l-16;do gulf
8444
Closing..
a place where no one dared to go to them,
fORv
at 6 3-16e; sales 18.15 bales.
ami had had neither food nor water for
.Tuly
May.
Mch,
several days.
CHARI ESTC N—The Cotton market to-day
29
30%
Vi was steady; Middling d6/sc.
The director and his assistants rigged Opening.
30Ve
• c. 23Vs
28%
Closing.S
hoi with a drop-door
a sort of cage or
GALVESTON—Cotton market today was
OATS.
E-»
held up by a string, which they lowered
quiet; middling 6% c.
Mch.
Mav.
Juiy.
to the deck of the ship, having first furMEMPHIS—Tlie Cotton market to-day was
2
2tfVa
6V4
of fresh opening..
middlings 6 11-160.
nished it with tempting bits
23Vi
25% steady;
*;«•••■•
NEW ORLKA \S—The cotton market to-oav
sniffing at Cosing.
But the tiger, after
meat.
FORK.
middling 5 9-lGc.
conwalked
was
quiet;
the
these from outside
trap,
May.
MOBILE—The Cottou market to-day was
temptuously away. He did not want Opening... ..
9 8f> quiet; middliDglEtysc.
anything to eat.
9 70
SAVANNAH— me Cotton market to-day was
Closing....
Meantime the director said to the capquiet; middling SVse.
quotations
Thursday’s
uio
suuut
mger,
tain,
Why aiant you
WTUCAT
lives of your
rather than endanger the
European Marfcets.
Mch.
May
July.
men?”
By Tele'-rraph.
8*%
106Vi
Opening...
have
The captain laughed. “We should
104 ^
102%
82%
Closing..........
LONDON. Mch. 24, 1898.—Consols closed at
he
shoot
said,
him,”
been glad enough to
111 11-16 for money and 111% for account.
“hut we have no firearms on board.”
Mcli.
Mav
LIVERPOOL.Moll. 24, 1898.—Cotton market
to
The airector was determined now
29
is lower—American middling at 3 5-16d. sales
30%
loaning............
30
get the tiger off alive if he c<juld. He Closing. 27%
28% 8.000 bales, including 500 bales for speculadrew up the trap and baited it with other
tion and export.
OATS.
sorts of provisions, but the tiger refused
Meli.
May
to go near them.
SAILING DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.
23%
26%
Opening.
A long time was spent in ineffectual Closing...I
23
24%
25%
FOI-.
FROM
the
into
trap.
Mch 23
attempts to coax the tiger
New York.. Antwerp
Westernland
PORK,
Meantime the tide rose, bringing the deck
23
York.
.S’thampton.Mch
Jan.
May. New York_New
of the vessel almost up to the level of the Closing......
902 Trinidad.New York. .Bermuda .Mch 23
.Mch
23
In
a
York.
.Trinidad..
Grenada.... ..New
wharf. The crowd took to flight.
Navarre.New York. .Havre-Mch 23
few minutes the beast could easily leap
Boston a toe a Mar so:.
..Mch
23
Californian.Portland...Liverpool.
ashore. The prospect of having a royal
The following were 1 the closing quota- Majestic.New York. .Liverpool ..Mch 23
..Mch
24
Bengal tiger loose in the streets of Ant- tions of stocks atRoston:
.New York.. Hamburg.
Normania
werp caused the police to warn the direc- Mexican Central. *s...
Andes.NevvJYorK. .Port Prince.Moc 24
Sion
be
26
tor that the animal must very
Atchison, Top. Si SantalFe. R. new. 3.0% Fulda.New York. .Genoa.Mch
shot.
Boston & Maine...162
Mobile.New York.. Lonaon.Mch 2G
20
Canada.Boston.Livrepool ..Mch
The director was at his wits’ end, but a
dopfd
.Mch 26
of
the
Central.127%
Maine
Campania_New York. .Liverpool. -Meh
small street boy helped him out
26
Onion Pacific pfd.49Vs Anchoria.New Yafk. .Glasgow
emergency by a very simple suggestion. American Bell.244
New York.. Havre...— Men 26
This boy, who had not taken to flight American Sugar, common.113% Champagne
Mch
26
Edam .New York. .Amsterdam
.Mcli 26
with the rest, said:
Sugar, uld..o.105% Pennsylvania ..New York..Hamburg.
“The tiaer isn’t hungry, but perhaps he Cen Mass, pfd..
Philadelphia .New York..i.aguayra...Mch 26
29
York.
.CienluegosLMoll
do
comiuo
Santiago.New
..
might be thirsty!”
Trave ..New York. Bremen.Mcli 29
The suggestion was acted on instantly. Flint Si Pere Marq.
York.. Liverpool. .Mch 29
Auranla.New
cage
A tub of water was placed in the
St Paul.New York. .So’ampton.. Mch 30
and lowered to the deck. No sooner did New Torts Quotations Htocas »itd Bonds Germanic
.New York. .Liverpool ..Mch 30
for
some
water
(By
Telegraph.)
who
no
had had
the tiger,
Southwark..... New York. .Antwerp ...Mch 30
30
the
into
rushed
see
the
ware
s
tub
than
he
to-day’s
ouoiatioi
closing
The
folloing
Bourgoyne.New York. .Havre.Mch
time,
Laurentian _Portland... .Liverpool ..Mch 30
trap and began drinking eagerly. Then of Bonos
31
Mch
York.
Bremen
Bremen.New
Mch. 23.
Mch 24.
the door was dropped, and he was a prisLambert Point Portland.. London.Apl 1
121
120
New 4s, reg
oner.
2
York..London.Aid
Massachusetts.New
121
do coup,
120%
imA great shout went up from the
Ombrta.New York. .Liverpool.. .Apl 2
109
+’s tee.109
New
N
ew York.. Amsterdaml. Apl 2
prisoned sailors on the ship. But they New 4’s coup.
Werkendara
111%
111%
2
did not rush forward to help in the un- Denver & it. <4. 1st.... ....1108%
108% Kms.New York. .Genoa.Apl 5
York.. Bremen.Apl
loading of their troublesome freight until Erie gen 4s. 69V*
69V* Havel.New
Scotsman.Portland.... Liverpool ...Apl 90
58
they were quite sure that the tiger could Mo.Kan. & Texas 2ds. 58%
St I.oois.New York. .So’amptou. .Apl
This
not get out.
assurance obtained,
Mo Kansas & Texas pfd....
Teutonic.New York. .Liverpool ..Apl 6
98
99%
they quickly set him on the wharf, and Kansas t'acllle.Consols..
Noordlaud.New York. .Antwerp .Apl 0
115
lets...*.116
Nat.
Oregon
“Zoo.”
he
was
in
in
the
his place
ere long
Aug Victoria...New York. Hamburg.... Apl 7
P. Ists.
There his conduct has been quite exem- Union
F der Grosse.. New York. .Bremen.Apl 7
of
stocks:
C osingquotations
Liverpool... Apl 9
Parisian.Portland
plary. The director of this Antwerp
Mch.
23.
Mch
24.
Labrador.Portland.. .Liverpool....Apl 16
museum affirms, indeed, that animals
10%
10%
caught in the jungle are quite as apt to Atehlso*.
25%
pfd. 23%
be mild mannered in captivity—if they are AtchisonraclUc.
MINIATURE A1.M AN AC; ....MARCH 26
11%
;1%
Central
only captured when young enough—as Ches. ei omo. 17%
17% Sun rises. 6
991 High
water f-1 ?
f5
HIK" waler
the most OmcagoA Alton.162
those born in cages. Some of
152
116
l
Sunsets,. 6 03
00
Pfd
do
dangerous and rebellious beasts in the
Moou sets.9.591 Height.0 0—
87%
museum were born in captivity.
Chloaeo-Burllngton A Quincy 88%
106
Delaware A Hudson CanalCo.106%
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Leading Markets.
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About 13.40
house of Win.

ing at

Maroh

monthly

overseers

ing.

There will be a lecture and entertainment in Good Fellows’ ball, North Deerdelivered
ng, on 'April 5th. The lecture
A. W. Dyer, will be “From Sunrise

by

to Sunset Seas,” illustrated by stereopThen the soholars of the
ticon views.
Cobb Lane school will give recitations.
be vocal and instrumental
There will
music, during the evening, and at the
close ice cream and cake will be served.
A party of the young ladies from Westbrook cemetery attended a reception held
in Brunswick on Wednesday evening.
The
Seminary will close today for the
a nun] spring,vacation.
vV. M. Marks, the Portland printer,
h vs received tho contract for printing the
city reports for 1897-8.
The adjourned meeting of the Deering
for the approval of bills

city government

will be held this evening at 8 o’clock.
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FREEPORT.
Freeport, March 24.—The excursion of

the class of ’98 has proved a success, and
seen
we feel stfe in saying every one has
a
great deal, and learned more than
could 1 e accomplished in several weeks of
school. During the past few days the
was more or less scattered, still the

party
sight seeing

was kept up until Monday,
when the last one took tho train to visit
relatives out of town. Friday thirteen of
tho paity climbed Bunker Hill monu
ment, and from its top watched the U.
S. gunboat Machics as she steamed to her

dock at the Navy Yard, just returning
from China. The rest of the morning
was.spent at the Navy Yard, and many
considered it the nvest interesting place
The recent orders from
we had visited.
Washington made it a very busy place;
repais
one war vessel was undergoing
in the dry deck; the Machias was an
her
recent
due
to
arrival;
attractive object
were drilling in
a company of mariners
the yard; and heavy teams were removing cannon in another part of the enclosure; while the ferry was making frewhere
quent trips to the receiving ships
the new recruits were being examined.
seemed
to
Tho old Constitution alone
maintain an air of quietness and dignity,
the characteristics of old age. Many of
the scholars attended the concert given
by Sousa’s band in the afternoon. Some
of the boys started for the postoflice
building to attend the Bram trial, but
owing to the large crowd were unable to
Saturday morning we visited
get In
Trinity church, the public library and
the new State House. Mr. and Mrs.
Stocbridge surprised us while wo were
waitin'* for a car. Three of the boys and
miiui

girts wu*
flwo of tho boys went the
boat for home.
so Sunday found our party
before;
night
considerably reduced in numbers. Dr. Eorimer at Xremont Temple gave us another
Before
eloquent sermon in the morning.
we strolled
taking the electric for Everett
into old St. Paul’s church on Xremont
street and sat down in pew number twenty-five where Daniel Webster used to sit.
Sunday evening we attended church in
South,Boston. The few who were left
had planned to spend a few days with relatives hefore going home. Brenda and
Jim remained in the city; Minnie went
to Dover; Alice to Malden; Belle and
Grace Davis to Brockton; Va.un to Cambridge; Grace Orne to Quincy and Hattie to Wakefield. Wednesday night found
them all on the boat bound for home,
Dr. Harvey and Mr. Shaw being on the
Thus the Freeport piltamo steamer.
grimage hns rroved a success. T he expenses of the trip were kept within the
REPUBLICAN CITY COMMITTEE.
fifteen dollars, and in some cases enough
The Republican
No accidents hapcity committee met
was left for souvenirs
pened to tho party, and all enjoyed good last
night at their rooms on Congress
healfn. Every night found us tired and
street, and organized as follows:
foot sore, but the next morning we were
Chairman—Geo. H. Allan.
cruise.
We
for
the
do
not
day’s
ready
Secretary—Thomas A. Bowen.
claim to have seen everything in Boston,
Treasurer—Frederick N. Mayberry.
but we did see a great deal, and all our
We made
time was occupied.
many
Dr. Wood’s Norway Pine Syrup seems
pleasant acquaintances on our cruises,
and were kindly received by all. The especially adapted to the needs of the
fact that we were a high school class children. Pleasant to take, soothing in
from Maine on an educational trip to its influecne. It is the remedy of all remMassachusetts seemed to be the only in- edies for every form of throat and lung
disease.
troduction necessary.
one

of the
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Sell Ralph IC Grant. Noonan. Eastport—fer-.
tilizer to Boston & Maine HR.
Sell Railroad, Simmons, Friendship.
Sell Smith Tuttle, Damarlscotta ior Boston.
Sell Louisa Frances. Pierson, Rockland—
lime to c s Chase.
Sell Freddie W Alton, coastwise.
Soils Letile May, fishing.
Cleared.

Steamship Hurona, (Br) Dorwood, Shields—
Robt Reford co.
Steamship

J B

Englis, Bragg,

John

New York—

Coyle.
Steamer Enterprise, Race, East Bootbiay—
Allred Race.
Steamer Balacta. Oliver. Bath, Boothbay Harbor and tViscasset—(J R Lewis.
Sell Sarah C Roues, Ri eger, coal port—J S

Winslow & Co.
Sell Mary C Stewart, Bickford, Boston—Berlin Mills Co.
Sell F’lorence
land Stoneware
Sell Cata Ina,
Grain Co.

A, Strout, Bar Harbor—PortCo.

McIntyre, Wlnterport—Doten

Sell Cinderella, Monroe, Round l’ona—J H
Blake.
Sell Clara & Mabel, Leomaii, Now Harbor—
111 Blake.
SAILED—Sells Augustus Palmer, and John L.
Treat.
FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.

BOOTHBAY-HARBOR. March 24th-Selled
sells Lizzie Lee. Clanton, Greens Landing for
Boston; Seth M Todd, Johnson. Calais (or New
New; Sally Ludliim, Kelson, St John. NB, lor
do; Rajpli li Grant. Steuben for Boston! Freddie Eaton, Look. Calais for New York.
Memoranda.

New York, March 24—Sch Hannah F Carlton,
Falklngliam, from St John. NB, for New York,
with laths, lias arrived at City Island with stern

port side and boat smashed. She was
by steamer City ot Worcester during a
thick fog off New Haven.
stove on
ruu into

.Domestic Ports.

NEW YORK—Ar 23d, sell Jas R Talbot, fm
Carteret: Sarali Eaton. Calais; Lady Antrim,
Thomaston; Jordan L Mott, Rockland; Annie
F Kimball. Hyauuls for Philadelphia;
Mary
Brewer, Thomaston; Cumberland, Littlejohn,
Stapleton ; It T Kundlott, Fountain, Horss
Island for Philadelphia; Leora M Thurlow,
Roberts, Newport; pavilion, Liark, tvooo iron.
Ar24tb, barque Iolaui. McClure. Baltimore;
scbs Maggie (I Hart, Carlisle, Feruaudlna; S G
Haskell, Pressey, do.
Ar 24th, scbs Addle Fuller, fni Machiasport;
Allred W Flake, Brewer; Calvin P Harris, from
Rockport for Philadelphia; Jos Luther, Boothbay.
Cld 23d. barque St James, Tapley, for ICong

Kong.

Sld 23d, sell Annie F Kimball, Philadelphia,;
Hattie McG Buck. Norfolk.
Passed Hell Gate 23d. schs Nettie Cuslling.
New York for Thomaston ; Margaret, do for
Boston; Marion Draper. Hoboken for Salem:
Cumberland, Amboy for Portsmouth; MyraW

Spear,

bound east.

j
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::Tourist Sleeping Cars;:
1[

*
>
»

To California. New IVfexIco,
4 k
Arizona and Texan.
Sunset Tourist Excursions leave
D.
and
ton,
C., every Wednesday
Saturday. T
Through sleepers to San Francisco without < *
change through New Orleans and the semi- i *
tropical regions of the South, personal Con- i »
ductors and Porters through. 5 days to San < y
Francisco, 4 days to Los Angeles, 8U days to X*
New Mexico and Arizona, 2X days to Texas.
Sleepers open for occupancy Tuesday night1 >
and guide to show the National capital (with- < >
out extra charge) on Wednesday morning.
<>
For information, tickets and reservations,

t

E. E. CUBBIES,

* *
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*
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<

►
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i
i
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*

X
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Washing-!

address,

<

E. A. Bo. Pac. Co.,
9 State Street, BOSTON.
P. A. So. By.,
228 Washington St., BOSTON.
ALEX. 8. THWEATT. East’n Pass. Agt. So. By.
N.

GEO. C. DANIELS, T.

< >
A

_

271

Broadway,

X

NEW YOBK.

«od4m

nov29

portuTnd'Xworcester.
PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R.

p.

m.

F'or Manchester. Concord and points North at
7.30 a. m. and 12.30 p. m.
Rochester, Sprlngvale, Alfred, WaterFor
boro and Saco River at 7.30 a. in., 12.30 aud
6.35 p. m.
For Gorham at 7.30 and 9.45 a. m., 12.30, 3.00,
5.35 and 6.20 p. m.

For Westbrook, Cumberland Mills, Westbrook
Junction and Woedfords at 7.30, 0.45 a. m.,
12.30, 3.00, 5.35 and 6.20 p. m.
The 12.30 p. m. train from Portland oonnects
at Ayer Junction with "Hoosac Tunnel Route”
for the West and at Union Station, Worcester,
for Providence and New York, via “Providence
Line” for Norwich and New York, via “Norwich Line” with Boston and Albany R. R. for
the West, aud with the New York all rail via

“Snrlnglleld.”

Trains arrive in Portland from Worcester
at 1.30 p. m.; from Rochester at 8.30 a. in., 1.30
and 6.62 p. m.; from Gorham at 6.40, 8.30 aud
10.60 a. in., 1.30, 4.15, 5.52 p. 111.
For tickets ior all points West and South a]>
ply to T. F. McG ILLICUDD Y, Ticket Agent,
l'ortlond, Me.
J. W. PETERS. SupL
]e26dtf
STEAMERS.

Portland, Mt. Desert and Machias Stbt. Co,

international

Nieamsuip

10.

--

Kelley,

J Lermond, Hupper, Funta
Gorda.
Cld 24th, sch Carrie A Norton, Bath.
BELFAST—Ar 16th, sch Fannie E Edith,
Ryder, Portland.
CHARLESTON -Ar 23d. sch Jas W Bigelow,
Graham. Baltimore.
CALAIS—Sld 23d, sch H G King. New York;
Wm Todd. Campbell, do.
DARIEN—Sld 23d, sell Henry Crosby. New
Haven.
HYANNIS—Ar 23d, sch E Waterman, Huntley, Vineyard-Haven for Calais.

Eastport. Lubas. Calais, St. Jo 'n, N.B.,Halilax, N.Smid all parts of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia
Frlnce Edward Island and Cape Breton. The
favorite route to Cainpobello and St. Andrews,
N. B.
Spring

Arrangement.

On and after Monday. March 21st, steamer
win leave Portland on Mondays and Thurs-

NEW ORLEANS-Sld fm Port Eads 23d, sch
Hart, Boston.
NORFOLK—Ar 23d, schs Clarence H Venner,
Smith, Boothbay; Warner Moore, Crockett, fm
Charleston.
Sld 23d, sell It W Hopkins, Hiohborn, St Jago
Clara Goodwin, Plnkham, St Lucia; Alice Holbrook. Ellis, Newport News.
Sld 23d, sch F G French,
NEW LONDON
Look. Red Beach for New York; Orozimbo.
Britt. Boothbay fos New York.
PASCAGOULA—Ar 23d, sch Alice J Crabtree

p.

m.

For Tickets and Staterooms apply at the
Pine Tree Ticket Office, Monument Square or
for other information, at Company’s Office,
Railroad Wharf, foot of State street.
J. B. COYLE. Gen. Man.
x
H. P.|0. HERSEY Agent.
mailedtf

—

MAINE STEAMSHIP CO.
New York Direct Line.

u

Sld

23d, sch Sadie Wlllcutt, Dixon, Philadel-

phia.
PHILADELPHIA —Cld 22d, sch Willie L
Maxwell, Goit, Jacksonville.
Ar 24th, schs Augustus Hunt, Blair, Portsmouth.
Sld fm Delaware Breakwater 23d, sch Edna &
Emma, Baltimore for Boston.
Ar at do 24th, Sch Jas B Jordan, Hempel,
Dienfuegos.
PLYMOUTH—Cld 23d. sch Jessie Murdock,
Wheeler. Clarks island for New York.
PORTSMOUTH— Ar 24jb, sch Surah E Palmer. Whittier, l.ouisburg.
Sld 24Ui, sells Mary Lee, Red Beach; John
Braeewell, Kennebec,
ROCKLAND—Ar 24th, sch Geo Bird, Gray,
Boston.
Sld 14th. sch Empress, Jameson, New York.
SABINE PASS—Ar lath, sch Clara A Plilnoev. Phimiey, VeraCruz.
Sld 23d, barque Hattie G
SAVANNAH
Dixon, Southard, Paysandu.
SALEM—Ar 22d. schs Mollio Rhodes, Dobbin
StJohu. NB, for New York ; Nile, Rockland
lor do; Lucy. Calais for do.
Sin 22d, sells O M Marrett. Jas A Stetson.
Returned, schs Seth W Smith, Julia & Martha,
Hid Madagascar.
Ar 23d, schs Geo Bird, Boston for Rockland;
Geo A Pierce, do for Bangor; Georgletta, do for
Sullivan; Lucy Belle, do lor do, and all sld.
SALEM—Ar 24th, sells William Rice, from
Rockland for New York; Robert Bryon, from
Rockport for Fall Fiver; Isuae OrDetou, Lynu
[or Rockport: Paul Seavey, Boston for Belfast;
Marv Farrow, do for do.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 24th, barque Olive
rimrlow, Trinidad 22 days for Boston.
Passed by 24th, barque Jas W Elwell, Portland for Newoort News; sehs Jos W Hawthorn,
Boston for Union Island, Ga.
Inporth. brig Ethel, from Porto Rioo; sehs
fzetta, New York for Boston; Eliza Levensaler,
Raritan for do; Millville, Philadelphia for Portland ; Nellie F Sawyer, Hoboken for do.
WILMINGTON, Del—Sld 23d, baraue Levi S
Andrews, Wheeler, Key West.

LONG ISLAND SOUND BY DAYLIGHT.
THREE TRIPS PER WEEK.
Manhattan and John JEnglis
alternately leave Franklin whart Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Saturdays at 6 p. ni., for Now
Steamships

Y'ork direct. Returning, (leave Pier 30, East
River, Tuesdays. Thursdays and Saturdays at

i 5

n. in.

These steamers are superbly fitted and furnished for passenger travel and afford the most
between
convenient and comfortable route

lor Portland.
At Buenos Ayres Feb 17th, barque Eniita,
Pray, for New York ;;,sch Major Piekands,Wade
io load at Montevideo for New York or Boston.
Ar at Barauquilla Feb 26, schs Edw Stewart,
Kent, New York: Feb 27, sch Cora M, Mitchell,
St Anns Bay.
Ar at Vera Cruz Mch 8, sch Asa T StowelL
Kelley, Sabine Pass.
Ar at ynaco 19th, sch Saarbruck, from Ma-

:hias, for New \rork.

N. Y.,only $6.00.
J. F. LISCOMB.Geceral Agent
oct4dtf
J. B. COYLE. Treasurer.
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Williams Indian Pile
Ointment Is n sure cure
fwPILES. It absorbs
tumors. Stops itching.
GIVES RELIEF. 5©e.
At Druggists.

For sale by J. E. Goolddr Co,

1>aily Line, Sundays Excepted.
THB NEW AND PALATIAL STEAMERS

BAY STATE AND PORTLAND,
Franklin Wharf. Portland, every Evening at 7 o’clock, arriving in
season for connection with earliest tra .ns for

alternately

leave

points beyond.

Through tickets for Providence, Powell,
Worcester, New York, etc.
Returning leave India Wharf, Boston, every
Evening at 7 o’clock.
J. B. COYLE, Manager.
J. F. LISCOMB, Gen. Agt.
8ept 1. 1897.
4 OflC Difficult

IZUD

cases

Cured

Dr. Fisk makes a specialty of Diseases of the RecTreats no other class of disease. Semi for my
Free Treatise on Piles, etc., and names of many
a a
prominent Maine citizens cured.
l)r. Fisk's method is easy, safe, ipm I
painless. Consultation Free ! p^ I I PC
Call at my Lewiston or Portland ■
HI
office, or consult me by mail.
Dr. C. T. FISK, WNt Main .Street. Lewiston.
At U, S. Hotel, Portland. Saturdays only.
tum.

H. E. MILLS

PianO Tuner,
Order 8late

Chandler’s Musi^ Store, 431
Congress street.

at

Service.

RATES

OF

PASSAGE.

First Cabin, $50.00 and upwards.
Return
51C0 and upwards according to steamer and aclommodatlons.
second Cabin, to Liverpool, London, Londonderry and Queenstown, $34 to $42.50. Return $08.75 and $78.40, according to steamer
and accommodations.
Steerage, to Liverpool, London. London,
:lerry, Glasgow. Queenstown and BeUastf22 so ami $25.50 according to steamer.
Apply to J. B. Keating, 51 1-2 Exchange
street, T. R. McGowan, 418 Congress street, J.
W. Peterson, 2 Exchange street, or David Torrance & Co., general
agents, foot of India
street.

deo28dtt

"allanloe
_ROYAL MAIL STKAMKKg._
Liverpool and Portland,
From

i rom
Fort land.

Liverpool Steamship
L0 Mar.
12 Mar.
24 Mar.
26 Mar.
r April.
14 April.

26 Mar.
30 Mar.
9 April
13 April
23 April
28 April

Californian,

Laurentlau,
Parisian,
i Carthaginian,

NumUuan.
California.
Laurentian carries cabin passenge.s only.
Carthaginian carries second cabin passengers

only.

The Saloons and Staterooms are in the central part, where least motion is lelt.
Electricity is used for lighting the ships throughout, the lights being at tho command o! the
Music
at any hour of the night.
passengers
Rooms and Smoking Rooms on the promenade
deck. The Saloons and staterooms are heated
by steam.
a reRates of passage $52.60 to^$7u.GO.
duction is made on Round Trip Tickets.
Second Cabin—To Liverpool, Loudon and
Londonderry, $34.00 and $36.25; return,
$60.75 and $69.00.

Steerage—To Liverpool, London, Glasgow,
Belfast or Londonderry, including every requisite for the voyage $22.50 and $23,60.
For tickets or further information apply to

T. P. MeUOWAJN, 418 Congress St., J. B.
KEATING. 61* Exchange St*. CHAS. ASHTON. 931A Congress St., II. & a. ALaiiuiibinai,

Uwj oiidtcou,

St., Portland.

ihiiwu,

o-m

a

muia

__llyhldtr

thTojvi

sjonT

L i Ji k.

PORTLAND
—

TO

DIRECT.

LONDON:

5000 tons. Mar. 11.
5000 tons. Mar. 25.
S. S. Lamberts Point 7000 tons, Apr. 1.
And weekly thereafter.
Special attention given to the carriage of
Cheese. Butter, Apples ancl Perishable, Cargo.
For all information apply to
S. S.

Iona,

S. S.

llurona,

Th? ROBERT REFQRD GO., Limited,
Commercial St., Portland, Me.

dtt

septas
STKAM15KS.

Portland and Boothbay Sieamooat Go
WINTER ARRANGEMENTS.
STEAMER ENTERPRISE leaves as
:
lows

fol-

GOING WEST.
EAST BOOTHBAY for PORTLAND, Mondays at 7.15 a. m.. touching at
South Bristol, and Boothbay Harbor,
FEMAQU1D for PORTLAND, Wednesdays
at 6.00 a. m.. touching at above landings.
DAMAR1SCOTTA for PORTLAND, Fridays
at 6 a. m.. touching at East Boothbay, South
Bristol and Boothbay Harbor.
GOING EAST.
Leave PORTLAND at 7.00 a. m. Tuesdays
ror Boothbay
Harbor, South Bristol, East'
Boothbay and Pemaquld.
Leave Portland '1 hursdays at 7 a. m. for
Boothbay Harhor. South Bristol, East Boothuay and Daniariscotta.
Leave Portland Saturdays at 7 a. m. for

Boothbay

Harbor,

Boothbay.
mar24dtf

ALFRED RACE. Manager

Kno.new.12 Vi
33
no 1st prefer
Illinois Central. 98%
Lake crieS West. 12%
Lake Shore.181
Louis & Nash. 46%
Manhattan Elevated.... 96%
Mexican Central.

5

Michigan Central.101
Minn & St: Louis. 24
Minn A 8t Louis;pf. SO
Missouri Pacific. 24
New Jersev Central.. 89Vi
107%
New YorkCentrai.
Newl York. ChlcagoS St Louis 11 %
63
do Pf

10%
i2v*

MARINE

32%
97%
12%

PORT OF PORTLAND.

THURSDAY, March L’4.

181

45%
95Vs

TST-ISW &

Arrived.

24
81

Steamship Alesla, (Ger) Krescli, Boston, to
load lor Hamburg.
Steamer St Croix, Pike, Boston, for Eastport
and St John, NB.
Steamer Percy V, How, Phipsburg via Cuudy

23%

Harbor.

6

300%

a9%

106’/*
11%
63

..

Sell Gertrude Abbott, Somers, Philadelphia—
coal to P & R KR,
Sell J S Winslow, Smith, VViscasset, to complete cargo lor Deinerara.

ht'NDAY TRAINS.
Beach. Pine Point, Old Orchard, Saco, Bindeford, Kennebunk. Wells
Beach, 12.55. 4.30 p. in.; North Berwick,
hover, Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence, Lowell, Boston. 4.05 a. m.. 12.66, 4.30 p. ni. Arrive Boston, 7.25 a. m.. 6.28, 8.45 p. ni. Leave
Boston for Portland 3.45 a. Hi., arrive Port
laud 7.10 a. in.
Soarboro

EASTERN DIVISION.

Way Stations, 9 a. m.; Blddoford,
Portsmouth, Newburyport, Salem, Lynn,
*2.00, 19.00 a. m.f §1.0u. t6.1()
Boston,
Arrive in Boston, 6.67 a. m., 12.50.
>. m.
for
m.
Leave
Boston.
t.ir>, 9.26 p.
7.00,
Portland, 7.30, 9.00 a. m.. 12.30,
Arrive Portland, 11.50 ,a. in., 12.15.
o. m.
1.30, 10.20 p.m.
SUNDAY TRAINS.
For

Portsmouth.
NcwburyBiddeford.
porfc Salem. Lynn, Boston. 2.00 a. m.. 1.00
Arrive in Boston, 6.67 a. m.. 4.15 p, bl
o. m.
Leave Heston for Portland, 9.00 a. mu, 7.00
10.30
Arrive in Portland, 12.25,
p. m.
p.

m.

•[Daily

MAINE CENTRAL R. R.
Ir. effect Nov. 14. 1817.
Trains leave Portland as follows:
7.00 a. rn. For Brunswick. 15at!t.
auguau*.

Mass.octggdif

HARPSWELL, STEAMBOAT CO.
Beginning October 1st, 1307, steamer Aucocisco will leave Portland Pier, Portland, daily, Sundays excepted, as follows:
For Long and Chebeaguo Islands, Harpswell,
Bailey’s and Orr’s Island, 2.00 p. in.
For Clift Island, Mondays, Wednesdays and
Fridays. 2.00 p. m.
Return for Portland-Leave Orr’s Island. By
way of above landings, 7.00 a. in. Arrive Porta. 111.

ISAIAH DANIELS.
Mgr.
seplldti
Gen’l

Maine Coast Kanigation Co.
alter Tuesday,
9th, 1897, the

Kov.

STEAMER SALACIA

luesleave Franklin Wharf, Portland.
and Saturdays, at 7.30 a. m.;
Poplinin Beach, 9.43 a. ID.; liatli, 12.39 p.
a,.; ISoothbay Harbor, 2.001). m. Arriving at
W’scasset about 3.30 p. m.
will

flays, Thursdays

vviscassei:
Keturntng—Leave
Wednesdays and Fridays at

%

_;g
a

HOW

PORTLAND COULD
THIRTY DAYS.

BE

MADE IMPREGNABLE IN

Mondays.

7.00
a.
in.;
Harbor. 8.30 a. m.; Bath, 10.30 a.
It,,othbay
Arriving at
:n.; l’opluim Beach, 11.30 a. in.
Portland about 2.00 p. m.
Will touch at Five islands Tuesdays and
Saturdays Going East, and Mondays and Frilays Going West. Weather permitting.
O. C. OLIVER, President.
marisdtl
CHAS. K. LEWIS. Treasurer.

GO^

Wharf, Portland, Me.
Week day time table, commencing Sunday
Nov. 28, 1897.

WHy THE WORK ON A BATTLESHIP CANNOT BE HURRIED,

=5

ADDITIONS WHICH SHOULD BE MADE TO THE NAVY.

g

THE PART THE OLD MONITORS MIGHT PLAY IN WAR.

gS

Sf
gj
J!

THE GREAT NEED OF GOOD SAILORS.

Peaks’ Island.
For Forest Cltv Lamlins;.
5.30, 6.40. 8.00. a. m., 2.15, 6.15 p. 111.
For Ponce’s Landing, Lon;; Island, 8.00.
a. m.,2.15 p, m.
For Tretfethen’s Landing, Little and Great
Dieimmd Islands 8.00, a. m., 2.15 p. m.
All Sunday trips on C asco Bay Steamboat Co.
ine discontinued for the season.
C. W. T. GO DING. Gen. Mar,.
Sept24dtf

PORTLAND and SMALL POINT

I

I

|e

STEAMBOAT CO.
On

ana

alter January 3rd. 1SDS.

Steamer
These are the topics discussed in a notable article on the Spanish
crisis and the defence of our ports which will be a feature of the next
issue of the

Portlanb Swnbaw Cimts

•SCJ

“Percy

CAPT. CHAS. H. HOW,

[Vill leave Portland Pier, Portland, at W.00 a.
n„ Mondavs, Wednesdays and Fridays for
Lowell’s Cove. Orr’s Island; Card’s Cove. Poor’s
f’olnt. East Harpswell; Small Point, Ashdaie
lebasco, Pliipusburg and Cundy’s Harbor.
BKTPltNING—Leave Cundy’s Harbor at
r.oo a. m.. Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays,
ouchiug at all landings.
For nirther particulars apply to

Tfelephole
dcc3l

lt>3.

j.
158

KocklBirl.

A/ISL/UU

A

1113,

8.30 a. m. For Danville Jc. (Poland Springs.)
LewMechanic
Falls.
Falls. Iiumford
iston, Wlnthrop, Oakland. Readfield, Waterville. Livermore Falls, Farmington and Phillips.
11.10 a. m. for Gray, New Gloucester. Danville June.. Auburn and Lewiston.
lL2ua. m. Lxurerstor Brunswick, P.ath, Augusta, Waterville. rittsfield. Bangor. Bucksport,
Bar Harbor.SGreenville and Aroostook Countv,
via
B. & A. R. it. for Houlton. Woodstock.
3t. Stephen, aud St Andrews, via Vanceboro
aud St John.
1.10 p. m. Mechanic Falls. Kumford
Falls,
Bonus, Danville Jc.. Lewiston, Livermore Falls,
Farmington. Kinglield. Carrabasset Phillips
and Eangeley. Winthrop, Oakland.
Bingham
Waterville and Skowhegan.
Au
1.15 o. m. For Freeport Brunswick.
Rockland and
gusta." Bath.
Boothbay.
and
on
the
Knox
ill
stations
Lincoln division, Waterville, Skowhegan, Bellast, Hartland. Dover and Foxcroft. Greenville, Bangor, Oldtown and Mattawamkeag.
5.10 p,
For Brunswick. Bath.
Lisbon
m.
Falls, Richmond, Gardiner. Augusta and
Waterville."
Danville
5.15 p. m. For
New Gloucester,
Junction, (Poland Springs), .Mechanic Falls,
Auburn and Lewiston.
11.00 p.nL Night Express, every night, for
Brunswick, Bath, [Lewiston, Augusta, Waterville. Bangor, Moosehead Lake. Aroostook
lounty via Old Town, Bar Harbor, Bucksport.
it. Stephen. St.
Andrews. St John and
Aroostook County via Vanceboro. Halifax and
the Provinces. The Saturday nignt train does
not run to Belfast. Dexter, Dover and Foxcroft
or beyona
Sleeping cars to St John.
Bangor.

White Mountain Division.
For Brldgton. Fabyans, Burlington
Lancaster. Quebec, St Johnsbury, Sherbrooke,
Montreal, Chicago, St Paul and Minneapolis
and all points west.
3.30 p. m. For Sebago Lake, Cormsh.Fryeburg,
Brldgton. North Conway. Fabyans. Lancaster,
Lunenburg, st Johnsbury, Newport Sherbrook, Montreal and Toronto.
8.45

a. m.

7.20

a. m.

SUNDAY TRAINS.
gusta,

Paper train for Brunswick, AnWaterville and Bangor.
Train for Brunswick, Lewiston,
p. m.
Augusta. Waterville, and Bangor.
p. m. Night Express with sleeping cars
points.
ARRIVALS IN" PORTLAND.

From Central Wharf Boston. 3 p. m. From
InPine street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 3 p. m.
surance one-half the rate of sailing vessels.
West
the
Penu.
It.
for
the
K.
and
by
Freights
South by connecting lines, lorwarded free of
commission.
Hound Trip $18.00.
Passage S10.00.
Meals and room included.
F’or freight or passage apply to F. P. WING,
Agent, Central wharf, Boston.
General
E. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and
Manager, 80 State St., Fluke Building, Boston,

anil

OKVWUCgdU.

Bucksport

xvr

From Boston every Wednesday and Saturday.
From Philai'eipliii every Wednesday and

On

UrtMH

Lewistou via Brunswick, Belfast. Bangor aud

for all

land. 9.30

Monday.

land._

12.50

Mk'inn

except

Lines for New York.
^Connects with Sound
Through tickets to all points for sale at Union
Station.
0. J. FLANDERS. G. P. & T. A.. Boston,
LJEQ. H. THOMPSON. Ticket Agent, Port-

11.00
iiTiiE<n'n

New York,

tConneets with Rail Lines for
3outh and West.

Bath.

■

145

»*, 1897.
Station, lor
Dressing, 10.00 a. in.. 6.15, 6.20 D.1C-,
to Beach* Bine Point, 7.00, 10.00 a. *
3.15. 6.20 p. m.: Old Orchard, Sac
cleford, 7.00, 8.40. 10.00 a. m.. 12.45,
S.lo, 6.20 p. in.; Kennebunk. 7.00. 8.4
12.4-5,8.SO. 6.15 .6.20 p. m.; Kennebun.
8.40. a. III..
12.46. 3.80, M6P
r.00.
Wells Beach 7.00.8.40 a. m.. 8.80. 6.16 P.
Ssozth Berwick, gomeriwoi th. Dor«r,+l +
13.45. 3.80, 5.15 b.
r.00, 0.40 a, m.,
Rochester. 7.0<>. 8.40*. m.. 12.45, 8.S0 p.
13.
Farmington, Alton Bay, 8.40 a. RJ.
?.30 »). in.; Northern |>iv„ Laksport L
12.46
a.
m..
p. R'».
?onia. Plymouth. 8.4o
(fenwittr. via Homers worth. 7.00 a. m
Concord.
Via
Jiockiughanu
Manchester,
3.30
tn.;
p.
7.00 ft. m..
function,
Junction. Exeter. HaverRockingham
hill. Lawrence, Lowell, Boston, ^t4.0o.
8.30 p. m.
+8.40 a.
m.. §12*46,
17.00,
Arrive in Boston, 7.25, 10.10 a m„ 12.50.
1.22. 7.25. D. m. Leave Boston lor Portland, 5.50. 7,30. 8.00. 8.30 a- rn., 1.00, 4.16,
10.13, 11.00 a.
:». ni.
Arrive Portland,
in., 12.00, 12.20. 6.00, S.00 p. ir..
In effect Oct. 41

leave Union

Trains

From Montreal. Quebec. Fabyans. Bridgton.
S.25 a. m.; Lewistou and Mechanic Falls, S.30
i. m.:
Waterville and Augusta. 8.35 a. m.;
Bangor, aud Augusta daily and week 'lays from
Kockland. 12.23 p. m.; Kinglield. Phillips. Farmington. Bends. Rumford Falls. Lewiston, 12.3'J
a. m; Lewision and way stations 3.25 p. m.; St.
John. Bar Harbor. Aroostook County,Moosehead
Lake and Bangor, 5.45 p.in.; Rangeley. Farmingtoil. KumfordFalls, Lewiston, 6.56 p. m.; Chicago
ind Montreal and all White Mountain points
S.10 p. m.: dady from Bar Harbor, Bangor,
Bath and Lewiston, 1.40 a. rn. daily; Halifax,
it John. liarHarbor, Waterville and Augusta, 3.50 a. m.. except Mondays.
F. E. BOOTHBY, G. F. & T. A.
Portland, Nov. 14.1897.
_lmvlNltl

Portland Oumford Falls

k. McDonald.

Commercial street.
dtf

R'y.

In Effect Nov. 15, IS97.
DEPARTURES.
5.30A.M. and UO P. M. From Union Station
Falls. Buckaeltt. CanMechanic
lor Poland.
ton, Dixlield, Rumtord Falls.
From Union
5.30 a. m. 1.10 and 5.15 p. ro.
Station for.Meclunic Falls and Intermediate
stations.
1.10 train makes close connections at
ford Falls for Bemis and all stations on
& il, L. li. It.

Through Tickets

on

RumK. F.

Sale.

ft. C. BRADFORD, Tjaffle Manager,
Portland, Maine.
E. L. LOVEJOY', Supenntendent,
Romford Falls. Maine.
jelS dtt

of the r.rand 'flunk Railway
hath LOCAL and
p. ^Ls.
1 re
to
ALASKA.
KLONDIKE, the PACIFIC COAST. iVlNNtl-EG, and the NORTHWEST, as well a< ST.
PAUL, and all other competitive points, are
ixactly the saino as other Lines.
Passenger fares
system between

THROUGH, including

Sleeping Cars

Free Colonist
—

TO-

WINNIPEG

Custom House

..

Delaware. Vaekawana Si Wesil4o
Denver; A Rio uranoe. 10%

Boston & IVSaine

and East

South Bristol

CASCO BAV STEAMBOAT

..

..

..

Boston

LlVEKFOOb VIA. QUEENSTOWN.
Sat.
B. M. S. CANADA, MARCH 28,
noon.
M.
R.
S, CANADA, APRIL 30, 4.00 p. 111. bat

by Dr.C.T. FISK.

luned&wlf

..

"

in.
m.
in.
ill.

Saturday.

_

Spoken.
March 10. thirty-ilve miles E of Tortugas, soli
Horatio L Baker, Atkins, from Port Tampa for
t coastwise port.

From
Steamers.Portland.
Labrador! biu. 12 Mar., 1 p.
Vancouver.
11)
i>.
Scotsman, *•" :!l Mar. 1 p.
1C A pr. 1 p.
l.abrador.

IO

Portland and New York.
Fare, one way, $4.00; round trip, $6.00.
Merchants’ and Buyers’ round trip tickets,
under regulations of Merchants Association of

—

Foreign Ports.
Sld fm Glasgow 15th, steamer Scandinavian,

17
51

Ner-

vice.

From
Liverpool.
riiur. 24 Fell.
a Mar.,

days at 5.30 p. m.
Returning leave

St-John and Eastport Tuesdays and Thursdays.
JACKSONVILLE—Cld 23d, sch Charlotte!
Through tickets Issued and baggage checked
Sibley, New Loudon.
to destination. Eg*-Freight received up to 4.00
Jacob M Jlaskell.

Royal Maii Steamers—Liverpool

__

Str. “Frank Jones.”
BOSTON—Cld 23d, sehs Julia A Berkele, for
Kennebec and a sound port: Jonn Twohy, for
Beginning Friday, April 1st, 1868, will leave
Clarks Cove and Norfolk.
Portland Tuesdays and FTldays at It p. m., on
Ar 24th, sch Clias P Nottman, Jewett. Norfolk arrival of train leaving Boston at 7 p. m„ for
Sld 23d, sehs Jos W Hawthorn, Union Island: Rockland, Bar Harbor, Maehiasport and interD D Haskell. Fernandian; D S Lawrence, east; mediate landings. Returning leave MachiasCornelia Soule, Hurricane Island and NYork: port on Mondays and Thursdays at 4 a. in.
Passenger and freight rates the lowest, serMary Farrow, Belfast; Beta, Machl&s; Paul
GPX). F. EVANS,
Seavev, eastern ports.
vice the best.
General Manager.
BRUNSWICK—Ar 23d, sell Blanche H King
marl5dtf
Bennett, New York.
Sld 23d, sell Mary LCrosby, Trim, Boston;
Sarah A Fuller, Brown, Satilla River for New
York.I
BALTIMORE—Cld 23d, sob Wm B Herrick,
FOR_
Boston.
Ar 23d, sell Wm

"DOMINION LINE7.

Station Foot of Preble SI.
On and after Monday, Oct. 4, 1897, Passenger
trains will Leave Portland:
F or Worcester, Clinton, Ayer Junction, Nashua,
Windham aud Epping at 7.30 a. m. and 12.30

K.4 II.UOADS.

STEAMSHIPS.

OCEAN

RAILROADS.

-AND-

Canadian Northwest
Rates,

est

3w

Shortest,

and most popular Route,

Quickest
massing

route through principal Canadian
Chicago and St. Paul, Minnesota and

cn

;ities and

Dakota.

tur Free Colonist
For

families

Sleepers

and others going west

are

a

ipecial convenience, and
heir own lied ding,
mice at Montreal

sleeping cars
Jorllarid, Me.,

or
or

passengers may bring
may purchase ft at cost

Toronto stations. These

will go through without change.
Montreal and Toronto to Winni-

FKFK COLONIST SLKKPFRS
will
cave Portland every Monday at e p. m., and an
uiditional Free Colonist Sleeper will leavo
ng.

every Tuesday
noncing* March 7th.
Montreal

at

10.25 p. m., com-

Passengers for the Klondike and Yukon Gold
fields will be accommodated in these Free
keepers as for as Chicago or St. Paul, whore
iimilar sleepers can be had to the Pacific
Joast.

For tickets, reservation of space in sleepers,
fuarUMU
stc., apply to company’s agents.

PBES5.

iE

N. L. Eaton of

Wednesday

tee—G. M. Barney.
AMUSEMENTS.
ortlabd Theatre.
Three Lectures at P. H. S.
(

New Wants, To Let, For Sale, Lost, Found
and similar advertisements will be found undei
their appropriate heads on page c.
"Mrs. Winslow's Sooeuibs

syrup,

Fifty Years Dy millions ol
children while Teething
It soothes the child,
with perfeot success.
softens the gums, allays Pain, cures Wind
Colic, regulates the bowels, and is the best
remedy for Diarrhoea whether arising from
teething or other causes. For sale by Druggists in every Dart of the world. Be sure and
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Booming Syrup, 26 eta
used

over

their

for

bottle

a

_

Facoumtlt: signature of CHAP. H. ELET<VdER
is

on

on

Trip

the wrapper of every bottle of Castoaia.

Baby was sick, we gave her Castoria.
When she was a Child, she cried for Castoria.
When she became Miss, she clung to Castoria.
When

When she had Children, she gave them Castoria,

The committee on finance has made the
customary annual arrangements tor ad-

vertlslng for the usual temporary loan tor
money to use in anticipation of taxes. It
be
is understood that the
money will
available much earlier than usual.
The two engines that pulled freight No.

The merits oi the

flourishing

fraternal

Royal Arcanum, a
benefit organization,

a social
session of Atlas council.
of the
Most
members of the council were present, and
were

proclaimeu last evening, at

him, but as hie stateroom was not opened
at 9 o’clook yesterday morning, and no with them quite a number of friends
response could be obtained from anyone whose membership would be acceptable to
within, the door was opened by a pass the order.
Mr. Harry R. Virgin,
regent of the
key.
Eaton’s hat and coat were found in tho council, made a brief address in which he
of reviewed the history of the order and
room, and there were beside a pair
He said
cuffs and a couple of wallets. The wallets praised its methods and work.
contained very little money, but in one the order of Royal Arcanum was organfor $160 drawn in favor of ized in 1877. Its membership on Septemwas a check
ber 1, 1897,
was 194,175; during the yfear
N. L. Eaton.
There were besides in the room a sealed 1896 it paid benefits aggregating $5,002,to Mrs. N. L. Eaton. 674, and the total benefits paid by the orletter addressed

Keeley Institute,

151

Congress

St. drunkenness and morphinism is cured.
The Unitarian Women’s Alliance will
meet this afternoon at three o’clock.
All members of the class of ’73, P. H.
are requested to meet at Mrs. G. B.

S.,

724 Congress [street, Saturdaj
evening at 8 o’clock. A full attendance is
desired as business of importance is to

Swasey's,

be considered.
The
Fraternity fAlumni association
will mset at Fraternity house, this evening at 7.30, to take action on the death
of the late P. J. Wallace, Jr.
and quite cold yesterday.
The Unitarian Women’s alliance will
meat this afternoon at 8 o’clock.
The Young Ladies’ Guild sooial, which
been given at Free street
was to have

Bright

church last evening, has been postponed
to Thursday evening. March 31.
There will be a meeting of the school
committee at City building next Monday
at 4.80 p. m.
board of assessors has received
The
blanks from the state board of assessors
in which to fill out the annual assessments.

council,will

be

postponed

until furth-

notice.
The committee on new buildings held
a meeting yesterday afternoon for organization.
The Portland High School class of ’98,
which will be the largest ever graduated
from the school,[has voted to have class
er

rings.
number of young ladies from
attended the Bowdoin Junior
assembly at Brunswick Wednesday eve-

Quite [a

this city

ning.

ber. ;

Mr. O. A. Dennen, the proprietor of
the Mt. Kineo house, Charles D. Shaw
of Greenville and Capt. C. D. Saunders
of the Moosehead Lake steamboat company, are in the city, on their way home
from Boston, where they have been at-

Sportsmen’s

tending the

show in which

all of them had exhibits.
Mr. Thomas A. Bowen is rapidly recovering from the effects of his recent illness.

The programme was in oharge or Mrs.
A. B. Cole, who gave the address of welcome to the representative congregation,
and the special significant topic for the.
The personal element in
meeting was
Work.” Miss Carleton of

Missionary

experience

can

produce.

would like to

that a boy answering Herbert’s description
bad made the trip, and had gone ashore
immediately upon arrival.
hair of the ladies In
attendance at the exhibit of Seven Sutherland Sisters, now at the store of Schlot-

>>

©

We believe in doing fair, square things to all—no better rule than this. It’s the principle
which floats from the flag-staff of our business—the principle that is interwoven through every
thread of our business fabric—it’s the principle that wins. We’ll take our chance for reward
on our fidelity to this rule.

|

8

0
0

0

0
0
x

8

Gretchen
last as shown in
made on the
cut. This is a very stylish last just imported.
Vici Kid is the best leather for Spring and
Summer Wear ever made, as it is very easy
to the feet. Has Oak Leather bottoms,
stitched with silk, fast color hooks and eyelets. For style, fit and service this quality
elsewhere would cost from $5 to $d. Our
price is $3.50. We make different
styles in Brown Vici Kid, Patent Calf,
Calf, French Enamel, Brown and Tan
Willow Calf._

i)

OUR STORE IS LOCATED AT

MEN’S SPRING OVERCOATS

©

}|
0

In every

©

w? l*. Douglas,"'

a. 1. Hamilton, Manager.

Brockton, Mass.

w

7^

yy.

r-

by

Mrs. Fenn.
HE WILL GO TO NEW YORK.
Mr. H. L. Berry of New Gloucester,
well known as a teacher in the public
sohools of Westbrook and other places in
the Btate, has been taking a course in the
Boston Lloyd Training school, but before
a
his course was complete has reoeived
flattering offer from one of the state insti-

AH Wool Putnam Overcoats at
Ioung Men’s Covert Cloth Overcoats at
Finer grades from

©

oould not have returned to Maine.
hope his stay outside the state may
be

We

X

0

©

S

Receive

Their

L.

as

well

r.3

,

$5*9C

$5.98
$8.00 to $25.00

.....

Men’s Business Suits from
In still finer grades from

IF7

$5.00 to $12.00
$ 15.00 to $25.00

....

MEN’S SPRING

a
a

Suit
suit

PANTALOONS.

*
v

^

5#

~

Av

•;

NEW

THE

ALL

AND

NOBBY

STYLES

AT

LOW

PRICES.

OUR BOYS’ AND CHILDREN’S DEPT.
♦
■**1

Our boys’ suits are prize-winners every time and represent
capital money-making,
money-saving investment. We mark an epoch in this line of merchandise this season by
offering the finest qualities at decided littleness of price. These suits never go begging and
Every grade is
you must strike while the iron is hot, or miss the greatest chance of the year.
all the qualicovers
and
its
reliability
new, nobby, pei’fect, whether in plain or mixed fabrics,
ties especially desirable in boys’ clothing.
a

\

—SALE OF—

MEN’S FURNISHING GOODS.

Men’s Furnishings

not

1000 dozen Hose at
400 dozen Black and Tan Hose at 10c a pair or three pair for 25c.
at 45c each. Fine
a
Shirts
at
8c
Bosom
15c
Fancy
6c a pair. 500 dozen
pair.
Suspenders
at
19c
each.
Neckties
100
dozen
White Shirts at 45c each.

TODAY AND TOMORROW,

U.

Members

House Last

fit

MEN S SPRING SUITS.

§

i;:

permanent.
W.

Overcoats that

.....

|

Homer and Mr. George Lidback, to which
Mr. Anderson responded briefly.
There
was singing by the oompany after which
refreshments were served.

Hoods

cut.

0

answers to

qniet hour,”.which was,.conducted

style of

tailor made.

©

546 Congress Street.

of shade and

quality of cloth, variety

X

Jf

Catalogue

State street church read a short paper,
‘‘What can I do to advanoe the Mis- terbeck, Foss & Co., is thejresult of care
sionary Cause?”, and Mrs. J. F. Thomp- and the use of the highly meritorious
of
these famous sisters.
son spoke for the necessity of interesting preparations
The ladies
in attendance will instruct
the young people in the work.
Mrs. John Carter had charge of tha you free how to obtain like results.
and gave
satisfactory
CELEBRATED HIS BIRTHDAY.
the queries propounded.
The
many friends of Mr. Nicholas
deMiss Morrill gave a brief address,
Anderson observed his birthday on Wedscribing few interesting points of her exnesday at his residence No. 21 Madison
perience and expressing her pleasure at
street.
A short address of Introduction
that
ladies
the
meet
with
being able to
was delivered by Rev.
followed a birthday and oongratulation
Then
afternoon.
of the Lutheran ohureh,
A. Aaron,
offering; especially for Miss Morrill’s followed pastor
by addresses by Miss Hilma
work, and the meeting closed with ‘‘the
Anderson, Mr. N. O. Bepker, Mr. Axel

8
§

Black Vici and Tan Vici Bid
are

„
O

»

0

magnificent

Question Box

)

o

—©

hear from their son Herbert.
He is between fourteen and fifteen years
old, and has been outting ice for a firm in
Me., for two months
Fitchburg City,
past. A letter was received by his parents
last week, saying that he would start for

The

and skill

We are the largest manufacturers and retailers of
Men’s Fine Shoes in the world. We sell direct to
the wearer through qur 55 stores at ojpa profit.
All extra profits which others have to charge we
give our customers the benefit in the extra
quality of our shoes.

on

at

the

Preble

Evening.

BINES

The ladies of the executive board of the
several of
Woman’s Literary Union,
whom retire from office at the end of the
the
year, paid the members of the Union
high compliment of giving them a very
beautiful reception at the Preble housa
the
All the members of
last evening.

Lockwood
yard wide
Unbleached Cotton, plenty of
4c per yard
it, at

Beacon Commnndery, K. or M.,No. 98,
last evening worked the scarlet degree on
one candidate, and after the degree visited
Past
Sanborn’s cafe and had a supper.

train.
REAL ESTATE TRANSFERS.
Mr. Lewsen of the firm of R. M. LewThese real estate transfers are reported;
een & Co.,left last night for a trip to New
Jessie Dyer to Oliver B. Miller, both
York, where he will remain a few days of South Portland, land in South Portof
latest
the
importations land.
selecting some
Charles B. Dalton of Deering to Harry
of euits, jackets and silk waists. The
A. Ladd of Denver, land in Deering on
announced
immewill
be
opening
spring
Forest avenue.
diately after Mr. Lewsen’s return.
Deering Land company to Charles B.
Rev. George D. Lindsay of Waterville Dalton, land in Oakdale on Forest avenue.
a
interesting lecture on
very
Croup instantly relieved. Dr. Thomas’
•'Dimples, Bones and Wrinkles,” at the
M.
E. church in this city F.lectrio Oil. Perfectly safe. Never fails
street
Congress
At any drug store.
on Wednesday evening.

CO.

Beautiful books filled with charming, graceful and delightful stories for the little ones,
given away to customers purchasing goods to the amount of $5.00 or upwards in our Children’s

Colored Shirts, Night Shirts,
Neckties, &c„ &c., &c„ at reduced prices
for Today and Tomorrow.

25 doz. Men’s Newly Laundered White Shirts at 42c
each. All sizes i'roui 13 to 17. Best Shirt's we have
offered for the price. All short linen bosoms.

The above Cottons are the regular
“Lockwood” short lengths, shipped

25 doz. Men’s Fine Fancy Trimmed Night Shirts at
4fic each. They are made of very soft, nice cotton
and are extra length. Best bargain ever offered
at the price.

to

us

direct

from

the

two

to

“LOCKWOOD
f

On sale every
tic

day

in

The

our

PORTLAND
NEW!
DIRECTORY

domes-

department.

20 dozen lien’s 25c JLinen Cuffs, both
plain and
link at I9c pair. These are best Bluett and Coon
goods in regular 25c grade, lou don’t get such

1898.

cheap very often.

The canvass for the Directory having been
finished, nil recent changes should be sent to
the publishers at once to secure insertion.
The price of
0A PA the Direc-

10 dozen Men’s regular 50c Fancy Bosom Shirts,
(w hite bodies) at 35c each. This is the last of ti
large lot that the manufacturers closed out to us
at less than cost to them. The sizes run from 14
to

Eastman Bros. & Bancroft.

so

^4i3U

for all orders
be
tory will
See that the
received later than April l, 1898.
publishers have your order before that date to
secure the subscription price of $2.00,

16 1-2.

25 dozen regular Celluloid Collars at only 12c each.
These are the “Interlined” brand—best make of
regular “Celluloid” goods.

The Thurston Print,

All kiuds of Men’s Iltilauudered Colored 50c Shirts,
(ouling flannel, cheviot and black and white
drilliug), to be sold today stud tomorrow at 39c
each.

97 1-2 EXCHANGE ST.

niar25

Try the “Giant” Laundered White Shirts, for large
men.

HAY’S

*

LITHIA
33c

a

♦

1’rice 49c each.

#

_dlw

DANDELION BITTERS.

TABLETS,

50c

bottle.

HAY’S PHARMACY, Middle St.

RINES

:

BROTHERS

:

CO.

AND

HATTERS

26 and 28 Monument

50 doz. Men’s 25c Neckties, (Tecks and 4-in-hands.)
at only 18c each.
They are desirable Ties and
well worth 25e each.

goods

Largest One Price Spot Cash,

CLOTHIERS,

lO doz. Men’s Laundered Percale Shirts with 2 collars and pair cuffs, at only G2 l-2c each—2 for
$1.25. They were made to sell at $1.00 each. We
have all sizes from 14 to 17.

10 dozen regular 23c Suspenders at 15c pair. They
have Mohair ends, drawers supporters aud fine
gilt slide buckles.

SHORTS”

^

IRA F. CLARK & CO.,

mill-—they

from

of

in

lengths
twenty yards—are all perfect goods
and a bargain, V/e control the sale,
for this city, on
come

WWW^WW*9 9

WWWWWWWW

White Shirts,

inch
Lockwood forty
Unbleached Cotton, plenty of
it, at
5c per yard

and ably filled.

BEACON COMMANDERY, K. OF M.

BBOS.

Department.

every way and was a very graceful farewell to the Union members, from the
the
ladies who are soon to retire from
offices, which they have so satisfactorily

Commander Howitt was presented a past
Powers was at the Union station
commander’s
jewel by Past Commander
from
He arrived
yesterday forenoon.
Lebanon ComMembers of
Hewitt.
Boston and after dining at the cafe, left
of Deering were present.
home in Houlton on the 11.SO mnndery
for his

t

endeavor

Missions in our city, at Second Parish
in order to emphasize their interest in her personal efforts.
Miss Gould, who was Miss Morrill’s
companion in this work, is also included
The Bath boat arin the prayers and good wishes, which home Monday night.
emanate from these meetings.
rived m Boston about five o'clock TuesYesterday afternoon Miss Morrill was at day morning, and Mr. Doughty did not
seven
until nearly
the meeting, in propria persona, and her get to the wharf

church,

public—which we
to do by giving the

the

best value in shoe leather that

HERBERT DOUGHTY MISSING.
Maks,

please

—H——

Gov.

gave

to

Our Belief in Our

Carry

DAILY $ DEALINGS.

g

Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Doughty, S3 Allen
Somerville

We

OUR

ments were served.

street

WORLD.

mission
is to sell the
„
How far ©
shoes the public want to buy.
we have fulfilled the desires of our cus- ©
tomers is best told in the large and 8
increasing business constantly coming to us. It is to our interest ®

street, Malden, Mass., ana ganization np to last September were
unsealed note directing the finder $42,097,900.
Mr. Albro E. Chase, a charter member
to forward the letter and his other efieots
of the oounoil, discussed the subject ot
to the address given.
The presumption is of course that Eaton life insurance and paid a high complijumped overboard during the trip. Noth- ment to the record of the Royal Aroauum.
The entertainment programme included
ing further is known about him.
piano solos by Prof. H. W. Cloyes, violin
SECOND PAHISH.
solos by Mr. H. H. Crane,
songs
by
Messrs. Alek Gilchrist, a song and reoeiMias Mary Morrill Attends the Women’s
tations
and
E. J. Quinn
by Mr.
Hoard of Missions.
Refreshspecialties by Henry Johnson.

from
Frenohmen
Three
Augusta
went to Fort Preble yesterday to enlist.
The store of Owen, Moore ic Co., will
be closed today at 2 o’clock on account
«f tne funeral of the late Mrs. A. G.
Hollins.
Mrs.
Bramhall lodge, No. 3, K. of P., met board, Mrs. F. B. Clarke, president,
last evening and started the Forest City, Hiram L. Jones, Mrs. Moody, vioe nresiO. O. P., with 12 candidates. An invirecording
dent, Mrs. Frederick Moore,
tation is extended to all K.of P.’s to meet
Mrs. Frederick Jones, auditor
next Thursday evening and join the or- secretary,
T-A._Al_4-rt hr.
and Mrs. H. W. Bryant, all becomingly
forward to.
attired, were present to receive their
stole some blacking
N A
sneak thief
guests.
brashes from the dressing room, just off
The Carciotta quartette of five young
khe lodging room of the police station
Mrs.
women furnished delightful music.
yesterday.
WhUmnn fiawrpr
fl.nfl TVTl’S. S. A. lrU6.
The
anniversary of Odd Fellowship
will be celebrated next month and the assisted by the member* of the Fern club,
various bodies are electing committees Mrs. S. M. Strout and the Misses Jones
Sf arrangements.
and Davis, assisted in serving the refreshThey will soon have the base rims of ments in the
parlor.
four mortars in position at the fort.
In the dining
room, at a tastefully
decorated table, Mrs. Rufus Hinkley and
PERSONAL.
Mrs. Robinson served the delicious sherbet
Hon. S. W. Carr, insurance commis- and
punch, and they were assisted by a
sioner, has been making his annual ex- bevy of young women in light dresses,
amination of the accounts of the_Union
Mrs.
among whom were Mrs. Harry Eddy,
Mutual company of this city
Cummings, Miss Eddy and Miss DrumAssistant Adjntant, General J. L. Mer- mond from the
History club; Mrs. Fagan
tick of the Department of Maine, G. A. and Miss
Noyes from the Readers; with
R., has gone to Cincinnati, O., to make Miss Colburn, Miss Foster, Miss Libby,
arrangements for the headquarters of Mrs. Howland, Miss King and Miss Methe Maine Veterans at the National EnKenney from the Twentieth Century.
trapment, to be held there in SeptemThe whole affair was most enjoyable in
--

£9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 ;
:

93 Dexter

George T. Payson of H. M. Payson &
Co., has purchased of Malcolm F. Hammond, a fine lot of land containing 12,500
Are much in little; always
■ ■ ■
feet on Mellen street, at foot of Deering tutions in New York, and enters upon ready, efficient, satlsf ac■
|Ia
III
Now that Lloyd tory; prevent a cold or fever,
street, on which he intends to erect a re- his work immediately.
■ ■ ■
cure all liver ills, sick head- ■
sidence for himself.
is receiving so much attention on ail sides
ache, jaundice, constipation, etc. Price 25 cents.
The apron and necktie party which it 6eems unfortunate that such a teacher The only Pills to take with Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
Martha
the
Washing- as Mr. Berry has proved himself to be
was to be given by
ton

HEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

ANQ

Shoe

an

city Tuesday night broke
apart near Hawkes’s brick yard and the
engines bumped together by a sudden presence added a great deal of interest o’clock. He was enable to find his son,
stop, inflicting some damage on No. 9 and inspiration to the occasion.
bnt it was learned from the boat hands
6 out of the

ADTTOTIgEinSia.

NEW

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

MERIT IN MElHANK PAYS

Royal Arcanum Pass an
Evening in Sociability and Speech Mak-

just before the

evening

Three years ago Miss Mary Morrill was
on the »ea, en route to begin her work in
China, and during these [years, the 94th
of March has been specially set apait by
the members of the Women’s Board of

BRIEF JOTTINGS.

At the

ADVERTISEMENTS._

Members of the

Portland

steamer Portland left Boston for this
city, a man who gave his name as N. L.
Eaton, engaged an outside stateroom.
No one took any particular notice of

.lbby Co.

flows ted.
son & Lambert
■euger's Notice,
tland Trust Company,
rston Print.

been

NEW

|

ADVERTISEMENTS.

ing.

n Bros. & Bancroft—2.
Moore & Co.

Has

Malden Drowned
to

Co.

ros.

NEW

COUNCIL ENTERTAINS.
__

ADVEKTISEM1SNXB TOUAY.

mothers

ATLAS

SUICIDE ON BOSTON BOAT.

a

Large Bottle.

H. H. HAY & SON, MiJille St.
i

NEW!

FURNISHERS,
Square.

26d3t

■

mar

NEW!

NEW!

N^W

I

FANCY SILKS FOR WAISTS.
Beautiful line for $1.00 and 1.25

yard.

New Black Crepons for Dresses, $10.50 to
$ 12.50 pattern.
New Poplins in Colors for $1.25 yard. New
shades.
New Percales, best I2l-2c quality cut to
l-2c
10
yard.
New lot of 12 l-2c

T. F.

Ginghams

cut to 10c

TFoMSTED,

451

Congress St.

yd,

